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PREFACE 

TRIS little book is a humble experiment in thought ded,icated 
to those who, c.onscious of a widening cleavage between Nature 
and Man. are willing to inquil'e into its causes. It ueither will nor 
ea.n do any harm to others wh~ feel safe only in the shelter of 
inherited habits. 

I present Aristotle with both thanks and excuseS. The first for 
the use of fundamental con~epts, the second for the misuse of }lis 
fame. Hugh JedeU helped me in adjusting the language of Greek 
philosophy to the English idiom. ~artha Anderson spared no 
pains in shaping, Iorming, polishing my manuscript. 

K. R. 
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PART A 

THE IMPASSE 



I 

. THE P~O~LEY OF MOTION 

Ladies ana Gen.tlemen.: 
BJUrOBE beginning, I invoke the gods acoording to my 
country's oustom, for you as well 88 I need their aid if we 
are to understand each other. Then 1 give you thanks for 
having invited me to speak: here. You have called me the 
founder of you!' science. You want to learn from me how 
I f~el about the development, the present condition, the 
triumph of your science. 

You are caught in 8 maze, snared by habits and 
trapped by methods from whieh you cannot free your~ 
selves. From my great distance I may perchance see 
things you cannot see. I do not .know whether my voice, 
an alien voice, eRn find access to you-not merely whether 
the sound of the words oan carry to your 'ears but also 
whether their sanse ca.n enter your ~inds as seientists, 
your hearts as men. 

First of all I bag you not to expect me to praise your 
achievements. For this pUl'pose you do not need roe. Oer
tainly, from my stamm&ring to your calculating the prog
ress has been extraordinary. Yon h~ve the most ingenious 
instruments, you use the most efficient methods, you know 
the most astounding laws. Your ships, automobiles, air-

. planes, and radios unite the 'globe and connect events. 
Your c8.tapult~ pull down cities and upturn stones from 
the bottoms of your nelda. You endow your rulers with 
superior technical means that choke all possibilities of 
opposition. For this and still more you have my humble 
admir ation. 

My wonder at . your successes is not my greatest won .. 
der, however. Theiirst sentence in ,a book I wrote in my 
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youth rU11l; All Pt8n by nat1lt8. dame to bow.4 The moat 
int ... s' ot all your experiences i:a your desire for knowl
edge; ~' v.un do I look ,for the place of this uperience in 
yo~ tJa4em~ of the Univer~e~ ~ere is no place. This, not 
ypur successes, is what astonishes me most. 

This experience hag not and cannot have a place in 
your scheme. You have shut yourselves off from Nature. 
The fllrtl1er you penetrate into what you call nature the 
more elusiv~ you become to yourselves. What, by Zeus, 
have yon been doing' 

The nature you talk about as scientists is not the nature 
you mean when you say 'l tlm'. Nature is one, immutable, 
eternally varying-. the way of Being in all beings: revealed 
a8 et~rrit.Ll movement, formation, deformation, and trans ... 
formati4n! .y ou yourselves, your desire fo~ kilowledge, 
you are Nature. And yet you have opened between your 
cOlllprehension of yourselves and your knowledge of Na
turea- chasm that engulfs in darkness your common be
illg. y o~ re~lize it. In all the splendor of your inventions 
this is your secret grief and the scandal of your science. 'Vhy, Consider the 8t~angeness of yOUI' ways. They 
may be a matter of course to you through force of habit; 
to me, h.owever, they seem una.ccountable, and e"9'er new 
raa&PI! tor ever' greater wonder. You ~re men. Whatever 
YOll know of the outside world you know ~~ men. Man is 
your -el~sest, your most ~uthentic experiencet which yet 
you put aside. 

Ah, I well know what tempted you! The exciting ex
perience of Nature submitting to Number first created 
an ideal of Truth in YOUI' souls: the certitude of mathe. 
math~al statements. This ideal determined your coneep~ 
tion of 8fii6~C&; and this conception of science prompted 
your soheme ot nature as object of this science. Nature 
became the nt\.tura of e'¥aet science. Exact science deala 
with' i~w$ tha.t conp~et phenomena py ~el~tion8 ' of meas
urable quantities. You have ' found those laws. ,Their 
structure is of wonderiul simplicity: definite differential 
equations. They permit you to confirm observation by 
caleulation, ealelllation by observation. Overcome by this 
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miracle you .ketch ~at11i'e in the space of your numbers .. 
But in: this space you' leave no melle for youl"selves and 
your desire for knowledge. . 

No doubt there W9Te other things that seduced you; 
The technician in you wanted to puiId maehines, did not 
care about the essen66 of things in 80 far as they 'are'. 
To build machines it is sufficient to measure quantities 
and to know their relations. . 

Theology, too, led you 8straya When the inheritance of 
my people faded, your theologians separated Man from 
Nature, wishing to elevate Man a.nd make h~m inde
pendent 8S a creation of that history which to them was 
the history of Sp,lvation~ By raising Man above N atuTe 
they degraded Nature. This is your inheritance. 

The faith ot your priests, however, embraced Nature 
and Man in one mystery. For your scientists this unity is 
rent. That inheritance of whieh you. are the 81av~s is 

. frozen in long-dead words. You cannot get rid of it, sur
mount it, c.annot :find the way back to the unity of Being, 
to that one Nature in which you are kin to all beings, the 
eternally equal, which, imperturbable, conceals and re
veals itself in all that is. Shorn of the innocence of this 
link you wobble between two kinds of bad 'conscience: as 
human being you squint towa.rd theology amidst your 
numbers; a8 soientist you feel guilty in that very sqni~t ... 
i~ . 

All these reasons for your having lost the way hardly 
diminish my astonishment. You have no ima.ge of Nature. 
You carry no image of Man in your soUl. You are home
less in your own world. Perhaps my ama.zement amazes 
you. It is plain that Na.ture does Dot mean the same to you 
and to ma. My way of questioning is obviously not you~a, 
my ideal of knQwledge t my measnre of truth, are not 
yours. 

I do Dot intend, however, to set conoept against con
cept in the empty spaee of possible thought and to fight 
you with sheer words. There is something in us and be
yond, call it what you will: Natura, Bemg, RealitY-Bome .. 
thing we can hit or miss, veil or unveil with words. And 
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we both defer to that something as jlldge. So I shall get 
to the core of our difference by posing a specific prob .. 
lem: what is Motion t This question lies in the thick of 
my battle with the secret of Nature. It unleashes your 
innermost difficulties, compelling you to reconsider your 
own methods. 

For still another reason I choose this partioular ques
tion. When a mare four hundred years ago on the rostra 
of your universities Galileo oonjured .Ari8tot~lem redi .. 
vivum~ • to confound my adherents,. the fight turned on the 
spatial moyement of bodies in the sky and on earth. From 
this problem the mathematical seienee of Nature was 
born and developed, overpowering my adherents and my ... 
self. I did not heed the oall of Galileo at the time . .As were 
I{epler and Galileo, I was overwhelmed by the wonder 
of the harmony between Nature and Number. My theory 
of the movement of heavenly bodies was reduced to a 
.pious phantasma; yet I knew I was right in the greater 
problem of motion. Only now, after intrinsic difficulties 
have sapped the vigor of tho testimony and are beginning . 
to indicate its origin and limit, can I try to plead for my 
vision. . 

What .i.e Motion' By Motion I mean not only motion 
in space, but change of any sort-va.ria.tion in quality, 
waxing and waning, growth and decay, ' birth and death. 
I shall start with your concept of motion-with the an
swers given first by the classical, then by the most recent 
physics. Later I shall attempt to show how your own 
diffieulties oblige you to discover another meaning in the 
question and the possibility of another reply. 

What does sueh a que&tion meant It masks a 'difficulty 
of a peculiar kind: the sense of 'is'. Obviously this little 
word is not merely the copula joini~g motion as subjeet 
to any predicate about which we are free to agree. In onr 
answer to such a question we do not want simply to con
firm our agreement about a name~ Manifestly this ques
tion disguises an assertion. We must divide the question 
into a statement and ~ question: • Motion is.' 'What is 
motion 7 'vIn the first, the 'is * is predica.te) not copula.. In 
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'the second, in which it seems oopula, the predica tive force is 
~:retained. The answer to the question 'What is. MotiQn" 
. must be a statement about · Being. Being is intriJiBit)~ny 
: mobile, changing. What does that·1nean' . 

The voluntary element in our agreement about the nse 
'of the term 'motion' is limited. This word mu~t be ap-:
'.plied so as to say somethingJ not nothing. There is com
; pulsion in all saying. Saying means to say something, 
: though most of our Baying ' is saying nothing ~ something 
,that seems to be but is no.t. 
: So we shall have to agree, before we attempt an an
i swer, upon the meaning of this 'is'4 Perhaps here at 
\ the very beginning lies ·the source of our dissension. Your 
)meaning of this 'ist may not be mine, mil1& not yours. If 
!I am not mistaken you recogni2ie only .one possible mean
:ing of that 'is'. Thet'e is a. somehow ord,ared multiplicity 
'-you call it cosmos, world. It is beyond you. You are in it. 
In that cosmos ma.ny things exist, others do not exist. Of 
one you state 'it is', of another it 'is' not. Being and not 
being for you means belonging and not belonging to that 
cosmos. 

If you start with this sense of 'is', 'Motion is' means 
nrst of albIn this cosmos there is movement, movein~nt 
belongs to it. What does this stat~ment really .intend f· I ' 
should say! this multiplicity expands and is held togather 
by certain principlea and categories o;f order and' deter .. 
mination, the whole of which makes its structure. To state 
what Motion is, then, means to determiue on the b~8is of 
these principles tha place of Motion in this order. In 
that way indeed you go to work. You presume that this 
cosmos, fo~ instance, extends in three dimensions of space 
aJ;ld one of time, and assign to the points of this four 
dimensional diversity eertain figures describing· its 

. physical conditions. By this sketch you' d~t6rtnitie ~o
t~on: Motion is 8. oonthiuous sequence in time ' inwmch 
conditions change their places or places ahange their 
conditions. Thus you determine Motion by Time. I will 
not yet inquire whether this determination is adequate 
or even whether it really determines anything at all. This 
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obviously depends upon Time's being something Or noth
ing. My aim is merely .to show you that the ground on 
which any suoh determination stands is the total design 
of the order that connects this divel"stty! in short, that 
you do your determining on the basis of what you eall 

"the world. 
All your deteI'mining is of that kind. You determine 

colors by electromagnetic waves, plants by: plaoing them 
in . the hierarChy of genera. . and spec.ies, by descent, ' by 
position in space and time, by conditions of life, or any
thi:ng else of that order-the ultimate support of your de~ 
termining is always a. total scheme of the diversity called 
'world'. This meaning of the question establishes the con
ditions witll which 8·11 answer has to comply. Your deci
.8ion as to the meaning of tho question predecldes the 
pattern of the answer. 

For the time being I accede to this pattern, but with 
the reservation that the meaning of the question is itself 
open to question. Maybe it is the charaeter of the question 
that leaves aU answers suspended in the air. We may 
later be compelled to remember that the meaning of the 
question is doubtful and to revise the question.itself as 
well as the answers. Now I consider the question as you 
pose it . 

I seeJ however, discontent and resistance in your faces. 
I can guess what annoys you-that dangerous word 'ie'. 
You fear to get entangled with its secret. Y DU have 
worked out a thesis intended to elude it. You do not-want 
to ask what Motion 'is', or e'Ven hear that this 4 is' is 
doubtful. You pretend that no answer whatever to this 
question could touch you and your science in any way_ 
Reality is perception. You say: '4We seek the order" in 
which everything perceivable is cOllnected--the relations 
and laws linking our observations. With this we are con
tent. From present and past observations we calculate 
"future ones and rejoice when the later obse1;Vations con-

i firm. our reckoning. The ol'dar of all possible observations 
-that is our reality and the only sense of Being, reality, 
actual existence that we acknowledge. Everything else we 
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deem vain-shams. Things for philosophers to quarrel 
about to the end of the world." 

Youagreet Nearly all of you approve of this thesis. 
Here your kind of arrogance wears the guise of modesty. 
Relating, as you say, your obserVations to your mathe
matical model you determine 8. single. thing, Le., .the per.:. 
caived by its place in an order .. Thus you follow UP. that · 
sense of 'ist. You see a color now and hera. This ' now 
and here you determine as a. spot of ' a. four dimensional 
diveraity you call space-time. The color) an oscillation 
of the 'ether~, now and here, you relate to numbers meas
uring phyt;ieal qualities of this spot. This is determina
tion on the basis of the order of the manifold. This color 
is an oscillation of the frequency A, at a spot defined by 
the coeffioients of x, y, z relative to the framework a.pplied. 
Wishing to coordinatat not to determine, y~u dispense 
with 'is'. . 

I doubt that it is caution and modesty that recom
mend to you this manner of speaking. Certainly, when 
challenged, you hide behind your modesty, saying: "We 
pretend nothing about the nature of things-let alone 
about 'Being'. We do not care about interpretations of 
our statements. We coordinate. The agreement of calcu
lation and perception is justification enough." Am .1 
wrong in presuming that this modesty is only ' a wa.y of 
defense' That you are all convinced or were convinced 
until a short time ago that your soheme of order is the 
basis of all knowledge about Naturesmce it is the sohema 
of Nature herself and the model of 'Being'? ' 

No matter how pride and modesty may mingle in this 
manner of speaking of yours, it shrouds that very sense 
of ~i8' I have just defined and, temporarily, accepted. By 
that manner ~f Bpeaking you., cov~r up soma other pre .. 
conceptions. The, perceptible Y What do you mean by it' 
Obviously not the really perceived. You do not want to be 
sensationalists. For you and for me lt is plain that a star 
not yet perceived by a.:nyone can be real. Petaeptibla by 
whom' By anyone, man or arii.malrNor do you wish to 
be subjectivists. Perception necessarily refers something 
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pereeived to someone perceiving. Your order is order 
relative to 8 subject. What is the subject of your per
ceptibility t 

Not the individual subject. You admit perceptions only 
if they can be confirmed' by any possible perceiver. You 
eliminate the particular individuality of the perceiving 
8ubjeet. You have taken great pains to cast out the in
dividual. Yon assume one ever present anonymous ob· 
server, the p~8Bible observer. Statements relative to him 
are for you 'objective' statements about reality. By such 
statements you establish your order of nature. You have 
then no right to pretend that you coordinate 8. totality of 
aU possible or real peroeptions with your model of nature, 
.that your design of this model 'is confirmed by the totality 
of your perceptions. You have made a selectionJ and 8.. 

very narrow one at that. You have limit~d the perceptible 
to the measurable. The order o~ the strsngth 01: wbich 
you do your determining is not built upon the totality of 
your perceptions. It is no stronger than the selection on 
which you built it. 

Your perceptions confirm your model-so you say. 
Certainly, but the method orders you to drop the not 
mea.surable part of your perceptions; thUB the method, 
and by the method the fundamental structure of your pre
conceived scheme, selects yOUI' perceptions. Your scheme 
is in your instruments. This objection does not trouble 
you. You ate quite sure that by this selection you elimi
nate merely the subjeotive quality of your perceptions, 
retaining the objective. 

Eskimos and Negroes disagree about heat and cold, 
but both read the same number on your thermometer. In 
your ,mind the intersubjeetive is the objective. By limit
ing yourself to the measurable you think you feature ob- ·· 
jectivity. That is why you believe that you really Bta~d 
upon the totality of experience. 

You are mistaken. You have not eliminated the sub· 
jeat; you have eliminated merely the individual differ
ences in favor of an anonymQus subject, the potential 
obsfSrver. Then youbave emasculated this anonymous sub-
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jectj now he is an odd creature, a robot without blood 
and heart, whose only being consists in reading numbers , 
from the pointers of yo~r instruments. 

Your 'objective' reality is merely an intersubjective 
order relative to this robot observer. All that is not meas .. 
urement is closed to him. Your most intimate and im-: 
pressive experienoes mean nothing to him. He has no 
purt" in the colorful fullness of Being. Since he 'is not a 
number he cannot peraeive himself. He does not belon'g 
to his own world. His objectivity is intersnbjeotivity of 
numbers,' " 

There may be another reality not less ,hltersubjective 
that is not measurement. The anonymous observer can
not perceive it. The subject also 'is', Intersubjectivity is 
in his being too-. In au bject there is something not only 
related to this or that subject but existing in itself and 
therefore , binding for. all. 

So your objective world has become 8. strange world 
relative to a strange observer. All your answers to the 
question: 4what is this or that" are based on the'design 
of nature of this your a.nonymous observer. On this basiB 
you determine what motion, C0101\ force, matter -is. On . 
this basis you are at a 10s8 for an answer. This desigh you 
try t.o model as far as you can to find harmony. But your 
modeling does not affect your way of determining, your 
meaning of 'is'. 

This your objective world, a pointer .. reading world of 
numbers, is no more the world of your eyes, hands, and 
bearts. With the growing distance between these two 
worlds unGasiness grows in you. In this feeling you real
ize half consciously that perhaps you have exclude~ from, 
your world several things of whioh you remain tlrmly con-

. vinced that tlley 'are J. ' 

Thus most of you!" notions change color in a twilight. 
Yon use the word force and, when queried, you define it 
by law, field, and veetor; but what you really have in mind 
is the force you feel i~ conunanding your muscles. Do not 
imagine, however, that you are uniting these two: you 
mix up unconnected notions, surreptitiously exchanging 
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one for the other. All your tblnking goes on in such am
biguity. You are aware of it; hence your discomfort. 

Let this be enough for the day. My aim was to asc·er
tain the sense yon give to the little word 'is', whether you , 
use it or go around it. To affirm that motion is means to 
you that Motion belongs to a. multiplicity, the totality of 
which you call world. · The determining is done on the 
strength of that totality. You determine the What of the 
thing inquired for by its place in the world~ . 
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II 

CLASSICAL PHYSICS 

T~DAY I intend to walk along paths familiar to you but 
untrodden and arduous to me. I shall examine tha answer 
of your classical physics to the question of Motion. ~ shall 
unfold the inherent difficulties with whiah you,r own prin
ciples have encumbered you. Maybe these difficulties will 
foree you to ponder on these ptinaiples. What to you 
seems most natural is most dubious. 

Your idea of motion springs from phoronomy. :F'rom 
the variety of changes you select' one: the apparently 
simplest,,- movement in space. It/! mathematical pattern 
is your model of all cha.nge. A three dimensional con
tinuum, Space, is extended ill a one dimensional con
tinuum, lJ..'ime. First you relate a continuous sequence of 
points of space to a continuous sequence of points of 
time. This four dimensional curve is your model of move~ 
ment. Then you asoribe to the points of your four dimen
'aional space-time continuum vatious other quantities, 
repres~nting the physical conditions, energYi potential, 
field values. Each of these values is a further way of 
determination, Le., a dimension. Finally you represent 
their continuous changes by curves in the space of 
figures. 

Thus you ascribe to a point of space-time a set of x 
quantities-x b~ing a finite num~er. This Bet of qna.ntities 
is' a complete description of this point. The totality of 
all these sets of quantities would be an exhaustive descrip
tion of the world. These qua.ntitie~ you aSSume to"be' con
neoted by laws which comprise the laws of world geom
etry &s well as of,p':~_~.~. The first refers to the properties 
of sets of four DUmbers,· each signifying to you the 
pointe of space-time; the second refers to the proper-
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ties of the other numbers, i.e., the physical values. B~th 
kindil of properties, however, form an indissoluble 
unity. . 

It m.akes no difisrence whether you call world geometry 
a law of nature or the laws of nature world geometry. 
What you want to do is to caleulate unknown from known 
numbers, rather than to describe the world by sets. of 
quantities. Nature lends herself to your doing so. To you 
this is a reason for pride and awe. 

The knowledge of a three dimensional crOBS section, 
dosoribing 8 olosed system· at 8, certain time, gives you 
values, called parameters, that obey certain rules. These 
rules, the laws of nature, can be differentiated in ailnple 
equations in the dimension of time. Thu8 you are able to 

- calcula.te from the conditions of the system at any ona 
time its conditions at any other time. This kind of order 
you call the causal structure ot world occurrences. Thua 
your design of na.ture is of .grand integrity, a marvel .to 
behold. So you thiJlk. I must confess a tinge of admiration 
in my horror. . 

This· world, howe'Ver, is merely the world of your 
anonymous observer: a world of pointer readings. Its 
laws link possible pointer readings. It is bleak and barren 
and lacks sun despite its lucidity. For centuries I have 
been wondering how you are able to live in this world 
without freezing. Even you might perhaps feel slightly 
cllilly if you drew your own conclusions. This1 however, 
you do not do. You relate the pointer rea.dings of your 
anonymous observer to the perceptions of your own 
senses. Your nalve view of the world steals into the-world 
of the anonymous obsenrer and his figures. Now the 
n\1mbera seem to take on life . 

.A fog of thoughts, turbid but not without at least some 
color, floats through your glacial number world. What I 
said yesterday about force a.pplies equally to time. Time, 
to the anonymous observer a dimension and continuum, 
·is to you a devourer of the Nows it begets .. Similarly with 
canse and effect and so forth. But when asked what you 
really mean when you speak of fo:rce, time, and so forth, 
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you quickly conjure up out of the naivete of your num
bera an nnobjectionable definition-only to sneak back 
afterward into . your habitual twilight. 

Your naive. world is no world .. It is a muddle of rudi
ments of past ontologies, meluding my own. There is no 
ontology, no 'logos' of' Being as Being, no unity of design 
of an ordered totality. Therefore I must hold on to the 
world of the anonymous observer and hold you within it. 

In this world Law reigns supreme. Law has ever been, 
iS t and will ever be. It is immutably the same. There is no 
creation., neither becoming nor decaying. .. 

I doubt that you are satisfied. This Law is arbitrary
reason for everything and itself without reason. More
over, you cannot make this one contingency ·do. There is 
a second: the initial const~llation,. You cannot q0duee the .. 
second from the :firat. In your experiments you adjust 
the constellation to fit your needs-in your world you 
find it and must accept it. 

These two contingen(~iea are ullconnected in you.r pie
ture of the world: one is beside the other. This 'does not 
trouble you in your daily world. You push them off to the 
border conditions of the physical system 'world', to the 
infinite edge of beginning in time with which Y011r re
search is not concerned. 

Transmitting this awkward lack of connection into t.he 
langua.ge of mythical cosmogony I would say: In a divine ' 
whim your God seleeted, by a first creative act just this 
world geonletryand these and no other laws of nature. 
·Then, by a second independent act of creation, uncon
nected with the first, He chose in a still more oapricious 
mood an initial constellation; He then turned His back on· 
His creation:-bad to turn it, llaving deprived Himself of 
all further iriterlerence-retiring to His eternal quiet. 
Unless you prefer to. assume that despite his Omniscience 
He 'onght to be sufficiently curious to observe the immeas
urable misery' growing ont of t~e second contingency 
under the rule of the first. It seems to me that you gave 
your God too much wo:rk in the beginning of the world 
and too little duting its COUl"se. 
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The muddle gets still worse, if you take your second 
law of thermodynamics seriously. If this laW' governed 
world devel9pment, God would have oreated a most im
probable initial constellation which; left to itself, could 
only deteriorate into a growing disoTder of inoreasing 
probability. Truly, more miserable even than Man would 
8uoh a god be.. You tell me to ·lea.ve God out of the play. 
The myth, however, only lays bare your embarrassment, 
whioh in the cold language of your science is less obvious 
bnt by no means less acute. 

Your world has been before becoming. Absolute Law 
governs immutably from an infinite beginning to an in
finite end. What, in this world, is Motion f You distinguish 
one of th.e four dimensions of your continuum by calling 
it 'time'. Yon relate a continuous 8equenoe of numbers 
aDd number aetss repr~senting either points in space or 
physical values, to the continuum of time and call it 'mo
tion'. ThuB you define Motion by Time. But what" is 
Tim~t 1 

.. .. trime, to you, is one of the four dimensions in which 
you con.ceive the cosmos to be extended. In time the world 
is unfolded. ThIS time, just like space, is mere exteMion. 
Being, either resting or movingr is spread out in time. 
Yon call it rest ·when the points of space related to the 
points of time are the same; movement when they" are 
continuously different. But this rest does not rest) this 
movement does not move. Equalities and differences are 
distributed. The world~ e:l:tended in Time, stands still. 
The semblance of rest and movement is caused by your 
relating your inner knowledge of yonr own resting and 
~lloving to the distribution of these quaijtie~ and differ· 
enees. In that world Eternal Law reigns; having immu
tably established the distribution of equalities and 
diffe~ence8 in the dimension of Time. 

Thinking of the equalities and differences as ordered 
'. in accordance with the hypotb~8i8 of causality you cannot 

even distingui~h between past, present, a.nd future, let 
alone a. present Now from the Nows that have been and 
will be. Thus the present :wi!! never progress, the Now 
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never devour the preceding Now and be devoured by the 
succeeding. 

Everything is unequilTocally determined-the Real is 
the only Pos~ible and the Necessary. There is only one 
modality of B~ing. In the' same mode are past, present, 
and future. They cannot be differentiated; All qisci·itnina
tion depends upon the position of some observer. Yon oan 
change his position, choose King Rameses instead of 
yourself: he is just 8S mllch a.nd in the same way in this 
world of youra as you are. Only at another point. His 
Now is just such a Now as yours. The undeniable fact, 
however, that all observations are chained to a. 'present 
Now, that this present Now and' with it the observability 
is moving-you can only gape at in silence. Tbere it! no 
provision for it in your design of the objective world. Yet 
you cannot explain it away by the subjectivity of 'the ob
server, for if anything at al~ is ,objective t it is. There is 
no escape from this embarrassing situa.tion as long as you 
conceive things extended in Time a9 a dimension and 
determined unequivocally in the manner of your causality. 
You fake a solution, smuggling your naive perceptions of 
time and motion into a world in the scheme of which they 
have no place. The task of determining Time by differ
entiating past} present, and future renlains the secret of 
the observer.' ~, ' 

'~ " :' Time is a one-way street,.marked by an arrow.-'But this 
Jquality o{"fittie also you borrow from yourselves. Not in 
your draft o:f.~ :Qa~l1~e, in yourselves alone, in the subject 
is Time direoted~ is one Now earlier, the other Now later, 
are Earlier and Later never to be exchanged. In your 
world they are here and there. Later could be Earlier, 
Earlier Later. 

I ha.ve read that some of you think the second law of 
thermodynamics could aceount for Time's arrow. I con
fess that I have tried in vain to understand how. I believe 
it is not from thermodynamics that you · conclude 'Time's 
arrow but from your own life put into your premises. 
That seeond law is a statistical law, a statement about 
aggregates. For these aggregates certain conditions are 
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valid. The single ha.ppenings must be relatively inde
pendent one from another. If these oonditions prevail, the 
probability of a certain distribution cannot but increase 
with the nUIIibel' of happenings. This has nothing to do 
with Time. If you let the number of happenings increase 
in Time you ClUJ. Bay this probability increases in Time, 
but then you presuppose Ti~e and its arrow. This, how
ever, is 8. minor point; and you yourselves are far from 
feeling safe in your argument. 

'If · NOt a statistical law cannot account for Time's arrow. 
Time does not stand still in the thermodynamie equilib
rium and would not flow backward if you could observe 
entropy diminishing instead of increasing. The arrow of 
Time cannot be deduced in this way. A statistical law 
does np; state anything about the nature of eleme~t.~!'y.. 
events. ' It is from their inherent nature, preliminary to 
all aggregates, that the arrow of Time springs. Here must 
be its Bonree. This Bon-rce you cannot find. Your concept 
of motion does not give you any toehold. Therefore you 
borrow the a:rrow of Time from your knowledge about 
yourselves and transfer it to your objective world, not 
grounding it in the structure of this world itself. 

V I now turn to another impasse. I eall it the 'aporia' of 
Substance. First you reduced substance to matter. Speak
ing of bodies you thought you had something lasting, as a 
substrate of change and subject of !noti9n. But this B~b
ject atrophied in your hands to the .grammatical subject 
of your sentence_ To the question: 'Wbat is it' J your 
only answer is: I The ~ubjeet of motion is field.' ~ieldflux, 
however, i~ _& contip.uum in .space and time. There is noth
ing left at your disposal that, preserving its identity . in 
the very change, might be a. This against a That, one dne 
separated from another One. You have only one One left! 
the world itself as the one :field expanded in space-time. 
You can separate parts of this continuum for your pur .. 
poses. When doing this yon can trust that this continuum 
contains seetions in which certain field values are extraor
dinarily high, deClining stseply at their borders. But this 
procedure is merely an escape; you cannot state which Bta-
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bilities of which values should serve as exact criteria a.nd 
which declivities should justify your separating one sec .. 
tion from another 88 one One trom another One. ThuB, 
the' parts would owe their Oneness to you and your pur~ 
poses, be ~~" not cp"O'Et-by thought 'not by nature. 

Consider the purport of this: I and thon, each a One 
and identieal with itself. This is indeed the first and· most 
primary of all your perceptions. If you are consistent you 
··must admit ' that you cannot coordinate · .. this p~rception 
clearly and distinctly with your design of the world. 'Your 
only weapon against this dilemma is inconsistency . . 
. ~ It is as a. continuum that you have designed spac~atime. 
,To this continuum you ha.ve aseribed eontillUollS field 
. values. This continuum is your <?nly One. It is undivided, 
"thongh divisible in thought. If you prefer to conceive this 
continuum as not only divisible but also divided in in-. 
finite points, you get lost in the maze of the most ancient 
'aporiai'/ 

You are quite content imaghiing yourselves' repre
sented in your field continuum as continuous ' sequences 
of points in 8pa.ee-thn~world lines you can them---ex
tended as four dimensional worms. You believe you are 
identical with yourselves) each of you, by virtue of this 
identity being a One, if this world line does not diverge · 
a.nd branch off somewhere. SUM a. ramification would 
indoed signify that at one point of· time you could be in 
separate places. The absence of such a ramification is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition of your identity. 

In this continuum you cail draw any world lines you 
wish. In this hall I can draw snoh a ·world line a~rOSB your 
space-time, starting from myself and going through soma 
of you. That, tooJ' would be a continuum. just like each. of 
your individual world lines. Some of these physical val
ues at the entry and exit of each of your bodies would 
show a quite abnormal declivity, especially the potentials 
of gravitation representing mass and energy. But the 
world line, despite those declivities, is a continuum. Thu8 
you really think the world lines of this identical You are 
dhitingtiished only by a relative constanoy .,of · certain 
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physical values; e.g., mass. But this mass also is field 
property and- fluent .. WheTs is your eriterion of the grade 
of constancy that permits one world line and forbids an
other to be the world line of one and the same being, that, 
like yon and me, is one One and identical with itself! You 
haV'e no such criteria.. 

Yon are surprised th~t I demonstrate the difficulties of 
classical physics by concepts of field physics alone; ~'ield 
physics i~ only a program. Your practice is governed 
by a dualism of field and matter. I can do nothing with 
the name of a. name. You do not determine matter. In de
,tennining matter you determine it as field. If in a dualism 
o~ matter and :field you oppose matter to field, ma.tter 
becomes the uncomprehended residue, proving oilly that 
your concept is inadequate. Matter, then, is merely a 
name for your dilemma. The uneomprehended residue 
devours what you think. you have comprehended--:-the 
puzzle of matter 8wallows up your solutions. Something 
is missing in your conceptual frame of nature. This gap 
you fill with a word. Matter furnishes you with the gram
matical Bubject of your statementJ the carrier of Motion: 
the stone in your hand t the water that flows, the helium 
atom. Matter links you!' concepts to the work of your 
hands. This may be sufficient for your practice but it does 
not save your theory .. 'fhis embarrassment is the reve.nge 
of Substanee for the, treatment you have given it.. You 
have degraded' it to matter; mattel', a 8ubstrate of move~ 
ment-the x of the grammatical subjeet Thus you ~ve 
concealed the mystery, which the concept of subst1:1nce 
woos, in the . void of the name ot a name. Out of this void 
it raises its head again. One day the riddle of your matter 
or the origin of dynamics will compel you to rediscover 
-that cnneept. By then not much will be left of the world 
design of ela88ical physics. Then only win you take up my 
fight against G~Hleo. 

So it happens that field physics gives a strange answer 
to the question what Motion really is: Motion do~s not 
move. In your world the~e is no motion, therefore no rest, 
for the movea.ble alone can rest.' rrime, whi~h must' de· 
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termine motion, is not distinguished as time. The moving 
of motion is a mirage---even the unity of the moved, the 
subject of movement, iB the observer's assumption .. 

I read indifference in yOUI' faoos~al1 this cannot , give 
you concern. It does not affect your-discoveries. Your air
planes fly. Your wireless waves race through space, bring
ing the eommonplaoes of statesmen ,frpm the other side 
of the globe to the remotest hovel. You calculate the pres
sure of radiation on the surface of the snn, the temper
ature in its center, you destroy atoms of nitl'()gen. You 
follow the tracks of the ejaculated pa.rticles. You sort out 
tho elementS-you take hold of matter. And here some
body rises and says: 4 4 Your motion does not move. ,t You 
do not trust your ears. . 
, Permit me to justify myself. My CRse is with the human 
being in you, not with the physicist. I do not contest the 
knowledge of the physicist. I deny neither your laws nor 
your machines. The miracle of the agreement between 
calculation and observation stands before m~ as grand 
as before you-perhaps even more grand, because I do 
not claim to know what this stupendous testimony really 
attests. 

My criticism is of the uss Man makes of physical knowl
edge., It applies to the discrepancy between physicist and 
human being, ita origin and its consequences. I do not 
dispute the numbers of the anonymous observer but only 
their claim to describe Nature, the really real world. I 
want to confine the greKi"-iesHruony to what it really may 
attest. Ypu overcha.l"ge it. Saying that motion does not 
move I plead modesty. 

On what grounds' You know motion from its very 
source, yourBelves~ from your acting and being aeted 
upon. Knowi~g this motion you cannot help judging mo
tion in classical physics and denying tha.t it mCJves. In the 
Brune way I am free to give the name 'time' to a dinlen
sion of my n a dimensional manifold or to call a relatively 
constant field 'subject of motion '. But there is 8. knowl
edge about time in you. Judged by that knowledge the 
dimension called' time' is not Time. In you is a knowledge 
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alBO about the One you call' I' and the other One you call 
'thou'. Judged by that knowledge your rela.tively :con
stant field-carved out of the world continuum-is still 
not su~h a One. 

If your movement seems to move, your thue to be Time, 
your substrate of movement to be Subject, it is only 
because you furtively slip your inner perception ·into 
the sense of your words. Did you not want to get your 
answer from the outside world' For this purpose indeed 
you drew the order of phenomena in your space of num
bers, divesteq. the individual observations of their pe
culjarities t and transferred them to the anonymous 
observer. You wanted to develop from the simpler phe
nomena the concepts that would explain the more intri
cate, From spatial movement in the heavens and on earth 
you wanted to obtain the laws of motion, from inorganic 
na.ture the laws of organic-life, thuB at last understanding 
yourselves on the strength of just these concepts. 

Oonsider r The answer the world gives to your way of 
questioning is an order of pointer readings. Into that 
order you introduce vague thoughts interpreting tl.lose 
concepts by untested knowledge of the subject about it
self. This answer is an answer neither of the world nor 
of your own Being, You ca.n make it pass neither as one 
nor the other. ' 

You have not examined the 'Being' of tne subject. 
Mayba from its knowledge of its own Being the subject 
would have given an entirely differe~t answer .. You have 
lost the ability to inquire.in that way: you no longer even 
know that suoh a way of inquiry is possible and sti1l1e8s 
that you could obtain an objeetive answer to such ques~ 
tions. : 

Your answer to the question of motion is ambiguous, 
detached from the subject and still attf:teh~d to it. Thus 
you llave stumbled into an unhappy predicament. You 
know and accomplish a great deal, yet you have no picture 

J>! Nature, no total design of Being. You have the testi
mony of the anonymous observer, but you do not know 
to what it testUieB~ The agreement of his figures gives no 
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results that enable you to comprehend yourselves as a 
part of this world. 

It seems to me that eventually the statements of biol
ogists, historians, and physicists about Being must" tally. 
The world of one is also the world of the others. You have 
cut Boienee into pa:rts. I am aghast, seeing that in YOUT 

hands the specialization of sciences has resulted in dis
secting the world into many worlds. 

I ca.nnot make myself believe that this satisfies yon. 
':rh:e world is o~e. Nature is one. One tie links all Being. 
That unitingJggo8 of Beinltmust be unearthed. My name 
for this task, pntology, has acquired ill fame. But whatta 
in a name' The task remains-soluble or not-youra as 
it was mine. 

Only when seartiliing for this logos, embraoing th~ testi
mony of your number~ and your own living Being in one 
question and in one answer-then only do 'you, striving 
.with greater effort for a higher goal, face the secret of 

. N~~:u!e. Never will that forlorn creature t Mant behold an 
image of Nature if he does not know what he is hinlself. 
Never will Man find himself if not in the image of 
Nature. 

'r come back to the anonymous observer and his scheme 
of nature. Ilia mo~on does not move. His time does not 
proceed, his moved and moving x is not a this or that One. 
It is your scheme of law, it is the continuum of space, 
time, and field ruled throughout by stich laws as let Time 
merely extend, make movement rigid, and destroy the 
oneness of every One. 

These diffioulties are the difficulties of classical physics. 
Meanwhile, . without allowing yourselves to be deterred 
by them, you have proceeded with your researches, con
tinuing to select the measurable perceptions, to relate 
the observed quantities to the J~non~Ol.~B obser'\Tsr and 
his mathe1ll:atical model, to correct this model aaoording 
to the needs of this relating. And then, once again, the 
Eterna.l Teacher bag led you up to tha great mystery .. You 
have diacovered-and that i$ perhaps the greatest tri .. 
umph of your methods and the prue of your '\Tery re .. 
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atraint-what did you discover f Yon are surprised, still 
doubting that you know wha.t it is. 

Two things you have discovered: That the laws of 
nature you know are deri"Ved laws, secondary not pri
mary, that their kind of simplicity· is consequence of a 
maeroacopic view; That on the small scale it is not pos
sible to establish a one to cne correspondence between 
your measurable perceptions and the classical scheme of 
order and to describe Nature by differentiation of contin~ 
uons qua~tities in the continuum of spa.ce and time. 

The gigantic testimony doea not testify to what it 
seemed to prove. Thus you have fallen from your old 
disguised troubles into neWt obvious worries. With these 
we shall deal tomorrow. 
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III 

QUANTUM PHYSICS 

SINCE the .JIlotion of classical physics does not move let 
us put the qU~8tion to qnantum physics. 'Here I do not 
hit upon a finished, self·teliantt ready answer, but find 
myself up against a muddle of embarrassmenta~ These 
embarrassments, however, arise not only) as most of you 
assume, from the incompatibility of quant~m theory with 
classical physics. The main ill would not be remedied by 
tackling the quantum phenomena with the concepts of 
classical physics. It is more deep~seated. 'The design of 
reality in classical physios contains greater enigmas than 
your so·called quantum mystery. When quantum physics 
shows up these riddles inherent in the fundamental con
cepts of classical physics, you should be glad to be de
livered from their bondage, instead of longing to be again 
Under their tyranny. 

It is better to be confronted with a mystery than with 
a phantasmagoria. You have a" strange predilection for 
probabilities of the numerieal value .1. You claim without 
reason that"! must be the numerical coefficient of aU prob~ 
abilities arising in Nature, relative to an omniscient ob
server. You would love to make insufficient knowledge of 
that observer responsible for all proba.bilities < 1. If you 
were successful you would imagine that you have relieved 
yourselves of all quandaries. It is as if you wished to 
build machines, not to comprehend Nature. 

Microphysics has no answer to the problem of motion. 
The classical concept of motion , cannot be applied to the 
smallest of the small, though it seems to remain \Talid for 
the large~ Moreover, obliged to base movement in m8oro~ 
physics npon movement in microphysics, you have to 
admit that the former, whioh Y<;lU know, originates from 
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the latter, which you do not know. Your up-to-date knowl- . 
edge of movement refers to secondary movements .. 

About primary movement your knowledge gives you 
fragments of cipher writing. You have laws--your quan
tum laws-which hayS stood up in the practice of your 
research permitting you to observe the calculated~ to 
calculate t.he observed. You know that out of these laws 
the laws of classical physics emerge. They concern hap
penings the probabilities of whieh approach with incre~s
ing quantum numbers the lime81~ Of what kind are these 
laws! They govern a something yon call wave of proba
bility. This means a mathematical form-a psi function. 
rfhitl psi funetian describes a state by indicating the nu
merical probabilities of the possible reactions an observa
tion of this state will disclose. 
. When the first report of these probability waves found 
its way to the lower world, I believed myself to ' be the 
winner in a long fight. But nobody coming from above 
seemed to know about this victory. All reported only ,tha.t 
and how and with what success and pride you lDake your 
calculations with these psi functions, without caring in 
the least what you indeed stata about the nature of Being 
in using such a concept as base. Down here it is different. 
For us, the shadows that are no) moreJ knowledge is but .. 
knowledge about Being. Then I met in yonder dark vault 
myoId opponent Galilen. We propounded some questions, 
which you are unwilling to pose, relating not only to ', the 
fundamental concepts of classical physics, the continuum 
of space-time and YOU)! :form of cansality, but also to the 
applieability of Number to Nature, its reason and b()und~ 
aries. 

I shall now try to determine the peculiar qualities of 
your new knowledge. There 'are three difficulties well 

. known to physicists. The first is con~rned with the re
lation between the observed process and the proceBs of 
observing; the seoond t with the fact that aU statements of 
quantum physics are bound to the conoepts of classical 

. physics; the third, with the problematical nature of prob
ability. 
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The observer of clas"sical physics observes the Moon. 
His observa.tion means nothing to hel'. She is affeoted by 
neither the human eye nor the most lltarvelous telescope. 
In mierophyaics~ on the contl'a:rY, the process of observ
ing cha.nges the observed process. In other words, mea~ 
anred object and measuring instrnment al'e joined in an 
inseparable process. 

N ow soma of you say: if ' we are not able to deternline 
a single happening, on a small scale, by lawS! admitting 
only one solution, it is beaause we have no possibility of 
observing a happening without affecting it. We could not 
disoQver such laws even on a. large scale were .our ob
servation disturbing. If we had instruments that could 
register in the realm of the small without. disturbing we 
would find that these happenings too are completely de
termined. 

Others, aga.int say ~ it is for the same reason that the 
macrocosmio occurrences are absolutely determined and 
that they'cannot be affected by observation. This reason 
is the play of large numbers regulating total beha\7ior. 
The effeet of observation on that behavior is smaller tluin 
the range of our interest . 
. Hope alone supports the first assertion. 'fhe second 

haa a reason behind it. Most of you surrender to this 
reasonJ reluctantly ranonncing that hope. ThuB you C8Jl

notJeave any microscopic motion to itself, observing that 
its passage through aU phases is one and the same move
ment. What you can observe is a discrete sequence of 
disturbances. You cannot call this sequenc.e a unity 
of motion or ascribe to the grammatical subject of 
your statement-atom, electron. neutron, proton-an 
identity with itself between two observations. The 
only subjects of possible statements are aggregates and 
olasses. 

Now I come to the second difficulty, of which you aro 
also well aware. The psi function of quantum theory 
speaks the' language of your instruments, i.e., af classica.l 
physics. The numbers yon :read on the pointers of your 
instruments mean qua;ltities of spa.ce and time, frequen-
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cies. wave lengths, velocities, intervals, potentialst 

charges, energies, impulses, etc. The concepts you use to 
describe the D.J.i<}LOworld are those you have developed 
from your experience of the maeroworld. You are foreed 
tt) do 80. Your instruments keep -you in line. . 

The laws of the maeroworld alone support these con-
·cepts. But you must base the large world on the small. 
The laws of the large ' scale grow out of the small. 'yet 
your interpretation of the numbers in your quantum laws 
is always in terms of your classical concepts. Obviously 
the occurrences on the small scale-the primary events
would have to furnish you with the ooncepts for the hap· 
penings on the large scale. Instead you have to take the 
concepts for the primary . event from the secondary. That 
is most awkward, an latopon~. 

'l'}lUB your 8cienoe is a. mirror ina.dequate to the object 
to be reflected. There is something to which it is an~ must 
be blip.d. You are not able even to name this 8ome~hing, 
let alone detach it from thequalitiea of the mirror and 
separa.te the object from ita refleetion. . J 

Up to now, in the course of the development of your 
classical physics from Galileo to Einstein, you have been 
modifying the frame of your concepts, i.e., the structure 
of the mirror, in the progress of your discoveries. When 
your experiences did not conform to one another you 
(mrrected your frame of order. ThUB you have trans
formed the rigid space of Newton into the elastic space of 
}1]inetein. WIlY not do the same a.gain' You cannot. ~Your 
instruments chain you to your concepts. Maybe you could 
modify your scheme yet a little more and 80 surmount 
this or that diffioulty, but that would not alter the situ
ation. There is 8. limit: your own s}1adow. You cannot 
jump over it. . 

Now we come to the third di1liculty. Your statements 
refer to aggregates. All you know is about the behavior 
of aggregates. What does the psi function say' You re .. 
peat one and the same experiment as often as possible, 
repeating a8 accurately as possible the initial conditions i 
i.e.J you make your e:xperiment on a multit~de of equal 
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C8seS:-or at least considered equal by you; e.g., atoms 
of hydrogen. The outcome is a catalogue of various re
actions. In this catalogue'the numbers of the respective 
reactionEt, i.e., their numerical probabilitiesJ are regis
tered. This is the psi function. It is a statement about a 
quantity of single caSe&; that is, ahou t the pal'tic.ular class 
determined by the respective conditions. ' When formu
lating your knowledge as a statement about an individ
ual eaBe you merely say that this individua.l ease belongs 
to a class that is defined by just this distribution of proba-
bilities. ' 

Yon can differentiate 8uoh a psi function in TiIne by 
simple differential equations. That is, you can calculate ' 
from the psi function of a class in tl its psi function ill 
t •. But this statement too concerns aggregates. It refers 
to a change in the distribution of probabilities ,for classes, 
You will a1l have to admit that this kind of change canw 

not be considered as a primary and original motion, fit to 
serve as basis for the question of motion. 

But how about change iIi the single case--with a 8e~ 
quenee of consecutive observations of o~e and the same 
single system (e.g.! ot an individual atom of hydrogen, 
whatever it may be)t without reinstating the initial con
ditions' You say, there the psi fUliction makes a jUlnp. 
Prior to the first observation you ascribe the still unob
served something to a class defined by a psi function you 
know. After the first distu.rbing observation the measur
ing value 81, resulting from itt is valid. After a further 
observation, being a second disturbance, a second meas
uring value, a.ll, is valid. These measuring values belong 
to a new psi function. Thus after each observation a new 
psi function is valid. That means, this something, by the 
interfering observationJ has jumped from one class to 
another class. 

But no, it is not so. You are not entitled to talk a.bout 
suoh a something. This something is only the grammat
ical 8ubjeot of your sentence. There is nothIng to guar
antee the identity of this something with Hself. One state 
of affairs has disappeared, another has arisen, that is all. 
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The order known by that kind of knowledge is order of 
the behavior of pluralities. These pluralities tnay be ag
gregates or 31asses. If they are aggregates, i.e., systems 
of vel'Y high quantum numbers, with whose total behavior 
you are aoncerned, the order you discover has the struc
ture of the order of classical physics. The psi function of 
the aggregate has only one member of the numorieal 
probability limes 1. Th~1'6fore you drop the psi funetion. 
Since you are concerned solely with the large scale you 
can trea.t the radiation of radium. as a spherical wave. :aut 
the spherical wave does not describe what really hap
pened. 

If yon are interested in the behavior of an element in
stea.d of an aggregate, your knowledge turns out to be 
:restricted to probabilities. It is knowledge about the clasB 
to which this element belongs. The class is defined by the 
distribution of probabilities. Your knowledge today is a 
knowledge of aggregates and Cl8.8SeS; so it will be to
Inorrow. 

Because the object is affected by the observation your 
knowledge is bound to the collective and you are pre~ 
vented from grasping the elements, of which such an a·g
gr~gate ' consists even for you. Your statement about the 
collective certainly tells much about the elements it con
sists of; much that is marv-elons beyond belief, but ob
viously not everything. To draw conclusions from olass 
1.0 element is difficult. If you want to draw eonclusio;D.s, 
e.g., from the distribution of probability for the class to 
the possibilities for the element, you must presum.e that 
the eloments are equal-in thetnSelv6s and not solely. 
relative to your knowledge. But that would bB a mere as
sumption. Furthermore, you can formulate such a con
elusion only in the la.nguage of classioal preconceptions. 
~Phese preconceptions, however, are de'9'eloped on the 
strength of the total behavior of aggregates and are veri-
fied by them alone. I 

. r;£1hese three difficulties oombine to increase : your 
troubles. I hope I have desoribed them and their Source 
correctly. 
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The declination pi your psi funotions in· quantum theory 
refers to secondary not to primary, to compound not to 
simple movements. The psi functions report the chances 
of an observation to find a place A for a charge B t or for 
a charge X a pla.ce Y. They distribute the chances of 8 

obarge to places, the chances· of a place to chargee . . The 
change of chance cannot be primary motion. Chance is 
chance for an event. Instead of the 'ether' the probability 
wave does the. vibrating. But what vibrates' The chance 
for an event. 

Again, what is an event' Here you have "nO answer, 
except the answer of classical physics. But you cannot 
apply this unless you decide to lift yourselves up by your 
own bootstraps. 'fhe situation is curious. You proceed from 
discove17 to discovery; tha.t I do not deny. These dis~ 
coveries are firmly rooted in ehifting ground. 'TIlley are 
rules for the coincidences of nUlllbers signifying chances 
f or events. ' 

In this situation you. turn to philosophy to provide yOl1 
with a theory of knowledge enabling you to get around 
any troublesome question.1 It is the old dodge! the real 
is the observable-at least for the physicist. You first" 
define the physicist, setting his task. Then you limit the 
observable: the pointer readings of possible instruments. 
This is the 'reality' relative to your anonymoUB observer. 
I do not know whet11er this can be called theory of knowl
edge. Anyway it is not philosophy. It seems to me merely 
a definitiQn of physics. 

But that we have already discussed. Applying this 130,

called theory to your new situation you argue: The only 
knowledge I shall and can have is knowledge of psi func
tions. I know all that 'is' when I know all I can. It may be 
and usually is the Mse that I do not know the psi function 
or know it iheufficiently. Then the probability this psi 
function reports is but relative to my insufficlent knowl
edge. However, if I have a 'maximum knowledge' of the 
psifunotion, this psi function is the condition of physics, 
the ma.ximum knowledge ia the thing iteelf. 

I understand why you assert this. You want to prevent 
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naive perceptioDIJ from intel'fering with the nUmbers of 
the anonymous observer. If an aCGurate location' of an 
elee.tron is not observable, then an accurate location 
should not be postulated. An ~ accurate location' of an 
ele3tron is for the physicist a senseless term, to which 
nothing real corresponds. I approve your intention., The 
anonymous observer should not mix into hie numbers 
concepts he cannot legitimate. N everthe1esB, you' cannot 
stop here. Probabilities are probabilities of something. A 
probability of nothing is still more senseless than an 
'accurate location of an electron. . 

The physicists of past times have developed your pre· 
conceptions of tho measured and measurable quantities 
on the strength of occurrences on a large Bcale-without 
any insight into the microworld. Now you find that theee 
quantities are measurable with but limited accuracy. Per
haps they are not really the right eoncepts. If they are 
not, then the task would be to discover the right ooncepts, 
the ,true building stones of Being. But this yon do not at
tempt. Numbers, psi functions, are observable and there
tor6 real, even though they ate probabilities of 11.othing. 
No f my friends. 

\. Nature has erected a certain Number as a claar warn
ing' 8i~ in front of you. This Number and its origin are 
the greatest of your mysteries. Your instruments ' speak 
t.he language of your model; they can speak no other. 
This model gives you the variables you must know for a 
complete description of the state of a system. Now it 
tUPle out that you cannot know all these variables ac· 
eurately. You .can measure accurately a single one~ even 
half 8. set together, but not more. If you measure 'one 
Qoourately your knowledge of a certain other becomes 
inaccurate. The more aoourately you ,measure' the posi
tion in space the less accurate will your knowledge of 
velocity be~ To this you have to submit. 

Yon can measure both with the same degree of in
accuracy. There are couples the members of wh.ich limit 
each other in the degree of accuracy' to which they can 
be knoWrl.1 You can indicate a number below which the 
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produot of tolerance they must allow each other cannot 
eink. A very queer number: you ca~l it 'h t, a produot of 
energy and time.- It means an a.bsolute limit of observa
bility and is a universal constant of _~.~tur~ .. It is an en~ 
chanted number. Neither you nor I can disenchant it. 
Now It seems to betray something ftbo~t the observer, 
now about the observed, now a.bout both without yout 
being able to disentangle one from the other. It springs 
from the disturbance of the observed by the observation, 
from the inadequateness of the classical concepts of wave 
and particle. Even as evidence about the observer it tells 
something concerning a quality of nature, but what it 
tells remains a riddle. You may specula.te in various ways 
about the mysterious fact that just here a product of time 
and energy should appear as an indivisible number in 
integsr8 and multiples of integera. But all such specula. 
tions have a. ahort span of life in the world of YOllr COll

cepts. For me who do not accept your conceptSt still 
searching for the logos of Being you think yon possess, 
neither your energy. nor YOUT time is a basic concept of 
this logos. I but not you might muse over the mystery, 
whether perhaps the union of time and energy in an 

. indivisible quantum of action points to some,thing in this 
logos that is more fundamental than your concepts of 
energy and time and their separation. Maybe this SOlne
thing is a produc.t of energy and time only relative to your 
obSerV91\ 17 however, prefer not to indulge in such specu~ 
lations. I see in that enohanted number nothing but the 
limit of observability, germinating in the disttlrbance of 
tha observed by the observation and the inadequateness 
of your classical concepts. 

You ca.nnot elude the difficulties of your situation by 
taking :r~fuge in theory of knowledge. Statements liko 
'the perceivable is the reaP or the 'psi funotion is the 
physical condition' or 'maximum knowledge is the thing 
itself' are not philosophical statements, nor are they 
theory of knowledge. They are simply definitions of 
physics, nothing more. By them you limit your task. Such 
a limitation may be useful to ward off strains of thought 
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that' are useless for your purposes. But Nature does. not 
bother about definitions of physics. After suoh a definition 
N sture is the same as she was before. 

What would you think of an insurance actuary who in
sisted upon perceiving only the figures of his ledger·s and 
their relations, pret.ending that they are the order of 
reality' The right arid left sidell) of his ledger agree in a 
remarkable way. He may revere this conformity as a law 
of Nature, without dreaming that the board of directors 
brings it about by calculating premiums according to risk 
and overhead expense, and reaohes the adju8bnen t of the 
two sides by adding an amount they decide to call profit 
or loss. The actuary does not and need not know what 
death, fire, and burglary are. He has to do with three 
Borts of events, and within each 80rt he d~a18 with differ· 
ant classes distinguished by coefficients of probabilities. 

By means of these coefficients the premiums ate cal
culated according to certain rules. The larger the number 
of individual cases in one class, the longer the period, and 
the smaller the range of the amounts insured, the greater 
the assurance that the ' balance between the losses paid 
and premiums will be maintained. 

The actuary dea1ares: my kno,vledge is the objective 
rea.lity. The psi function-in his case the distribution of 
probability of fire, theft, death-is the state of fa~ts. 
States of facts with the same psi function are equal by 
principle. You rep1y: you are mistaken; these probabili" 
ties are relative to your knowledge. But he demonstrates 
on the strength of his ledger that his knowledge is a 
maximum knowledge. RiB possible observer can perceive 
only numbers. To end the argument he finally decl;lres: 
"Whatever the case may be, my knowledge is sufficient for 
me; at any rate it i8 the knowledge I need. Observation 
Pond calculation do conform. Your concepts-fil"sJ bur
glary, death~are oonfused. They may be interesting to 
philosophers. I a.tn. an · actuary." Apd you are ~hysi. 
eists.' : . 

You cannot escape tbis way. Your theory of knowledge 
is only an attempt to cover up a ve:ry. seri9usdilemma_ 
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which you' will ha~e to face. You have a mirror: your 
basic concepts determining the measurables, the n dimen
sion~l number-space of the anonymous observer. In this 
mirror neither everything that is call appear nor can 
sV'erything appear as it is. The mirror both fails to re- , 
fleet and distorts. This is its nature. In the image yon 
cannot separate the qualities of the thing refIeeted I rom 
those of the mirror. You cannot know what is omitted 
and what distorted. Your mirror has begotten the image 
with the thing. You cannot distinguish the qualities of 
the parent in the child. ThiB ,inadequa~y of the mirror to 
Tefloct the thing has led you up to noW' to conclude that 
the mirror must be ·transformed. From Newton to Ein
stein you have done·this successfully. Now there seems 
to be a limit beyond which you cannot go. It is not only, 
that in building your instruments you fett.ered yourselves 
to the basic cOn'oepts of classical physics. The continuum 
of nUmbel"S, the very basis of aU your descriptions, is this 
limit. 

The difficnlty goes much deeper than you dared to feark 
Tho problem lies not in the incompatibility of naIve con
cept and mathematical model, of classical physias and 
quantum theory, but in the inadequacy of present mathe
matics to Being. This limit is the limit of Number, of the 
applicability of Number to Nature. In order to pass that, 
barrier you would have to think up new mathematics 
with possibilities not even dreamt of. 

You relata your colored observations to measurable 
quantities; you tra.nsform the numbers of your individual 
observations as numbers relative to yourselves to num
bers relative to the anonymous observer. Thus you junlp 
the shadow of the individual subject. This is a stupendous 
performance. However, your world is merely the interw 
subjective7 not the objective 'Wol'ldw It is relative to your 
anonymous observer. This anonymous observer cannot 
and does not know what the event is whose probabilities' 
his numbers report. To find out what an event is you must 
take a longer running .start. You will ha va to clear the 
shadow of the anonymous observsl' as well. 
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This anonymous observer knows a lot. Do not think for 
a moment that I underrate his knowledge or doubt his 
figures. I bow before the miracle of the agreement be
tween caloulation and observation. This a.greement is a. 
statement of Nature about herself, about an order reign~ 
ing throughout her. You did not invent these n~mbers. 
But to what do they testify' Of what kind is the minimum 
of order tha.t must in any caseraign in Nature, if the 
anonymous observer is to discover laws like the quantum 
laws' 

An answer to such a question may not contain any un
necessary aS8umptions. That is important. The assump
tion tllat this order is the order of classical physics would 
exceed this minimum. 'fhe a priori suppositions of your 
probabi1ity~calcnlusare the minimuln required. They 
refer to qualities of aggregates. They are the minimum 
conditions for letting great numbers play their play. That 
minimum may be little, but not nothing. Manifestly these 
conditions are fulfilled in inorganio nature, just as in the 
multiplicities with which tho insurance actuary has to 
deal. 80 far as these conditions are fulfilled Number must 
be applicable to Nature. Here the mira-cle originates; here 
also it is limited. 

Rut you have no right to assume these conditions al'e 
fulfilled throughout Na.ture. That would be an entirely 
arbitrary antioipation. You imply "this anticipation by 
defining Nature relative to the; measurements of your 
anonymous observer~ Imagine for a moment that these 
conditions eease for some rea~on to be fulfilled. Of this 
possibility the physicist need not thhlk. The insurance 
company must. Its laws rest on a re~atife independence 
of jndividual cases of death, bUl·glary, and fiTe. Wars, 
riots, conflagrations, epidemics upset their rules. If the 
world ot the insurance actuary, like that of the physieist, 
rests on SUM rules, it collapses. 

Let me take advantage of my thousands of years. : For 
you, in the toils of the quantum theory and shackled by 
your definition of physios, it is difficult to view the situ .. 
ation as a whole, for it is concerned not with physics 
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alone but with science in general. Nature includes Man. 
Man 'is' not only relative to the anonymous observer. 
Ma.n-by nature desiring knowledge-wrestles with N u
tura the elusive one. In this tussle Man tries to get to 
himself. 

If Herr Heisenberg talks with Herr Schroedinger or 
M. Dirac they disagree about naught except the structure 
of happenings relative to the anonymous observer. But 
the inherent force of the problem -brings to the fore the 
question of the anonymous observer, of his rights and the 
limits of his knowledge. This is a more anuient a.rid 
greater struggle-the struggle of Kepler and Gaiileo with 
my adherents. Even that struggle has not yet been de
eided. Both ·8ides referred to experienceJ each against the 
concepts of the other. Each did 80 with right and wrong 
on his side. Leaning upon a different experience each 
judged the concepts of the other. 

My theory of motion has developed from the living 
Man who knowa about himself, aoting and being acted on, 
striving and failing. By means of my concepts I waS 
unable to lay hold on the laws of true and apparent move
ments of bodies in the heavens and on earth. For Ga1ileo 

J ' and Kepler my adherents' statements concerning this 
kind of motion were no match. Fighting me they devel
oped your meehanics. Admiring its laws they took it RS 

the model of moving nature. Fot" my adherents the meas~ 
urable quantities of this model were empty concepts. 
Their own experience wag in the growth and decay of 
organic ' forms. Eventu.aUy they were silenced by the 
wonder of your la.ws. You thought you had won.. The 
heavenly bodies had revealed their secret-Ufe nad left 
your image of Man. 

But the fight is not fulish~d. Your nature turned out 
to be the nature of the anonymous observer. The anony
mous observer observes probability waveB~ Of whatT 
Of events' But what is Event , You are mute. 

Natnl"S loves to surpris.e. She reveals when concealing; 
conceals when revealing. Suddenly , the old fight is on 

, again. Neither you nor I ~uld anticipate the form it now 
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takes. You thought it a matter of course that the ques
tion of motion pe put to inorganic nature; its motion was 
obviously the simpler~ since the motion of organic nature 
is a compound of movements, to be dissolved into ele
mentary movements of the type of inorganic nature; i.e., 
in continuous changes of quantities in Time. 

Should you not reexaInine just this 'matter of course' Y 
The ostensibly simple ~ovement whose laws you know is 
a movement of compounds of elementary movements you 
assume but do not know. Your pattern of . motion falls 
down when confronted .with the smallest of the small. But 
there is a largo scale too it is not able to deal with: the 
moving of organio lifa. There is a reason for this break
clown. The same reason holds in both cases ~ the secret 
of primary movement in.inol'ganio nature disappears into 
ever smaller entities; in organic nature it appears in sizes 
visible to us. 

Laws of probability can be expres8e~ in numbers ·.only 
if many single events Rre relatively independent of one 
another. Your inorga.nic nature is defined by this con
dition. When this· condition is not entirely fulfilled in 
Nature you speak of organic li£e~ Thus rather thaJl put
ting the question of motion to inorganic nature you should 
put it to organia, to the best known pa.rt of it, to your
selves. Your definition of physics prevents you. If you 
did you would .fight fo1' me-i1t17iti atque insoii---against 
Galileo. . 

But I have gone too far. Clinging to your habits you 
will misunderstand me. I will not tempt yon to quostion 
the plant instead of the atom, your biology instead of 
your physics. That would be entirely senseless. Yo~r 
biology is nothing but the application of the basic con
cepts of your physios to plants and animals.' I see mech
anists and vitalists quarrel about the question: 'is the 
living being a physical-chemical system or nott' A queer 
quarrel that is, neither party knowing what such a sys
tem really is .. The vitalist as well as the mechanist thinks 
according to the concepts of classical physics. 

N o~ gentlemen. The laws you have in biology are just 
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like those of your physios relative to the anonymous ob
server. It would not help you to exchange plants ,for 
atoms in the shadow of- the anonymous obaerv.er. You 
will have to jump this shadow. This is what I exact from 
you. What that means and how it might be possible we 
shall discuss further. 
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IV 

EVENT 

YOU'l\ quantum laws account for the distribution of nu
nu~rical probabilities of something rather mysterious 
called 'eventt. "What is an event! .As before, you have 

-- no answer. Some of you are Bu~e to -think that you 
need no answer. Your observations refer to probabil
ity waves. Yon a.re interested in calculathlg observa
tions. A n immense work can be and already has been 
done without an answer. Certainly. I neither dis
trust your calculations nor alight your tremendous 
work. 

Your physics deals with proba.bility waves of events. 
But I do not think you can relate the differences of all 
phenomena to differences of probability W8V"es of events, 
which are all of one and the same, although undefined, 
sort. 'You must concede different kinds of events. For 
these differences you can only revert to classieal physics. 
I tried to explain yesterday that and why you are not 
allowed to de this. . 

In classical physics you define .Event by Motion. You 
call Motion a continuous ohange of a quantity in time. 
Classical physics provides you with different quantities 

-quantum physics cannot get along without~ But in quan
tum physics you cannot define Event by Motion. Here is 
no such preconceived scheme. Here you do not yet know 
what Motion is. Here evidently Event must define Motion. 
That is your greatest impasse. 

Your anonymous observer vapori~es reality into num· 
bers. Something Q.nBuited to become a number remains: 
Event. It seems to be a mysterious ::It, which is counted 
and combined in your numbers. As physicists. you pretend 
to be int~re!ted only in this counting an~ combining. You 
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wish to remain within the boundaries you he. va your .. 
salves laid out by defining your science. 

N evertheles8 you would like to comprehend N atute. 
In order to know what you are eounting and combinillg 
you must define Event. You make an experiment. You , 
have an atom and a maximum knowledge of thapsi func .. 
tion describing the physical state of the conditions. Now 
your observation interferes; i.e., you put a question to 
the atom. It seems to ha'Ve various answers at its dis
posal. Of these, one i8 given-A not ]l or C. After the 
observation a new psi function is va.lid. The system, called 
a.tom, has made a Jump. When the qnantum physicist does 
not resort to the concepts of classical physics he can think 
of such a jump as of the element of prima.ry motion 
and ca.ll it 'avent'. But he cannot pretend to have de .. 
fined it. 

Before trying to uncover the elements of a definition 
that such an idea of a jump might contain I want to deal 
with your problem of causality. For you all these difficul
ties converge on it. Your discussion of cansality turns 
on an order of a manifold in apace and time. The adher~ 
ents of causal d~termination claim that a closed system 
is completely determined by every three dhnensional cross 
section having an infinitely small extension in tlle fourth 
dimension. The cross section contains carta-in values 
called parameters. These parametel's obey definite dif
ferential equations: the laws of nature in classical phys
ics. That is the assertion of physical causality. This 
assertion is quite clear and distinct. It avoids speaking 
ambiguously of 'causes' and 'eifects'. ' 

Inruscussing causality some of you seem to oppose a 
theory of indeterminism to this theory of causal deter-

. mination.. But there t;lrenot two theories, two schemes of 
order. There is only one-the causality of olassical phys
ics which the determinists affirm and the indeterminists 
deny. The indeterminists have no other order to propose. 
They hAve no scheme of. their own. I do not even know 
whether they are searching for such a 8~heme. They 
mer~ly want to deny, and to prove, that even when deny-
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ing elassieal causality you Mn ctJ,lculate in numbers, mean
ing probabilities for events. The modesty is perhaps 
forced upon the indeterminist. Within the frame of your 
basio concepts he cannot offer a theory of his own. But 
quite obviously the order of causal determination is a 
vel'Y specialized kind of order which ean by no means 
claim to be the sole way in which a four dimensional mani
fold can be ordered. Nevortheless you speak about your 
pbysical oausality as though any doubts impinging upon 
its absolute validity would deprive you of" the very pos
sibility of your science. But Science is not restricted to 
that kind of order. 

If I am not mistaken tbere is some confusion about 
causality, Many of you, it seems to meJ mix up the prin
cipi'll4n rationis with the law of causality. Each ought to 
he kept distinct. 'fhe prinoipium rationis binds rea.son and 
consequence. When you draw your conclusions in the 
. :realm of your mathematics you are inclined to call l~eason 
the thesis to start from-say, a given triangle having a 
right angle. From this you proceed to the Pythagorean' 
proportion of the squares~ speaking of consequence. In 
doing ao you refer merely to the process of your think
ing. You may also start from the squares and conclude 
that" the angle is a right angle. Then reason and conse
quenoe exc~ange places. This, your habit, is misleading. 
In the realm of mathematics neither the proportion of 
the squares nor the right angle is either reason 'Ol~ conse
quence. The reason is the axiomatic. system of Euclidean 
geometry; the consequence .is the Pythagorean theorem. 
This relation concerns the very beings of mathematical 
existence, not only your thinking. 

Reason and consequence are not interohangeable. 
There is even not a progressus Or regress'U8 in infinitum7 

but a first reason and 8, last consequence. That questionJ 
however, does. not have to be considered now . . 

Ob~iously in draWing conclusions fr9m the right angle 
to the squares Bnd viee Versa you refer between each two 
steps to ' the axioms of spac.e. Thus you do not proceed 
straight from one· position to the ne~t. You .set a. posi-
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tion. You go back to the anoms, to add a 8~cond position 
to the firet t according to the axioms. 

Now as to your causality. Your causality deals with 
snccessive states and events in time. Causality pretends 
that in a clQsed system a state at a given point of time is " 
entirely determined by the preceding state and deter
mines the succeeding. This is an assumption concerning 
the order of the Many in time-to be accepted or denied. 

Let us look at the relation between this kind of causality 
and the p'Y'incipium tationis. This causality presupposes 
an axiomatic order that underlies the succeseions in time 
and is built in a very particular way. From this reason 
follows the causal relation between events or states. Thus 
the law of causality presupposes a specific axiomatic Bye· 
tem. You may deny this specific order and yet lnaintain 
the principi·u.m rartionis. If there 61'e other axiomatic sys
tems able to cover the order of physical happe-nings the 
law of ca.usality would have to give way to another kind 
of determination. The prinoipium rationis would .not bo 
shattered. ' . 

Therefore your indeterminist cannot be I1cGused of vio
lating the principiu')n. ratioms-the very life of thought. 
He merely states that the system of physioal order may 
not have the partioular structure of your physical caus
ality. This statement turns out to be a pure negation. 
Th~ indeterminist neither pretends to know this systetn 
nor offers any theory concerning ita order. He supports 
this negation by proving that the laws of nattlre known 
to us and bearing witness for physical causality result 
under certain oonditions from unknown laws, which on' 
a 8lllall Bcale do not entirely detormine the present state 
by the immediately preceding. More he does not and 
cannot pretend. 

That is the situation. You all feel that you cannot stop 
questioning here. You have to pass from the pure nega
tion to a positive assertion. You must try to so constrnct 
the frame of an order that, from thQ viewpoint of the 
anonymous observer, just those laws result that we know 
on both the large and the emaIl scale. 
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We shall assume an indeterminist who wishea to change 
his negation into' a positive assertion. I think be . ought 
to look elosely at those jumps of psi functions an~ try to 
bring out the logical structure implied in such a concep· 
tion. The psi functions are· different before and after the 
observation. We have to do with a happening that trana~ 
formed the one into the other .. The indeterminist : says 
that the preceding state of the system, described in the 
first psi function, does not determine completely the suc
ceeding state which the second psi funotion is assumed 
to describe. Although well aware that this situation re .. 
quires extreme caution the indeterminist cannot avoid 
conceding that the psi functions describe merely possi~ 
bilities of reactions that might possibly take place, 

.. :whsreas the happening that is directly observed is actual. 
Therefore he i8 compelled to distinguish two modalities 
of Being: possibility and actuality. This possibility is not 
merely relative to a deficient knowledge; it belongs to the 
reality of ' the thing itself. 

The mere possibility cannot be the whole reali~y of the 
system at any point of time! When the indeterminist a.t~ 
tributes· the nrst psi funotion .to a ti~e tI1 the jump to ·s 
time t:!, and the second psi funotion to a time ta, he calUlot 
pretend that the system at thase three points of time is 
described completely and in the same aspoot. At points 1 
and 3 he desoribes the mode of possibility, at point 2 the 
mode of actuality. He must give up applying tho infinitely 
divisible time to the concept ef an event. The event, as 
the element of .primary mo~ion, is indivisible. It joins 
possibility and actuality in one and the same unity of 
time. The question of event involves the problem of time. 

In any cass the indeterminist would have to define the 
element of primary motion called 'event' as a kind of act 
that transforms possibility into aotuality. But the experi
ence available to him gives him no lead for further ~tep8. 
He is not able to develop the distinction between possi
bility and actuality into a conceptual frame of Nature; 
he remains in the vacuum of mere assumptions. Thus the 
indeterminist is forced to stop before he sta:rts and to re-
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sign himself to a mystery. Thought, even when proceed
ing without oontradiotion, remains empty unless it refers 
to Being. We must question Reality and listen patiently ' 
to what it condescends to tell UB. 

You say you do this. I do not think you do~ Before re
sorting to ~xperience you eliminated the greater, the most 
alive and intense part of your experience: Man's life, his 
joys and sorrows. In applying Number to Nature you 
confined the perceivable to the measurable. Galileo and 
Kepler reproved my adherents fOl' putting concepts be
fore experience in astronomy. I reprove you for doing 
likewise. You define experience by a preconceived achen~e. 
Gailleo and Kepler were right; I too am right and in n . 
far broader sense indeed. 

Y onr experiments include the observer. They contain 
two kinds of irreduoible events: the selection of these and 
not those conditions by the obser'tTerj the selection of this 
and not that reaction by the observed. You think it quite 
natural to disregard the firBt event and to isolate the soc
ond. 

In cla.ssical physics you questioned the large scale of 
happenings in inorganie nature where the thing observed 
is not disturbed in any way by the act of observation. The . 
same thing yields one and the same answer to the same 
observation. You discovered a most astounding harmony, 
suit~d to be l'epresented in numbers and number rela
tions. In the radiance of this discovery you bad no reaSOl1 

to recall the excluded part of your experience. You were 
convinced that finally you would be able to explain the 
far more complex happenings in the observer by the laW's 
that govern the observed. This faith of yours lasted until 
the beginning of the twentieth century. 

In the development of yonI' discoveries yOU' did away . 
with all my eoneepts. Whenever you preserved a name 
you changed its meaning. In your mouths my words dried 

; np. These my concepts do not thrive in your kind of ex
perience. Their native soil and habitat is quite another 
kind of experience: the part excluded in your experiments 
-youfselvas, life, you.r desire £01' knowledge, the mOV6-
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. ment latent in this desire. Yon did not and could not up .. 
. root these concepts themselves. Yon merely refuted their 
application to the visible movement of bodies. This appli
cation was wrong. 

Very weUI But now the situation is different. An your 
laws of motion in the heavens and on earth are rightly 
valid. But they coneern derived movements, at second 
hand; they oan by no means support your conclusions or 
give you models of Motion. The discoveries in the small
cst of the small eotnpel yon to renounce these models and 
to allt~rone as primary movement this mysterious event, 
the atomon of movement, the x you oount and combine in 
your probability waves. This thing, transforming possi
bility into actuality, has no pla.ee in your design of nature, 

N ow, to reopen my cage against Galileo, I ask you: by 
what reason, right, or privilege do you exclude the first 
half of your experimentl If the second event, the observed 
reaction, fails to give an answer, why do you not put the 
question to the first event? Are you not obliged to view 
the experiment as a who Ie, including both the thing and 
yourselves. and to build up your coneepts and their frame 
in order to cover the whole and to prevent Being froID 
getting torn to pieces and Man from becoming homeless 
in Nature' 

You seem startled. A very old suspicion rises in your 
mi.nds. But do not jump to conclusions. If the indetel~" 
minist in his present diffieulties dared to recall the ex
cluded part of the available experience he would bo doing 
only what he is obliged to do; he would not yet offend any 
coda of Science; his offense would be against your own 
definition of physics. 

I do not advise you, as you are sure to expect, to put 
your biology in the place of your physics. It would not 
help to exchange the thing that is to be questioned: plants 
for spectra of atoms. You would only encounter the same 
diffiaulties. You must change your manner of questioning. 
You must spring over the shadow of the anonymous ob
server. 

Although I scold you for asking the atoms about the 
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beitig you are yourselves I do not want you to ask your .. 
selves abo·ut the atom. It was my mistake to interpret the 
movem.ents in the heavens by assumptions developed 
fro:m living experienc.e. You have inverted .. this mistake, 
interpreting yourselves, Life, and living Nature by frag
mentary knowledge of inorga.nic nature. Do not suppose ' 
I wl;lnt you to exchange your mistake for mine. My aim 
is of another kind, fa.r broader and intended to keep clear . 
of the one mistake 8.8 well as of the other ~ 

Your Bcheme of nature must embrace reality as a whole. 
Yon must articulate its unity. You may christen this task 
&s you please-science or philosophy, physics or meta
physics. The nalne does not matter9 Tho logos of Being 
reveal~d in you and in the world surrounding you-that 
is the kind of knowledge Man by his very nature longs 
for. 

In o.ne and the same breath you must put one and the 
same question to both parts of your experiments. In put
ting thls question you must step ba.ck~far, perhaps so 
far as to revise tha meaning of the' is' in your questions. 

That tomorrow, if you aTe wining to follow roB along 
60 unfamiliar a path: 
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PARTB 

THE OTHER WAY 



V 

OONCRETENESS 
TODAY, dismissing the diffieultiea inherent in your physics, 
I shall appeal to you as human beings, not as physicists. 
You will need even mQre patience; both you and I will 
need the grao~.9US gods more than ever. I entreat YOtl ,tQ 
forget yonr physics as well as the Aristotle of your 
schoolbooks. If any of you should know my writings you 
need not worry lest ths ATistotle speaking to you today 
here at Cambridge be Ilot the very same who two thou
sand years ago, at Athens and St.agira, wrote a variety 
of works, sonie of which, curiously enough, have been 
handed down to you. I feel as free as everyone or .you to 
revise or to change or even to forget some of my written 
words. I am faced not only with your trenlendous dis
coveries but also with the labyrinth of misinterpretation 
into which my philosophy bas been drawn by the charig~ 
ing interests of the Inany centuries and because of my 
own shortcomings and 9bscurities. I cannot be blind to 
your discoveries, nor cling to my errors, nor agree with 
my interpl'eters. Moreover, I am more interested in N R

tur'e than in the hiatorical identity with' nlyself. But I 
hope you will credit me with having the same desire and 
the same reverence for knowledge you concede old Aris
totle; and someone among you who happens to be inter
ested in the histol'ical Aristotle might perhaps be induced 
by my 'Words to reconsider the meaning{ of my writiIlgs.1 

Wbat is Motion! Hitherto I put the question to in
organic nature, to meet you on your own ground. Now I 
shall change not merely the thing questioned but the 
meaning of the question itself. I must go behind your 
very first assumptions. I return to the meaning of the 
tiny word lis'! 
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'What does this 'is' mea.n' .That is the greatest prob
lem~' To begin with, I determined tlns 'is f in accordanee 
with your hardened habits. To you 'is' mBans that a thing 
belongs to a certain order, to a totality you call reality 
or world . . This totality you take to be spread out in time 
and space. A being is determined by its place, role, funo
tion in this order .. All YOUt' answers are of this kind. I 
started by acceding to this kind of determining. " 

" But by Zeus1 Pinch ,yourselves. You are. Give your .. 
selves, I beg you, to the first and greateet .wonder.' Ask 
what it means ~ to be' I Surely not merely to belong to an 
order of facts in space and time.' It means something in 
and by whiCh you and this world of yours as a whole and 
every single b9ing in it happens to be really real, lSVtro~ ISv, 
'being in a being way'. It means concreteness, inward 
don.8ity, intensity, fullness which you know without know
ing. That is the heB.rt of the wonder. 

This sense is buried in your souls. It must reawake in 
you. How can I make a dent in and force my way through 
tbe set shell of your habits" You determine your facts 
by numbers. These numbers, so yon demand, mUBt be 
oapable of being connected with potential or actual ob
servations, i.e., perceptions, sense data. If connected with 
possible sense data. you trust your nnmbers to rellresent 
a reality. But your sense data are real not only by virtue 
o'f being aonnected with your numbers. They are the 
trustees of reality. Thus they must be real in themselves. 
As physicists yon do not inquire into this kind of real
ness. But your philosophers do. Having a very sound 
hunger for concreteness they do not want to be trapped 
ill ths web of met~physical ooncept8~ either my own 01' 

other. Therefore they start frpm. the undoubtedly 'given', 
which they call the flux of sensations, the stream of con
sciousnes8. Here they believe themselves to be on firm and 
secure ground. 

In these short'lectures I cannot lead you from step to 
step, from conclusion to conclusion, as I ought, cautiously 
and with all the humility due the greatness of the ques
tion. I can only describe what, in my opinion, happens to 
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philosophers who start from this flux of sensations. They 
are "bound to make atJ;&nge discoveries. They cannot iso..: 
late perceptions. The isolated perception is no longer tha 
perception that was given originally. Something intel'· 
vanes! the philosopher's own activity. The knower is not 
the known. 'l'he one is as originally given as the other. 
Either is given only in relation to the other. My sense 
data are mine, yours are yonrs. My flux of sensations is 
not yours. Each belongs to a different unity. The Sense 
data presuppose this unity. They 'are' only as yours. You 
can hardly build up the self and its unity out of the flux 
of your sensations. You may say, it is itself a sensation 
accompanying all sensations and making them yours. But 
this accompanying would be B. very poor description. It 
disregards the relation between the peculiar perception 
called Self and the other sense data or perceptions that~ 
though being your pereeptions, point to something else 
that is not you-whatever it may be. This pointing at 
something cannot be disregarded eit~er. " Your flux ,of 
sensations is full of a dynamism of intontions, impulses~ 
repulsions, and attractions. It is in these relations, I 

, would say, that the sense data hs..ve the realness of their 
reality. These relations are so diverse that no language 
can claim to take their ri~neBs prisoner. In every mo
ment of your stream of consciousnesB you resist and 
demand, retain and repulse, shut and open yoursel"9"es, re..:. 
member and forget, expect and are surprised. You act and 
are acted on in wish and desire and volition, in emotion, 
feeling, and thought. It is in a colorful and indescribable 
tissue of relations between youl'selves and your sensations 
and something referred to by your sensations that you 
and your sensations and this something are resl, con-
crete. , 

You may pretend that all these ?slations belong to the 
stream of consciouBnesB~ within which you wish to re
main. This stream then must be artieulated within it8elf~ 
Or you may follow the lead of your peroeptions, whioh, 
being perceptions of something~ seem to invite you to 
transcend the stream of your consoiouenes8 into a. second 
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experience of perceived things. These relations and ' their 
interplay, be they interpreted as rela.tions between pa-rts 
of your consciousness ' or betweeJi. Bubjeot and object of 
sue)! a second experience, make up a strange kind of 
reality .. This reality has an inward denseness. You isolate 
a sense datum-this reality disappears. It is in the dy
namic relationSJ in the tensions of your acting, resisting, 
Buffering that this reality dwells. Your heart is quite 
aware of this reality. I want your brain to consid~r it. It 
is in yourselves, not in an outside world, detached' from 
yourselves. When your pragmatists speak of truth they 
seem to demand that truth be related to the concrete 
ex.iatence of subjects who act and suffer. Though not 
a.greeing with their doctrine I agree with their desire for 
conoreteness. The concreteness of truth they are looking 
f or is con~erned with the reality I have in mind. 

This realit.y seems to have degrees. It ~an be more or 
less dense. You have flat and thin moments; others are 
rich-an inward infinity seams to appear. Consider po
etry. All poets lie; nev~rtheleBs there is a m'easure for 
truth in their very lies. What kind of t.ruth do you con
cede to Shakespeare' NQt concordance with the supposed 
facts of a. past reality, nor truth eoncerning the world as 
the order of beings in space and time. And yet truth' Cer
tainly, and even a truer truth." There is more reality in 
his inventions than in many so-called faets of science. 

You know it, day by day through your acting and being 
acted on, by your loving and hating, your suffering and 
enjoying, hoping and fearing. You know even as scientists 
that your own selves are more real, more concrete, more 
fully 'being' in the triumphs and failures of your dis
coveries than all the reality in the figures of your number~ 
space. Measured by this your knowledge of your own 
-reality all your statements about the world of physiee, 
an your concepts are pale. You define .Motion. But thi5 
motion when measured by your own aoting and being 
acted on does not move. T9 define Motion you: use Time. 
But Time as a dimension of your space 'of numbers is ex~ 
tended and stands still. This time is not. the living time 
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you are familiar with, ma.rching without reat and respite, 
turning future into past and ever genera.ting and devour-
ing your selves and your present. . 

There is in yon and' in living time' an inner density, a 
concrete concreteness that makes your meaning of 'is' 
thin and wan. You disagree; I divine your objections. 
You think I ·am speaking only of Man, of his subjectivity. 
No. I am speaking of Nature as revealed in Man. You are 
Nature; Man is for you her closest and most incisive 
revelation. There is in your subjeoti vity lin objective 
reality by virtue of which you 'are~. 'rhat is what I am 
speaking of. It is the soil all beings are rooted in.· 

In my view of motion I court Being in this sense. On 
this quest you must npt start from an order of the Ma.ny 
in space and time. (13eing is movement. In movement 
reality is really real, concreteness concrete, a being essen-
tially 4 being' ~, ' 

Perhaps my point i8 beginning to show. 'l'he question I 
pose IS not put to the world as the order of the MallY in 
time and space, is .not concerned with the 'omnitudo 
rerum t

• The inward denseness, not theolltward breadth, 
has to be grasped. What lam saarr,hing for I call 'Be~ 
ing', concreteness, Being of beinge 80 far as they' are '
'fO Bv 'fi 5v. Substantia.lity of all beings: that is the question. 
This Being itself is the supreme judge of aU answers to 
all questions, even to the question concerning the cosmos. 
Empty is this cosmos and all within it futile unless it is 
founded in this Being of Being. 

I do not invite you to indulge in questions put and an:
aware<! ina bloodless world, of concepts. I . speak to you 
not of arbitrary metaphysics. I speak in the name of 
experience, but not the experience of your anonymous 
observer. There is .an experience from which the anony
mous observer is excluded, something that win confirm 
or refute our answers, guide our inquiriesJ restrain us 
when we tend to comfort ourselves with mere RSBulnp

tions. 
Yesterday I tried a few cautious steps toward the de

termination of 'event I ; to uncover the assumptions con.
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I cealed in this remainder left by the anonymous observer. 
I soon had' to atop. There was no experience to direct 
those steps. The new question unlocks the experience we 
need. Perhap's I can break the ice of yonr habits and 
compel its fl06S to move by addressing the question to 
yOUI' knowledge of yourselves. 

Being moves. As moved beings you are concrete. Y Oll 

find in yourselves two kinds of movement, two modes of 
motion: acting and being acted on. The two are togethel', 
the one is in the other. In between them, in ·between 'their 
ooncord and discord your life lives.lI Acting you aro acted 
on, being acted on you act. Nature has forged the two to· 
gether with iron bands. Even in your freest acting, in 
your researohes you are acted on. Your acting is acting 
only by the strength of the resistance yon meet and over
eo~e, or are wrecked by. Ellduring between patience and 
impatience is acting. Every day you go through that ex
perience. 

By what kind of a logos are acting and being acted on 
conjoined? What does acting and being acted on mean' 
We must pe!severe in consistently fo1l9wing the eourse 
of the unfamiliar question and not slip into any preoon
ceivad Bcheme by sayingt for instaneet that acting and 
being acted on are subjective phenomena. in the conscious
ness of a rare kind of beings called Men, existing between 
othat' beings in the order of the Many. . 

You have your being in yourselves and in Isomething 
other' that is not you.,' These are two modes of your be
ingt equally fundamental. They too are together, of one 
fabric, and cannot be torn apa.rt. You begin to 'be' by 
entering into something other than yourselves, the world. 
Every Ego is born from the womb of a mother as a Tu 
for her Ego. You ~i8t in both' modes. By being some
thing for the world you (ire in tpld for yonrselve.s. Con
cord and discord between these two ,modes make up your 
very life. 

Yonrselves and this other, in which you are, move dif
ferently. You yourselves move youTselves. You a~e moved 
by something else. In moving yourselves you mov:e someM 
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thing else; in being moved by something else you your
selves move~ All these modes of motion are praunited. 
When you do not move or are not being mov~d, you ,nre' 
capable of moving and being moved. In every moment the 
possibility of motion, even if not actualized, is present, ' 
inherent in your reality, as something lacking. f 

You act in So far as you move yourselves. You are 
acted on in so far as you are moved by something else. 
Between moving and being moved, between the posBi-

/bility and actuality of either, life is suspended'. The ab
sent mode is silently present as danger or as need. In 
the interplay of all these modes of motion you have your 
life-in their concordance, tension, disunity. All these
motions are knotted together. By their being so knotted 

. they and you ~re concrete. . 
What knowledge you hflve of motion 11::1 gained by 'your 

own moving, by your acting and being acted on. ~'his 
Motion 'is t: here Motion moves, and that l·elatiV"e not 
merely . to an individual or anonymous observer, but to 
the thing itself, to the pragma in question, which is not 
a. 'thing'~ 

You know rest, what it is, when. the night is still and 
calm is in your heart; you know that there are different 
kinds of rest, the rest of weariness, the rest of awaiting, 
·and yet other kinds, each kind of rest being in a different 
way in between your moving and being moved. And only 
here is resting Rest. As beings who are restless you are 
able to rest, as beings able to talk you can keep silent. 
Rest is absence of Motion.· But absence of Motion is yet 
a. presence and in a very real way indeed, be it as daJlger 
or want, as fear or as hope. There are as many sorts of 
Rest as of Motion. Like acting and being acted on l\fo
Hon and Rest are bound by iron bands-in our vary 
existence. 

All this must seem rather unfamiliar to YOUt alien. Yet 
we must attempt still a step further; as the time allotted 
me is' short. You move yourselves and are moved by 
others away from your own moving. Yourselves' What 
does this mean' , Motion is articulated within itself into 
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a 'Whence' and a 'Whithert .• It embraces both; it ties 
the two together. M~tion is Motion by their togetherness. 

In your scheme of nature you define Motion by Time. 
'Whence' m88J1B an earlier, 'Whither' a later pomt of 
time. Since Time is meTe extension, this defu:rltion does 
not define M~tion. Instead of oo.ll8ulting your scheme of 
nature, ask yourselvesJ question your own reality in your 
acting: your own selves as possibility are the 'Whence', 
yourselves· as aotuality, the 'Whither' of your acting. 
The Whence a.nd the Whither ore different modalities of 
Being. The two modes are interconneeted in a unity that 
is not to be divided. In between the two you are at every 
moment of your life. You are both. You are what you 
are able to do. Your potentialitiee, even if' not actualized 
now or ever, are nonetheless part of you. From your po
tentiality you reach out toward your actuality; from. your 
actuality you are bent back to your potentiality. That 
i8 the to and fro motion and tension ever present, at 
every moment. When we pose the one without the 
other we disrupt the living reality. Here we face the 
basin conoepts on which my theory of motion sta.nds. 
From your textbooks you know them by name: potentia 
and actus.tO 

All that, however, is only. the steps to the threshold. 
lVe must push on much farther, resolutely keeping to the 
path pretraoed by the question, which is not your kind 
of question, searching, asking for concreteness, for that 
in which and by which a being really lis'. 

You are what you are able t~ perform. Your actuality 
at any given time is real in its relation to your potential 
aeing, all your possibilities being mutely present. :But 
this potential Being too is diversely articnlated: the ·pos
sibilities of your own selves concerning your faculties, 
and the possibilities of the external world concerning 
your environ~ent. One might say: internal and external 
possibility. They too are interrelated. They move b;etween 
harmony and discord. They :runs t be embraced in · one 
glance. Their concord and discord are the joy a,nd the 
pain of your Ii ves. In between the two you are concrete. 
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Each has its own movement, its own changes. 'l'hia is 
merely the prelude to an answer. I only wanted to brjng 
out the drive of such questioning. The concreteness must 
be grasped; the hunger for reality, for Being spurs on 
this questioning. 

P 'erhaps the concepts I have used are not yet claar. 
Behind them may be other concepts. We have to oonsider 
the logos that conjoins them. You cannot comprehend one 
of its members by tearing it from the others. The de-

· tached part would eease to be. The parts exist 'only as a 
whole articulated within itself, only together. Each is 
silently present in the others. Only the whole # is'. In this 
whole the inner density of Being resides . 

. I:n you are want, hope, joy, fear, and sorruw. Both your 
having and not having are present one in the other. Just 

· as Night owes it to Day that it is Night, 80 you owe it to 
your being acted on that your acting acts, to your mov:... 
ing that your resting rests. You use the word 'concrete'. 
To be concrete means to be grown together. By b~ing 
grown together the concrete is concrete. ~ Abstraction' 
means a separation. An element so separated fronl t}Je 

· whole 'is' only in a non-being way. Thus your t\ifl~that 
infinite sequence of N owe that are not NowB--+.'~§, ·only in 
such a ~Q.Il-bcing manneT;>You have dissolved the unity 
of Being. 

I am sorry but I am not sure.that I have made my argu
ment clear. The subject . is difficult. We must hold to the 
question proper. We are concerned with inwa.rd dense~ 
ness. 'rhese forms and coneepts cannQt yet be applied to 
the order of the Many, to the structure of the wor-Id. 

My master and friend, Plato, said: all N sture is (born 
together'.l>l This sta.tement, interpreted as a state.ment 
about the order of the cosmos, would mean: all the differ~ 
ent beings that exist--stone8, animals, plants, star8~ 
were born together. That is not the primary sense of 
Plato's words. Not the Many, distributed in time and 
space, were born together, but thato.ogos by""'virtue o.f 
which every one of these Many has its being is a unity of 
'momenta' that a.re born together-;?The body of this unity 
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cannot be disjoin ted.. Physis means tile nature of Being 
qua Being. This nature is the same in all beings that 'are'. 
It is the very nature of Nature; this nature is 8. com~ 
munity of notions interpenetrating one ·another.is. lt is 
not the Many of the world ordered in space and time, but 
the oneness of B~ing folded within itself.l1l It is this One 
that needs to be inquired into and comprehended before 
the Many can' be brought into an order. If you fail to 
comprehend it your cosmos of the Many will be void. and 
vain; its vac¢ty will Buck up all the measurementainto 
which alone 'the anonymous observer eould transform 
your perceptions. 

I am conscious of your unspoken objections. You still 
think that I aID , talking about Man, not abou.t Nature
about an inner and extremely subjective experience and 
not about the experience of the outside world, on which 
you wa.nt to base the so-caned objective reality sclence 
has to deal .with. But you are wrong. I am struggling with 
something much more objective than your objeetivity, 
which is merely the objecti'vity of you.r a.nonymous ob· 
server. I am striving for a kind of objectivity on which 
that objectivity of yours too ought to be founded. Yes, I 
am speaking about Man, about your acting and being 
acted on, your moving and resting, your having and lack
ing, but for the Bole r08.son that you yourselves are the 
only reality you are able to inquire into, the only experi~ 
ence that can be viewed from inside,[being something in 
and for itself and not merely for others p therefore the 
only trustwol'thy testimony to conereten:Ss. Here, only 
here the inner density of Being becomes salient appear
ance, palpable phenomenon. 
~ You must seek hi a quite unaooustome'd way. Natura 
is one. The little word 'is' ha.s a double meaning. Carre· 

I; ~pondi ng to this don ble meaning arB two senses of the 
: word ·nature~. First yours: the order of the Many in time 
I and space, ~ature a.s w()rl~~ Then :qlme: nature as 

i~ 'Phyais'j the structure of eoncretene8S '~o far as. the con
. crete is concrete ;\!Jaturo as BeingLPhysis, born together, 
as Plato says. ~ 
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Na.ture as world is 'given' as a compound of phenom
ena. in the breadth of space and in the length of time .. 
Nature as Physis is revealed to you in yourselves as inner 
dengity of your existing, as substantiality of your Being. 
Either is experience. To each kind of experience corre
sponds a way of putting questions: To the first, the ques
tion coneerning the order of the Many, the frame of this 
ordert the relations oonnecting the Many, the laws gov- . 
erning the relations. To the second corresponds another 
way of questioning: inquiry into 'Being as far as it is', 
into that logos and that community of momenta in wmeh 
reality is really real. To ine the second question is the 
one to be put first. You lost sight of this question when 
you separated Bubjeat and object. Thus the double mean
ing of 'is~ cleaves in two the meaning of the word 'na
ture', of experience, the framing of the question, the 
logos of an answer, and knowledge. 

And yet Nature is one. · In both. senses of .. is \ i"n both 
kinds of revelation, in both ways of putting questions. 
This unity is Nature's ·own secret. To distinguish the two 
senses is not a whimsy of human thought and speech; the 
realness of reality imposes it. A Inystery· divides and 
unites the two. 
. It will not do to put the one question without also put
ting the other. The first, in isola.tion, leads you to 8.. merely 
lBeing-to-somethlng else', i.e., the anonymOllS observer, 
to an outside without inside, to a world without Being, 
and finally, to the oonception of Man as a physical sys
tem. It lands you before the stumbling block of your 
seience, Man being nothing but· a compound of events and 
probability waves.1& Here ·the hollown~s8 of your answer 
gulps up your lives. If on the other hand one were to poso 
only the . second question without also putting the· first it 
would be like one trying to see having no eyes and to hear 
having no ears .. 

Being is nothing without a world in which it is actual
ized, vain is a world that does not reveal Being. Either 
reading of Nature remains devoid of meaning without 
the other. Only in each other' ate' they both. Nature 
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guards the mystery of this unity. She loves to conceaI
«p'OOt.~ "'~aBo." cp~t.n Evan in revealing she conceals. In 
ciphers speaks . the God. 

Thus Nature fools the mortal race of men. I was fooled 
myself when prematurely I mingled half answers to the 
two questions, trying to explain human life by the starsr 
the movements in the heavens by human life. Buf you 
who smile at my errors have been fooled even worse. By 
the wonder of the harmony between calculation and ob
servation N atuT0 haa led you a&tray from the realitY you 

. are yourselves into a net of concepts, in which YOll your
jB~lves are futile, your weal and woes dunib, your experi
ence a paper of ciphers you are neither able nor willing 
to read: World and Being are disconnected. Yon have no 
way of understanding the nature of yourselves in the light 
of Nature outside yourselves, no way ·of comprehending , 
Nature 8S ona and the same in ruling yourselves and in 
ruling the myriads of beings. Thus you feel homeless and 
isolated wherever you are. Amid you!" vast knowlcdgo 
you miss the very knowledge you were born to desire. 
Never was the secret of Nature concealed mQre thor
oughly than in the rovelation of your science. And you 
sense it. 

I invito you to travel an unfamiliar road with me, to 
. inquire into the inward density of Being. From this the 

concepts by which you order the manifold in space and 
time must spring~lHere they must prove their efficiency~ 
It must bo by the same concepts that you order the Many 
and articuJate Being. This is the .task Nature lays before 
yon: to draw up a scheme of Being, a system of concepts, 
axioms, prineiples, whichJ embracing your inward and 
outward experience, will be capable of covering the 
breadth as well as the density of Nature: 

The old na.me for such a system is ontology. This word 
implies the unity underlying a double meaning: the logos 
of Being (0 TOV OV1'~ A6yo~) articulating the One, and the 
logos of heings (0 "tOO\' t;VfIDV l6-y~) swaying the order of 
the Many. But that double meaning is one. The same COn

cepts must articulate concreteness within itself and order 
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the manifold, cover the wide, colorful world and y~nr 
own inner reality. Such concepts must be searched for. 

It is in obedience to tills task that I stress Motion. 
Your qnestions concern motion only in the order of the 
Many, but motion 80 oonceived does not move. Ask the 
other question, and Motion will move . . 
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Vl 

SUB'STANCE 

YESTERDAY I asked you to distinguish between two ques
tions. I wonder whether I made m.yself plain . .A. trend 
of thought as foreign as mine may Dot, ~ fear, pass be· 
yond your ears. I warned you, however, that we must go 
back a good~y distance if we are to clear the shadow of 

. the anonymous observer .. 
Physics, obviously, does not 8lld cannot inquire into 

the inner density of Being. A quantum of light meets an 
electron. The anonymous observer cannot look :for the 
concreteness of such a happening. The clash of a quan
tum 'with an electron does not revea.l a reality allowing 
inquiry into inner density. It only shows what it is for 
others, i.e., for the anonymous observer: a half reality. 
The sole being whose concretene5B the physicist can judge 
is he himself. Kallias strikes Nikias. You may picture to 
yourselves wbat the physicist makes of such a happening 
when he endeavors to describe it in his way. 

In objecting that this is not merely a physical happen
ing you would be admitting that there is something be-

. fore which physics must stop_ Or you object that this is 
too complex an occurrence for our present knowledge of 
physics' The insufficiency is in the quale, not in the quan
tum of knowledge. Even if the physicist were to know all 
the physical data, down to the last point-event, his de~ 
scription would be a failure. It would miss reality. 

He can describe such a happening only relative to his 
instruments and their pointer readings: in its 'Being-to
something else'. But Kallias and Nikias exist not only 
relatively to something else. They are aelf:-subsistent sub
stantial beings. They are beings in and for themselves.1 

The blow is something for Kallias a.nd for Nikias; it 
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means acting and being acted on and a mixture of both . 
. This olash can answer the question of inward density 

whieh it would b~ foolish to put to the clash of quanta and 
electrons. Facing the inner density you will judge and re
ject the anonymoUB observer's description . 
. ' Kallias and Nikias, I say, are self-constituent beings, 
beings in and for themselves, not merely for others. They 
are substances, 'ousiai'. This concept is at the . cent~r of ' 
my reasoning. Yon did indeed take it over from me, tlien 
took the meaning out of it, and at length banished it alto
gether from your design of the Universe. I shall not re
tell the chronicle of its misadventures. By banishing it 
you exohanged your grip on reality for a world of num
hers. 

Before I can try to answer the question of nlotion I 
must restore .the true sense of C substanoe'. You read in 
your philosophical textbooks that Aristotle Ray~ substance 
is not predicated of something else j something else is · 
predicated of substance. Hence it is the grammatical sub
ject in our statements. But this definition of mine is not 
intended to set grammal" right. Because substance has R 

reality in itself, not merely by reference to ot.hers, it is 
the right and true subject of our sentences. Substance is 
in itself not only by virtue of our way of speakillg. Not 
everything that happens to be a grammatical subject is 
Substance. But every substance is subject; i.e.~ something 
that ha~ being in itself, something for which and in rela
tion to which other things can be something. To be a sub
stance and to be a subject means the same. rrhat is not 
the sense of 'subject' familiar to you. As human beings 

. you believe that you are the Bole subjects in the world. 
For this presumption may the gods forgive you. 

Substance, I say, is not the persisting Bubstrateof 
movement. Such a. substrate is simply an x about which 
you predicate. Something, this or that, moves. This x 
determined in your process of predicating is still related 

. to you yourselves .. Its unity, the identity of the x, to which 
you relate your observations, is still based upon yon your
selves. It is not yet a something that has its being in it-
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self. When you began to build tIp the objective world on 
the measurements of the anonymous observer, substance 
quite naturally became a mere substrate. Substrate is sub
stance emAsculated.:& But Substance, I repeat, is some
thing in itself. The blow Kallias gives Nikias is what it 
is relative to ;Kallias and Nikias, not to the anonymous 
observer. 

I appeal to Kallias and Nikias only to aid me in mak
ing you a-eknowledge' beiuga that have their being in 
themselves. Of course it would not suffice ~o say, such a 
being in itself means something like Kallias and Nikias. 
You have to determine through what it is a One, a unity, 
since in your usage it is merely the x, your gra.mmatical 
subject. IIerein lies the real difficulty. 

To make sure that the terms I use will be understood 
I pause a Inoment. 'One' has two mea.nings. It means 
either 8. logical UU\ty or a numerical unit. In my terminol
ogy Being is one. That means, Being is a logical unity, 
the unity of a structure. But beings are units that can be 
counted; they are Ones, not one. Keep the two meanings 
distinct, if you please. I confess that the greater part of 
all the misinterpretati on my writings have encountered 
is due to the fact that I myself failed to lay stress upon 
this clear-cut distinction. 'Ousia', the Gl"eek word for 
substance, means both substantiality and substance. Sub· 
stantiality refers to Being whose structure is a logieal 
unity. Although there is only one sUbstantiality there are 
many snbstances. Substance refers to units, which can ba 
counted. . 

So I return to Kallias and Nikias. They are substances 
and have substantiality_ They are Ones and can be 
counted as two Ones. Each is a One, however, not only by 
virtue of being countable as one but by that very nnity 
of modes united in a logos whose wholeness is antecedent 
to its articulations. Yesterday I tried to sketch the struc
ture of this logos. In this logos sUbstantiality is logically 
one-16ycp lv. By this logical unity of substantiality sub
stances severally are numerically one-d~l.~ fv. Sub
stantiali ty is actualized in au bstances only; only substances 
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have Bub stanti ali ty. Therefore the two meanings of 
One, of Being, of Ousia, which I tried to separate t re
main related one to the other. The relation must be 
-grasped as firmly a8 the distinction. 

Not only can Kallias and Nikias be counted as Ones; 
they must be. They are true and real Ones, substances, 
Ones in themselves. A substance means a this or that,_ 
here Or there. In such a substantial One all momenta that 
aJ1iculate the whole of that logos are correlated = acting 
and being acted upon, moving and being moved, poten
tiality and actuality. All that and far more is grown 
together in it: concrete. Such -a One is, as I say, a 'Syn
holon J.* 

-Kallias and Nildas are such 'Ones'. But not only 
Kallias and Nikias, not only human beings, as you t.end 
to assume. Men you know to be such Ones. You imagine 
the only onos. From this limitation of your knowledge 
you deduced Man '8 eminence. But besides 1fan there is a 
manifold of self-constituent beings in and for t.hemselves, 
standing on that logos of Physis. You cannot evade ad
mitting this; Truth herself compels yon. 

Disemboweling substance means depriving realit.y of 
independenoe and enthroning the anonymous observer. 
Rost.oring substance means jumping ovor his shadow. 
Without substance your whole world hae nothing to Rtand 
on. -All the Being you talk about is merely relation or 
relation of relations, nQO~ lJ)J.{) 'n, Being-io-others. In your 
_world there is only one self-constituent something, for 
which, related to which the world is: you yourselves, t~e 
sole substance in your world. 

You would have this -world objective reality. Therefore 
you have eliminated yourselves, retaining a ltQO~ .d. with
out .t£, a kind of Being .. to-others without any others. In 
this mutilated Being all conoreteness refers to yon your
selves: to your ability to coordinate your numbers with" 
your pe-rceptions. TherefQl"e, when attacked, you retire 
into a sort of sensationalism, regarding your sensations 
as primary facts and tying their measurable aspects to 
your numbers .. But only physicists can stop here. Philo~-
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ophers cannot. They are bf;)Ulld to inquire into these pri
mary facts; here they will and must meet that entire 
tissue of relations, the objective structure of subjectivity, 
by virtue of which you yourselves a.re real. 

To put it in another wa.y: Nature cannot be merely an 
object related to some subject, either individual or anony
mouB, outside herself. To be simply an object menns to 
be something incomplete, secondary or derived. A pure 
and simple objeet cannot stand by itself. Therefore you 
tacitly pose behind the object something independently 
real, which is not derivative. But that means substance, 
subject. Nature antecedes your sepa.rating subject and 
object. She embraces both. Their correlation is what is 
'gi ~en' first If you separate the two and break their 
unity she will elude you. 

Look at yourselves! You are beings among other be- ' 
ings, each as something in itself. You exist divarsely for 
others, for the world, for men, for friends and enemies. 
This 'Being-to-others' is also part and parcel of your
selves! Obviouely in a certain way you are and are not 
what you" are to others. You even want to be something 
to others. To be nothing to others hurts YOll. Hence even 
the deficiency belongs to your Being. But this 'Being-to
others' is only one mode of your Being, not the whole. 
You are to others, others are to you. You receive reality 
from others as well as give"it to others. In give and take, 
in to and fro, in the concord and discord of both, has 
your Being the wholeness of Being. Then only are you 
'in a being manner'. 

As beings who are something to others you face others 
who are something to yon. In the whole of this syngenetic 
Phy~is you are ooncrete, living. You feel it e~ery day in 
your acting and suffering, though you are not accustomed 
to express it in this way and to regard it as a genuine 
feature of Nature herself as well as of hU1llan life. 

Thus Substance. being in itBelf~ is the first and genuine 
One-TO lSv is ~v and ..:o.lv lSv. In Substance Being eVer 
holds fast to the One, One to Being. ~ 

All the beings you see in the heavens and on the earth 
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and pe.rceive as phenomena relative to yourselves are each 
a something in itself) if there is Substance, a. genuine One, 
in or behind it. As substance each of you is a being and a 
One. Acting and being acted on, resistant ~n yourselves, 
you meet the world as the otherness in which you are. 

All that 'is' is related to Substance. Thus reality is 
real, concreteness c~ncrete. Now Rest rests. It is rest of , 
something capable of moving. Now 'Motion moves. It is 
movement of something' capable of resting, it is the action 
(>f a being undergoing action, the Buffering of a. being 
that acts, that is moved by others as well as moving by 
itself, that when resting can move and be moved.1J In be
tween aU these momenta, in their unity, tension, conflict, 
Substance 'is' and confers Being on things through relat-
ing them to itself. -

Look at Nature as a whole. Nature is inside and out
side you. You are, others are. There is an order of beings 
to whioh yon belong. In yourselves there is an inner 
density of concreteness. 

To each of the two questions I sought to differentiate 
yesterday corresponds a meaning of the little word 'is '. 

, ,Together these questions are a twofold unity, the one 
being nothing without the other. Substance is integral to 
both and makes their union manifest. In either question 
Substance puts the other. The .order of the Ma.ny, called 
'"rorld', is a plurality of Ones. These Ones are Ones, l)y 
nature not by human thought. They are autonomous 
Ones, substances. In ' Substance the substantiality of the 
One and of the Many is tethered. Substance unites World" 
and Being. Through Substance World becomes Being, 
Being becomes World. All other categories are related 
to Substance. Like Substance they must have their place J 

in both qnestions and playa doublo role: they must order! 
the Many and a.rticulate the logos of Being. 

Charged with erecting the frame of the order of the 
Many" tliese categories should have a meaning in that 
logos of Being qua Being that is able to COver the inner 
concreteness. If they cannot perforin that service they 
are futile. On the other hand, all concepts articula.ting this 
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Being must be capable of ordering the Many in which this 
Being is actualized. If they fail therein they are nseless. 
Of one mold are ~ll beings, great and small, yourselves 
and the world, the inside and the outside, hiding and re
vealing what is eternally the same-

I have the feeling that I speak to you in enigmas. I 
cannot help it. The gap severing your way of thinking 
from mine is too wide. I am in danger of going beyond 
the limit of what can be explained in a lecture. Philosophy 
is not won through lectures. It is something to be discussed 
by friends united by a common desire spreading from a 
little flame kindled by the God.T Reverence imposes re.:
straint. Oonscious of the formidable difficulties I would 
be content were I suocessful in opening your oyes to the 
urgency of the question, if not in convincing you of the 
suffioiency of my answer, whose shortcomings none knows 
better than I. 

The day is cold to a Negro and hot to an Eskimo. You 
sottlo the dispute by reading 50° on your thermometer. 
You are proud of having found the objective truth, by 
eliminating both the Negro and the Eskimo. I grant the 
importance of what you have achieved. 'Granted, also, 
that you could not build your wonderful machines with
out eliminating the Negro and Eskimo. What about 
reality and truth! You identify truth with certitude. But 
obviously, truth is conoerned with Being or, if you pre
fer, with something called 'reality'. Truth can have a 
high degree of certitudeJ as truth in mathematics surely 
has, and nevertheless a low degree of 'reality'. What 
about your 50° 7 Since it is true for both the Negro and 
Eskimo you call it objective reality. This reality of yours 
seems to mc to be extremely poor and thin. It is a rela
tion connecting a property called temperature with the 
expansion of YOUT mercury. This Teality does not depend 
on the Negro or the Eskimo. It is related to neither but 
to the anonymous observer. You assume that there is a 
reality and that something in it is represented in the 
measnrements of this anonymous 0 bserV'er. What is ·it' 
Obvic;>usly not a number. You cannot be content with 
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knowing that ther~ is something you do not know. Of 
course yon go on inquiring. You find that temperature is 
connected with the movement of something you call 
molecules. But in defining movement and molecules you 
remain within the numbers of the anonymous observer. 
If you said that temperature or movement is something 

, for the molecules you would be guilty in your own eyes of 
an egregious anthropomorphism. There is nothing for 
which a relation could be something-no being that is 
80mething in itself, no Bubgta.nce • 
. Of course, you are quite aware that heat and cold re

late 50° to the Negro or Eskimo. You say that the system 
under observation needs to be enlarged to include the 
physical happerullge within, the Negro or Eskimo. That 
confronts you with two systems in which the gradient of 
temperature is reversed-cold in the one and warnl in 
the other system. This cold and warm, however, is not yet 

. cold and warm. The Negro and the Eskimo are repre
sented in your systems by a compound of physi calor 
chemical happenings; they are no longer beings in theul
selves, they are what they are relative to ·the anonymous 

. observer, a compound of happenings described by rela
tions between measurable quantities. I feel that the Negro 
and Eskimo are represented in your description rather 
meagerly. You place the responsibility upon tho enot"
mous complications involved in such a system. No, gentle,
men~ you coordinate symbols but you never describe cold 
as cold and warm as warm. The compound of physical 

\. events, representing the Negro in your description, is not 
a 'self-constituent being for whom something could be 
something. It is relation to the anonymous observer. 
Physicists can stick to these measurable quantities. For 
their purposes, that is the right thing to do. But it is 
sheer nonsense to claim that this is the WRy tQ lay open 
reality. Rather you destroy it. You dissolve your most 
incisive experience: the unity you yourselves cannot help 
being. This unity underlies all your proceedings. The 
anonymous observer, that poor abstraction, . refers his 
pointer readings to your sensations, which have to answer 
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for the reality of all your numbers. These sensations are 
not numbers-and they are yours. You·are prior to them. 
No efforts of yonrs could construct the unity of the self 
from the continuous flux of sensations. The sensations 
are what they are on the strength of this unity. They pre
suppose it. Whatever yon· do you cannot get rid· of your
selves. 

All reality is the reality of substances. Substances are 
here and now, they move and are moved; they are not 
everywhere and nowherc t as is your possible observer. 
Yon may deny that you are inquiring into · reality; you 
may say that physics is concerned only with the correla~ 
tions of possible sensations. All right; then we agree. 
But if you pretend to deal with reality, ·then I must make 
perfectly clear how I feel about your blundering. I apolo...; 
gize. 

Let me return to my point. Reality is the reality of 
substances. You do not know the substances behind the 
happenings your thermometer represents in indicating 
50°. But. you know what the Negro and Eskimo are like 
-ask them, ask yourselves, ask your pain and your joy, 
your acting and being acted on. There you know what 
roality means. There things are concrete. There you know 
that they are. Is it not a matter of course that the picture 
one draws of the Universe ought to order the Ma.ny in 
such a manner as to let things be what they concretely 
are; i.e., to unite the breadth of the world and the densitt 
of Being' The concepts intended to order the Many must 
have the power to articulate the One, the logos of Being. 
The first step is to come to grips with the concept of sub
stanoe. Substance alone can link the · order of the Many, 
called World, with the structure of the One, called Being. 

#- Man is not the only substance, though it is the only one 
you are sure of. Without the knowledge of yourselves you 
could indeed never apprehend the idea of substance, 
wherein .the pattern of reality is articulated. Lacking the 
notion of substa.nce your world has no reality. . 

I suppose some of you imagine that I am trying to lead 
you around to an anthl"opomorphio view, which you de-
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test. Far from it. Indeed, I want to liberate you from the 
sort of anthropomorphism you unwittingly indulge in day 
by day. All your concepts dwell in the twilight~ of naIve 
perceptions. and mathematical models. You smuggle into 
the unreal world of the anonymous observer fragments of 
your nalve view of Man. Manifestly you feel the need 
of inv-esting your numerical measurements with a dash of . 
living reality. Half oonsciously when speaking of force 
in science you remember the force yon feel in yo~r 
muscles. illicitly you mix into· your time-dimension the 
directive arrow everyone as a living being is aware of; 
into your matter the assumed unity of objects which in 
your behavior you trea.t as Ones. 

This mixture conceals an anthropomorphism, a shift 
into another genus, which will not do. You start -from an 
order of the Many, dividing the variety of phenomena 
into classes to be dealt with by the several sciences. You 
must not transfer your concepts from one class to the 
other without proof of clear title. Your concepts of foroo 
and time falter between different meanings. You have 
no general scheme on which these concepts are based. 
You lack the bridge that connects the classes. 

Such transitions I neither make nor recommend. I do 
not separate classes. I inquire into Being. The concepts 
I am. looking for are above and beyond all species and 
classes of beings. In this way alone can you get rid of the 
ambiguity inherent in your concepts. 

I am making an inversion that may be stranger to somo 
of you than was the Copernican inversion to his contem
poraries. My inversion is concerned with the ternlS 8ub~ 
ject and object. 'Objective' Being is the Being of subjects 
as substanees, not ·of objeets that are not related to Bub
jects. This Being includes the ·correlation between Sub
ject and Object that is antecedent to your separating. 

About this Being, .it is true, I question Man, thus run
ning .the risk of being accused of anthropomorphism. To 
Man alone can I put this question; only his answer can 
I oompel you to accept. But I do not start my inquiry 
with Man'8 place in the Universe. That is not the sense of 
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'is' in my question. I inquire into 'Being'~ into the struc
ture of the logos by virtue of which a being essentially 
'is'. I must keep my answer free from all concepts sus
pect of belonging td ,the particularity of Man as a species. 
"r do not use the words spirit or body or sonl. 

Before closing for today. I want you to consider an
other point about which some of you bave begull to 'Worr.y. 
Look at your basic conoepts, at your finite numbers of 
primary measurables. These quantities are "connected by 
rules. rrhese rules aro constant. You have a certain num
ber of universal constants. ' But there is not the slightest 
hint of any inner necessity by which either these concepts 
or these constants are connected with 01" related to One 

another. Their quantity as well as their qnality is casual. 
They are accidental to one another, side by side. That is 
a rather awkward situation, though it by no means inter-
feres witll your calculations. " 

If ·you expect your concepts to reach the realnes B of 
reality, they ought to be conjoined as a whole in a logical 
structure that shows el\ch concept as one-to-others, Suoh 
a logos builds up concreteness; wherever you meet con
creteness you have to do with Buch a strncture. I might 
say: your concepts have to grow together-concrescere. 
If they did, your world would no longer lack reality. But 
they cannot. A link is missing-Substance. It is no use 

.. shnffiing your concepts or the dimensions of your num
ber-space or your constants. You must build your frame 
anew and unoarth the logos in which your concepts are 
united. 

But it is late. Tomorrow I shall try to hazard an answer 
to the question of motion. Motion is Substance, moving 
and being moved. 



VII 

MOTION 

TODA.Y I shall have to answer the quesHon of motion. But 
my answer can bo merely an outline · of an answer, the 
pointing out of a possible way which you perhaps might 
pursue a little farther by youl'selves. 

Among the founders of your physical sciences Leibnlz 
was certainly ono of the greatest, and he is closer to you 
both in time and thought than I~ He difiel'cntiated pri· 
mary and secondary motion. His primary motion iR acting 
and being acted on. To him t.he motion of your physics 
would be secondary motion. Primary motion is movement 
of monades, as he calls the Ones that are in themselves. 

What we have to deal with is primary motion. Acting 
and being acted on are modes of Being inherent in sub
stance. The essence of Being is movement. Therefore 
Motion and Substance imply each other. R,elating Motion 
to Substance means di:.fiorentiating acting and being 
acted on. 

Motion links an ~K n~~ to an d~ 'tt, a Whence to a 
Whither. This Whence and this Whither are as yet not 
linked to different points of time. They are what they are 
not yet in an order of the Many spread out in Bpace and 
time. They are what they are within the structure of 
substance. The Whence and the Whither may be inter
changeable in your order of the Many. In the structure 
of substance the Whence and the Whither are of a. differ
ent nature, they ate not interchangeable. We shall see 
how and why. 

We can say that living beilJgs are always 'on the way' 
from a Whenoo to a Whither-and that not beeause Time 
goes on. Forget Time for a while. In acting and being 
acted on this 'being on the way' has a different meaning. 
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In pure acting the self-constituent being is 'on the way' . 
from itself to itself, from its innermost potentiality to 
the actualization of this potentiality: moving it8elf~ by 
itself~ as a being ~ directed in itself. In pure acting the 
Whence of Motion is somewhat like your inner nature, 
the Whither somewhat like its fulfilment. In my termin
ology the Whence is dynanris, the Whither the 'energeia' 
of this dynamis. This motion is self-movement. It is the 
joy of ' all your joy. So your greatest poet says: Joy's 
soul lies in the doing . . 

Measured and judged by that 8elf~m()vement, under
going action means to be moved. But we are finite beings. 
Pure acting is not our lot. In undergoing action we move 
not from ourselves to onrselves, but from one something 
to another something, neither of which is entirely 'we'. 
We are acted on in 80 far as we are moved aside from 
the way we are on in Our acting, we aTe deprived of our 
possibilities, onr actualities are stunted and shattered. 

ThuB I say: in acting and being acted 'on the Whence 
and the Whither are not the same Whence and Whither. 
In acting they are yours, in being acted on they are not. 
But keep in mind that both acting and being acted on are 
only lllodes of one and the same Being-that we are al
ways on both ways. We are able to act only because We 

are beings who are acted on. And we are acted on only 
as beings able to act. Therefore I cannot take an e~ample 
of pure acting from your everyday experience. All you 
call your actions imply undergoing action. Suffering 
may even be the la.rger part of yonr acting. All your 
suffering, patient or impatient, contains in your resisting 
a kind of acting. Reaction too contains action. 

Kallias strikes Nikias. KalliBB seems to act, Nikias to 
be acted on. Yet Kallias may give way to anger, he may 
strike in spite of himself-thus he is aeted on. Nikias may 
keep his self-control and suppress his anger-thus he 
acts. Ka.llias striking acts and is acted OD. Nikias struck 
is acted on and acts. Suppose you had to grasp the con
creteness of that happening. Obviously you would have 
to relate to the self-oonstituent entities Kallias and Nikias 
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all the data yon oould discover. You would have to know 
how moving and being moved, acting and being acted on 
a.re interlaced both in Kallias hitting and in Nikias being 
hit. You would ·have to know something that you call 
the character or the nature of both Kallias and Nikias, 
the motives of their action and reaction, their pas-sions, the 
manner in which each is 'on his way', the Whence a.nd. 
Whither of both their acting and suffering. 

When you knew all that and then only would this hap
pening acquire living concreteness, would the blow reveal 
something about concrete life. I will be cautious and 
merely say that the tense unity of our acting and being 
acted on has to do with what I call the concreteness, the 
inner denaity of Boing, that truth good poets can toll even 
when inventing their facts. 

Perhaps, if the desire seized you to find out what yov.r 
passions really are--patience, impatience, pride, wrath, 
hate, love---you might discover that all are kinds of move
ment, intermingling acting and being acted on each in a 
diffel'ent manner. Despite all differences each of these 
passions implies nn interplay of the two manners of your 
'being on the way'. 

Taking up pure acting I call J{allias' blow 'acting' as 
far as Kallias therein is on his :way from himself to hitIl
self. When our acting is pure acting, which it never is, 
we move from a potential self to an actual self. This is 
one of the two modes of our 'being on the way'. Weare 
all at every moment 'in between' OUr potentiality and 
our aotuality. Do not, please, think of these two termini 
of our acting as cause and effect, or apply Time to them. 
Time has not entered as yat. Divest yourselves of all your 
concepts of an order of the Many. Put your mind on the 
logical structure linking the two terms together in your .. 
selves so that each is the one of the other. If the first term~ 
the Whence, appears to be prior to the Whither, it is 
certainly not prior in Time, as is oause to effect. Its 
priority, if there is priority, is by nature not by time.1 

In this reading the two terms would be related as 'reason t 
to 'eo1l8equenoo '. 
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These 'Words too are misleading. Here reason does not 
mean the impulse prompting Kallias to strike. Kallias 
himself, the potential Kallias, is the ~ reason', just as the 
actual Kallias is the consequence of this reason. As far 
as Kallias' blow' is pure acting the consequence flows 
from its reason. This ~reason' is, as it were, the soil, the 
ground, out of which the action grows. It is ratio essendi. 
Disregard your ratio cognoscendi. . 

Look at this queer kind of reason. Kallias hitting Nikias 
is not the best example. What it ma.y contain of pUl"e 
action is surely wrapped in a greater bulk of being acted 
on. Let us choose a better example, say Sappbo the tenth 
muse, singing one of her little Bongs. From Sappho come 
forth sweet sounds. Only in singing is Sappho what she 
is; her own actua.lity. Sappho silent, the potential singer, 
is not yet quite what she is: the fullness of her Being. 
Or better still, consider her language. This language, as 
I>ure potentiality of singing, certainly is and is not some
thing real. Only in singing does it become wholly -itself, 
its very own reality become sure of itself and enjoy being 
real. Potentiality thirsts for actuality. Language wants 
to be spoken, to sound, Sappho wants to sing. , 

Sappho 7S singing will make clearer what I menn when 
I speak of pure action: the aetualiZiing of Sapphots inner 
nature, passing from potentiality to actuality. In her 
singing Sappho moves herself, from herself to herself. 
In this kind of motion singing, not the song, is the 
Whither~ the end. Our activity is our actuality. Doing is 
work.2 My teleology has nothing to do with your means 
and purposes. Only because our acting is never pure act-

. ing and has to be done in a world that is not 'we' must 
we USe means and foliow purposes. If we assume a ere· 
ator this creator in creating the world used no means and 
had no purposes; he did it out of pure joy, actua.lizing 
hiInself. Pure acting, however, is only the creative mo
mentum in concrete' activity. 

Acting is merely a J:p.omentum of Motion. None of Our 
divers actions is pure acting. Yet acting exists as a mo
mentum, as something by which it may be judged what 
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in all actions is acting and what is not. Weare always Ion 
the way' from ourselves to ourselves, even when we 
suffer, when we stand still on this way, when we are kept 
from it. We are 'directed·, eveD when we err and lose 
our way. As beings who essentially move themselves wo 
a.re mo~ed, de-viated, restrained. Suffering is what it is 
in relation to acting. In isolating pure acting I submit to 
necessity. Speech cannot help isolating. In pure acting 
the Whence and the Whither are not interchangeable: 
there is only one way_ Here Time is born with an arrow. 

Before going farther let us examine the first of these 
two terms, bearing in mind that it too must not be iso
lated. A Whence without a Wbithel.' means nothing. I 
would call this 'Whence' a. field of possibilities. If that 
sounds odd to you let me try to justify it. Take the seem
ingly remote case of a language. Consider the kind of 
Being yon must a.ttribute to your language, when YOll are 
not actually speaking it. It exists in that mode of Being 
I call possibility. The essenc~ of language is that it can 
he spoken. But language is not a mere sum of possible 
utterances, of vocabulary, and gratnmar. It is all organ
ized whole, a system, embracing an immensity of possible 
phrases, styles, Ulllnnera of good and bad speaking. This 
mode of Being, I confess, is not altogether easy to grasp. 
In its innermost life langUage seems to be animated and 
governed by something you call its spirit! a thing to be 
neither denied nor understood clearly. 

As beings capable of speech you oan conceive of your· 
selves as being 'in' your language as in a field of possi
bilities. You yourselves are this field. Its inner life, its 
hidden spirit is part of yon. When you speak you pass 
from possibility to actuality. You actualize the language 
and yourselves. Speaking you enjoy your acting: your 
actuality as a speaker and the aotuality of your language. 
So did Sappho. She sang and her little island and its 
language sang with her. ThuB the whole of a world was 
generated, emerging from possibility into actua.lity_ An 
immensity of worlds thus awaits birth. 

The basis of what you call your inner nature, your 
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WhenceJ is Buoh a field of possibilities. A field of , possi
bilities is a kind of axiomatic system, like one of your 
spa.ces, the th1'ee dimensional space of Euclid, for in
stance., The aDoms govern the figures that ea.n be actu
alized in 8~cb a space. In the same way the immanent 
axioms which, taken together, are what you call the spirit 
of your language rule your speech. Of course you do not 
know these axioms of your inner natul"~; · they :remain 
secluded. They limit your possibilities; they also guide 
your aetualizing. You may again note for later, that a 
moment ago I used the term 'space', not yet your spa.ce 
of the order of the Many, but a momentum in the whole 
of momenta which articulate substance. 

Spa.ce contains the figures in space as the axiomatic basis 
contains the consequences. The reason for at + bit = CZ 

in the theorem of Pythagoras is not that the · triangle 
is rectangular. The reason is the axiomatic system of the 
Euclidean spaee which. links the right-angled triangle to 
the properties of the squares. This' field of possibilities 
has nothing to do with your electrodynamic and gravita
tional fields. We a.re dealing with something far more 
fundamental. In your view of reality there is no such 
thing as a field of possibilities or aven possibility at all. 
You deal with actualities aft.er having deprived reality 
of its reaoh into the realm of the possible. But the possible ; 

..too is I'eal in its way. ~ 
When you regard your inner nature you will recognize 

tha.t something like a field of possibilities is part of your 
reality and that this field is endowed with a dynamic 
f orce. You yourselves as such a field are a 'dynamic 
agens '. There is · something urging you from possibility 
into actuality. This very urge is the lifeblood of your 
existence. It is directed. There is an actuality' of your 
very own that demands to be actu.alized: Sappn,d at her 
best sings her sweetest song. 

Here I touch the edge of an ever greater mystery-the 
problam of "the 'good' as the illtimate Whither. It is not 
one for lecturing about. It abides in the Whence and I 
hope silently attends on all I say. ~o far, as your' acting 
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is acting, you move toward this Whither, though even 
your best possibilities are always limited and no indi
vidual Whither is the Ultimate Whither. Before leaving 
the Whence I snould m9ntion that it haa to do with what 
I called matter. Ma.tter is potentiality. It is not your 
matter. 

Now let me proceed to being acted OD. You aTe in your
selves each: one a something in and for itself, but you are 
alBO one among ·othors, in something else, surrounded by 
otherness. You (aye' for others and others are for you. 
These features of your concreteness are just as aboriginal 
aB any others. They are as old as Being itself. None of 

. you can even conceive of yourself as existing absolutely 
alone; surrounding you, the Nothing would benothing you 
in its nothingness. SclfneBB and otherness are ' COD

cretum', grown together. Together they are one of the 
immanent articulations of Being itself. ~'orgive my in
sistence. The subjeot is difficult Man tends .tothink in 
terms of the order of the Many, not in tel'rna of Being. 
Our activities in space and time Bl.lggest this way as the 
natural way, mto ,vhich we easily slip back despite all 
efforts. 

Applying the concept or the "Whence as a field of possi
bilities to our being among others in a common world we 
may Bay that your inneT nature as a field of possibilities 
governe~ by an unseen system of laws or norms or axioms 
or codes, and endowed with that dynamic urge for actu-

. ality, is merely a field in a field or space in space. This 
conception of space in space ought to be less strange to 
yon than you might suppose from the sheer Bound of the 
words~ Your various kinds of Euclidean and non-Eu
clidean spaces are spaces in the general space of projec
tive geometry, raising metrical structures on its 
topological base, forming further a preformed spaoe. In 
the same way you may think and speak of the different 
styles of a language as of spaces in space, fields in a field. 
I am trying, as you see, to keep in line,with the concepts 
of your highly mathematieized science, which I regret not 
to have known during my life. I had need for such terms. 
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Thera are others besides yon. Being expands in a 
plurality of beings. Space is full of spaces. Your indi .. 
vidual field of possibilities stands in a mQre general space, 
commOn to you and to others. You may think of this gen
eral space too as . governed by laws, ordered by axioms 
valid for you as well as for others. There may even be, as 
in your geometry ~8. hierarchy of spaces of increasing 
generality . leading to the odd conception of the stfn un
determi:Qed spaee ~f unlimited possibility, 'which awaits 
fashioning: a receptabls ofaxioIlls. 'That I call ultimate 
matter, but I do not mean your matter. It is this space 
Plato speaks of in the Timaens, calling it an idea, ac
cessible only by a sick way of thinking,. Rssisted by an
aesthesia.3 

In this general apace, which is neitheT your space nor 
your matter, you and the others-to-you are begott.~n. The 
different indi'\'idual fields are not side by side, uncon
nected. They are in a more general ueld. It .is in this field 
that you actualiz.e yourselves as individual fields, and BO 

do the others. ·Thus your moving changes the fields of the 
others~ their moving changes yours. Referring to your 
possibilities you must distinguish between an inn~r and 
an outer possibility, the first expressing your inner na
ture, the other representing the 'situation that pennits 
YOu to do A and restrains you from doing B. This dis
tinction between you!' outer and your inner possibilities 
is but comtuon sense. If your fancy led you to apply tll(~ 
tool of your psi function to the actual situation of Kallias, 
so translating the field of possibilities into a catalogue 
of'the possible reactions and their degr(}cs of probabil
ities, such a catalogue would have to be interpreted as the 
product ~f two catalogues, therefore of two' different psi 
functions, one giving the probabilities of your reactions 
founded in your inner na.ture and in the tendencies of your 
C character'; the other giving the probabilities dependent 
npon the situation to whose stimuli you respond. Members 
of those psi funotions that, impossible either because of 
your nature Or the situation, have in one of the two psi 
functions the numerical probability zero will disappear 
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in the product. But psi functioDs, though excellent tools 
for your purposes, are rather clnmsy implements when 
applied to Kallias. 

The environment in which you are changes. Changes 
that take place without any acts of yours alter your rele
vant psi function, your field of possibilities. Even when 
at rest you undergo change. Every day you have this " 
experience. Time marches on-you cannot hold it back. 
You may rest, others move. You rest and move in some
thing that moves. So you are moved without moving. You 
are even moved against your selfRmovement. rrhe possi
bilities open to you today may be barred to you tomorrow. 
You cannot ~seape being acted on. 

But pure possibility is an abstraction. Possihility is noth
ing in itself. It is what it is through its relation to ac
tuality. Your possibility is a momentum of your reality. 
You cannot be a mere possibility, you never are. 

We shall now approach this difficult matter from the 
side of actuality. I start from your present individual 
actuality. This may be your possibility actualized at the 
moment. It is by no means all your possibilities or the 
best. It is never quite your own. In this present actuality 
you 'a.rc' all you are capable of, you 'are' somehow your 
not yet actua1i9;ed possibilities. At any mOlnent you may 
be saId to be acting in so far as you move from yoursel vea 
"to yourselves, actualizing and continuing to actualize YOUI' 

innermost possibility. Acting you enjoy your own selves 
-and the world. Yon do your acting as a field in a field 
that is common to you and to oth~rs. In actualizing your
selves YOll actualize not only yourselves as isolated beings 
but the field in which you are. In moving yourselves from 
your potential to your actual selves you move others. 
Your and their actualization interfere. You and they are 
something to each other. 

Permit me to illustrate the matter by your attending 
my lectures. I may indulge in the hope that my words 
may disclose some possibility of self-movement within 
yourselves, actualizing in you a new kind of knowing. A~ 
far as that happens I should say that you are acting and 
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enjoying acting. I should like to think 80 but I fear that 
you simply either feel disturbed in your habitual ways of 
thinking or remain undisturbed and chafe at tlte sense 
of politeness that. ties you to your chairs listening to 
such useless argument. Then it would be correct for me 
to say that you are aC,ted on. But my speaking and your 
listening are interconneeted. My speaking may actualize 
B certain possibility of roy own. This, however, is done 
in changing your present actualities. You, in listening, 
change or resist being changed. You and I, in our 
present actualities t are what we are in rela.tion to each 
other. 

I return to Sapphot my example closest to pure acting. 
She sings her sweetest Bong. Her innermost possibility 
is actualized in this her singing. She seems~ for that short 
time, the whole of herself: the actuality of her innermost 
possibility. She sings this Bong, not that one, she decides 
on such words and airs, not on others~ Unconsciously 
selecting among different possibilities, she draws a figure 
in the spa.ce of possible figures. Your potential being 
holds more than one actuality. Choosing means a move
ment from more than one to one. But this far from char
acterizes the passing from possibility to actuality. Sappho 
in singing moves; in moving she moves others. Her actual 
song enters the world of others. The potential song may 
be naught to others; others may not be moved by your 
potentiality, they need not even resist. 

You are something fOT yourselves in being something 
for others. This being for others is part of your selves, of 
your full reality. Sappho may sing; there may be no one 
to listen to her. Nevertheless her singing is certainly 
actual. Even when singing in solitude she moves the air; 
her tune soars over the meadows and the bushes and bh'ds 
and .flowers may listen. Sappho might feel unhappy if 
nobody heard her. She might want her chorus of maidens. 
Even when singing only for herself she sings for the 
otherness in herself, for another Sappho to be moved by 
her song. There is no escape: to and fro, giving and tak
ing, you are for yourselves in being for oth~rs; you are 
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for others in being for yourselves. So your ac.ting and 
undergoing action are yoked together-by necessity. 

In beating so naI'row a path through 80 dark a region 
, I doubt that you can see the way. Do please remember the 
partioular train of my qnestion. My task is to articulate 
concreteness, not to order the Many in space and time. 
What I am looking for I might call the abstract skeleton 
of concreteness-a question that may never have been put 
to you or oven dreamt of by you-though it lies at the 
core of your e\Terydayexperianee. These poor concepts 
of mine are meant to be preliminary. I do not flatter my
self that they are the ultimately rigl1t. ones. They may. 
however, give you a few hints for your own inquiries, if 
somehow your own difficulties, which entoil you more and 
more, should arouse in you the need for my way of 
questioning. 

Let me recur to the reality of Kallias striking Nikins. 
They are both substances, true and real Onest units ' not 
to be divided. They are both moving and moved, 'on the 
way', in a double sense. By the unity of these modes of
Being they are 'subjects', substances in themselves. Each 
·moves and is moved in relation to himself. Reality here 
does not depend upon an outsido observer. 

To you possibilities are not real. An observer who 
happened to be O! your cast of mind would insist that the 
actuality expanded in actual space-time is the whole of 
reality. He would try desperately to connect the actual
ities located at different points of this space-time by 
means of your straight-line causality_ Therein he is bound 
to fail. But his failul"e is glossed over by a lot of amM 
bignous concepts such' as faculty, will, wish, spiritt mind, 
which do not fit into his scheme and which he theroiore 
shuns defining. He would be like a physicist who tried 
to describe a three dimensional da.tum in two dimensions. 
These ambiguous terms, and there are more--' matter' 
for instance--fall short of representing on the p1ano of 
actuality something belonging to the dimensions of possi-
bility. .' . 

Maybe Kal1ias has been provoked; he reacts by strik-
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ing Nikias. Nevertheless, the reaction contains a bit of 
acting. He may be moved by anger, yet he moves from 
possibility to actuality. So does Nikias responding to the 
blow, even if he merely offers Kallias his left cheek. 

Kallias and Nikias. though being moved, move from tbe 
possible to the actual Within the ra.nge of their possi
bilities, actualizing one of them, be it germane or more 
remote. In their action the two modes -of being on the way 
are inte,l'meshed. Their moving and being moved is acting 
and being acted on and is living and conc-retely eoncrete 
in the tense unity of those, a.nd other momenta of Being. 
Your observer, by his own method, is certain to miRs this 
'realness' of reality. He may mutter something about -the 
irrationality of such a happening. But the irrationality 
is irrational only in reference to the flatness of his ratio. 

I realize, of eours~, that ' what I have said traces only 
a few oont,ours of the conceptual scheme I seek. I dare 
say they will seem to you rather dim. But it would glad
den me were I permitted to push on into the concreteness 
of Being that you are yourselves and to inquire into the 
logic of your hearts, your passions, filling in this meager 
scheme of Moti()n with the living colors of your life. You 
would be astonished to learn to what these concepts, when 
properly developed, are meant to lead. I must, however, 
keep within the scope of these lectures which are re· 
stricted to your physics. ..-

Motion is related to Substance. Substance eliminated, 
you define Motion by Time, Time by Motion. But your 
time, being mere extension wi th neither the arrow nor the 
marching Now, neither comes nor goes. This tim'e is not 
able to make Motion move. Tomorrow we shall discuss 
Time. 
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TIME 

Youn. motion connects an actuality at a time tl with an 
actuality at t2, later than tl. The Moon moves from A to .,' 
B. The assumed identity of the Moon as a 8ubstt'ateana 
the continuity of the change permits connecting A with B 
in the unity of one movement. You pretend to be satisfied 
with this scheme. Nevertheless it is a mere abstraction. 
What we are after is' the concreteness of both Motion 
and Time. 

Kallias or Nikias is not only his momentary 'actuality, 
here and now~ Behind and beneath his present' R<!tuality, 
related to it, is his potentiality, as piece of his reality. 
Kalliasand Nikias are what they will and can. A Whence 
directed to a Whither. Let Kallias move from one actu
ality to another. Both actualities are present at different 
points in your time dimension. They seem to be connected 
by a straight-line causality. But are thoyreally ' con~' 
nected' Causality in science means merely succession ac
cording to arnIe-if A precedes B follows. We demand 
mOTe. But then we must transcend-the plane of actualities. 
"\Vc do it, we all do it. You ascribe to the actuality A such 
things as faculties, tendencies, impulses, vect.orst forces, 
All these undefined words serve only to cloak the mode 
of reality I call potentiality. They presuppose 'a kind of 
possibility that is real. Kallias is the potential Kallias, 
the Ka1lias who can strike. The potential Kallias moves 
from one actuality to another. He is neither the first nor ' 
the second. He is more than the one and more than the. 
other. You never are merely your momentary actuality. 

The two ac.tualities~acll single actuality between them 
and even all together, taken as a whole-must be related 
to the potential Kallias. The movement from actuality 
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to aotuality includes a.nother movement-from the po
tential to the aetual. The beginnjng of this movement is 
th~ potential Ka1lia.s~ not the actlla1ity present at time t1 ; 
the end is the actual Kallias~ not the actuality present at 
time t ... This beginning and this end, the Whence and the 
Whither of acting, are ·not separated by 9. stretch of time. 
They must be thought of as synchronous. This movement 
does not consume any time at all. One might say that it . 
happens suddenly in a moment without duration", if it 
evor conld happen separately. But it cannot. Acting can
not be i8olated~ 

.. , Once more I recur to Sappho . singing. Sappho sings. 
Words and melody grow out of her. In this creath~·e act 
there are two movements. One leads from the first sound 
to the last; the other lea.ds from the potential to the 
aetual song. What is th~ end of the second movement' 
Not the eoncluding sound but the whole of the first move· 
ment eJttended in the straight-line time of actualities. 
Allow me to apply the term 'evcnt~ to any movement of 
the seoond sort. The pure event set apart has no extension 
in straight-line time. Being directed it has an arrow. It 
oannott of eourse, be isolated. This timeless time is the 
time of creativity, one feature of concrete time. 

The actual song is extend~4 in time. If, however, you 
isolate the second movement, the actual Bong as its end 
would be ext~nded in a present without past or future. 
If Sappho 18 singing were pure acting, she would bo not 
only godlike but God; alone with herself. In singing her 
BOng she would create an eternally present world. 

In isolating pure action we arc confronted not only 
with a timeless motion, called 'event', but also with a 
spacelike time in which the Whither qf thecteative event 
expands. That is anotherfeatura of concrete time: ti~e 
as extension. There are forma stretched out ill tirile like 
a patterned rug. In such a One you see the whole at once, 
the end in the beginning, · the begi~ing in the end-each . 

- part containing the whole. Listening to a perfect piece of 
your divine music, say a Bach choral, ·you feel the suc

~ cession in time as a. simultaneous whole. Were your own 
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life pure creation it 'would be but one work, extended in a 
time that is space. 

You are, however, not allowed to live such a life. Even 
the flowers are not. There is no a.cting without suffering. 
Concrete time has more than these two features. Even 
Sappho, the born singer, when in a mood nearest to God" 
suiIers. She is in a world that is not herself. In this world 
she sings. In actualizing her song she must movo others 
and be moved by others. The world resists and interferes. 
Sappho must overcome the otherness surrounding her j 
she must force the world to become her world: her song 

, is her ' victory. Thetein Time reveals a new feature. The 
time of being ncted on is.the order of liJarlier or Later' of 
interfering <events: the time ' of ' the world surrounding 

, Sappho. This time and its merciless pace carries Sappho 
with it; in this time the pure creation has its place at tJ:, 
the 'pure creatum has to expand from tl to t z• The Now 
pa.sses along this 'path. The singing Sappho must pro
Beed from Bound to sonnd. As the song pours forth the 
things in the world keep changing and she must conquer 
again and again. A past forever determined is gone; a 

, future impends to be determined. The time of being acted 
on enters into the time of acting and the two intertwine. 
Here we encounter a third feature of concrete time; the 
!'striding Now. All these momenta of time, however, are 
'born together'; none can be isolated. , 

Thus in articulating Substance we articulate Motion; 
in articulating Motion we articulate Time; but in all this 
articulating we meet one and the same logos of momenta, 
interconnected by an eternal necessity: the logos of B e
ing. Nature's very nature. 

Let me interpolate here a few rema.rks in defense of my 
greatest error. I mean my theory of the movements of the 
heavenly bodies. Astounded at the firmament I took the 
stars to be substances actualizing their innermost nature 
in shining circles, urged thereto by the tntimate Whither: 
by the unmoved mover who mO\Tes all things, as the be
loved, through inspiring love, moves the lover.2 My error 
is patent. To you it seems even ridieulous9 The stars are 
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not substantial units. They are compounds of units un~ 
known to us. Their paths are not primary movements. ' 
But though wrong about the stars, it may be that I am 
right about Motion~ The Moon, as I thought, not only 
moV"es from a place A at a time tl to a place B at a time 
tt in the plane of actuality. She actualizes her very own 
actuality in d:rawing her shining circle, moving from her 
potential to her aetual self. So does Sappho in singing .. 
As the movement from the first to the last sound of her 
song contains the motion of acting, so the Moon's movc
m~nt around the earth · contains the movement from her 
potential to her actual self. 

Surely I was mistaken about the Moon. But even my 
errOr is nearer the truth of motion than your soheme is. 
Your scheme, stretched on the :flat space-time of your , 
actuality, cannot explain Motion. My scheme includes at 
least the creative momentum. Without it Motion cannot 
move; Being cannot 'be '. My mistake lay not, as I 8,tn 
sure you think, in introducing acting into the Moon~s 
movement, but in my failure to include Buffering. 

The Moon is not a One. She .is not one substance. There
fore abe neither acts lIor is she acted on. The moon of 
mechanics is an abstraction. The concrete moon is a com~ 
pound of an enormous numb~r of events. The really real 
movement is concealed in these events which we cannot 
decipher. What presents itself to our gross view may be 
the result of the vast struggle of unknown entities acting 
and being acted on. A blind necessity issues from the large 
numbers playing their game. Where I imagined I beheld 
a divine order there is only a cruel fatality immuring all 
acting and being acted on in the sina.llest of the small. 

'rhus you cannot find, as I tried, in the miracle of the 
shining heavens the mirror of your hopes and desires, 
revealing the pure acinali ty of beings enj oying eternal 
happiness in joining the ends of their circles with their 
beginnings. Indeed, behind the Moon'8 luminous circle 
you might rather imagine the fatality of a general trend, 
corresponding to the fateful drift which under certain 
conditions in.the history of Man sweeps with it all human 
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endeavors, frustrating men's actions and drowning their 
ephemeral worlds. _ 

Motion is Life. All that 'is' lives. The life we are ac· 
quainted with is only a small part of the living world. 
But every part that is -a real and true One, Substance, 
encloses the whole secret. The logos of Being articulat.
ing concreteness go~erns Man .as well as star and stone 
though you can neither know the true Ones in star Or 

stone nor read their apparent motion as acting and being 
acted on. -

The world of your physics is finished before it begins 
-an accomplished work extended in time, a realm of 
established laws, nat-ura naturata. This world does not 
move ~cept relative to an observer whose time is pro
vided with both the arrow and the striding Now. 

-Nature includes law giving. Nature is both natura natu
rata and natura nattvrans, each only in relation to tl1e 
other. Neither can be isolated. The absence of law giving 
is the crux of your cosmogony. You feel that yourselves. 
I need not insist. 

Your world is the plan~ of actuality. Your laws relate 
-actualities to one another. rrhcy are verified by experiw 

ence in a stratum detach~d by the anonymous observer 
from the totality of phenomena. Its content is the be
havior of classes and aggregates. So far as certain con
ditions provail~and they do preva.il in your large scale 
inorganic world-the plane of actuality is governed by 
your sort of physical laws. lienee your straight-line 
causality. 

But the plane of actuality is not the entire body of 
reality. Reality embraces both actuality and potentiality; 
the surfa.ce and the depth, in which the real Ones are en
gendered, from whieh they strive to emerge. These real 
Ones, called su.bstances, rela.te actuality to potentiality. 
At every moment they are in between their concord and 
discord. They move and are moved, aet and are acted on~ 
All are both natura naturans and natura naturata., law 
giving and law given, creator and creature. 

We are now ready to survey the problem of time. What 
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is Time, if you start by assuming that' is J means more 
than to connect one name with another name. In con-

.}~rete time, past and future are present in each other. An 
inexorable Now strIdes ahead, begetting and devouring 
itself. In this time the instant of your creativity is linked 
to the duration of your patience. Past and future ate 
separatet yet remain connected in you yourselves. The one 
is fore"\Ter decided) the other is yet to be decided. Your past 
grows,. your future diminishes. In memory and expecta
tion you a.re in a mannar what you are nO longer, and you 
are already what you are not yet. Thus you are always 
leaning backward to a past whence you come and forward 
to a future whither you go. Both are one-and-together. 
Time links your becoming and passing. In your growing 
you wane, waning you grow . You begin tQ die in the hour 
of your birth. You cease to be born in the hour of your 
death. At the same time you al'e young and old; you are 
evon, as Plato says, younger and older than yourself, at 
every moment of your life.s In you yourselves Time is 
articulated; in you the fullness of its momenta are grown 
together. . 

_. This is concrete tim~.~ I call it the time-structure of 
Being. The time of physics is an abstraction, a mere di-

/ mension of a number-space. In' this time you are con
fronted with the same probi'ems as in your space: the . 
continuous line of points-the order of Earlier and Later 
-shorter and longer stretches defined by words like' be
tween', 'include', 'overlap'~the problem of measnrement 
- Time measuring Motion, Motion measuring Time. This 
time has no arrow. Earlier and Later are mere names 
which may be iuterchanged by different observers. Thero 
is no absolute direction: that can be preconceived. 

Obviollsly if the time-dimension is to be distinguished 
from the space-dimensions, we ha '\TO to discover, first, 
where the arrow, then, where the marching Now origi
nates. You screen the difficulty of the problem by intro
dueing the artow of the observer. You ascribe physical 
values to points of time and refer them to observations 
made by an observer who is familiar with an absolute 
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order, where Earlier and' Later ,are not interchangeable. 
You draw Time'8 arrow from Life. You are quite right ex
cept that you do it unwittingly .. Earlier and Later must 
,be differentiated relatively not to an observer but to the 
thing itself which, expanding in time, forbids their being 
in terchanged. 

They C8.IlDot be differentiated by means of the llotion 
of a. mere substrate. You assume something that remains 
identical, one and the same something during continuous 
change. But this something proves to be nothing: a gram
matical subject in your arbitrary speech, an x about which 
you choose to predicate. The substrate could bear Time's 
arrow only if an absolute determination of Earlier and 
Later were implied in its \r'ery nature. But the substrate 
as such has no nature at all. 

You are talking about systems, whereby you mean en
tities of a continuous part of space-timc which you may 
assume to be closed.Y ou discover the second law of therU10-
dynamics. A certain quantity called entropy happens 
without exception to increase in time, i.e., in the same of 
the two directions of a dimension caned time. IIere' you 

. imagine that you get hold of an absolute Earlier and 
Later relative not merely to an observer but to the' sys
t~m' itself. Such foundation of Time's arrow is I'athe~ 
fragile, for diverse reasoIlB. When a system is in theTmo~ 
dynamic equi1ibrium~ entropy neither increases nor de
creases. Your systems are compounds of events. The seconu 
law of thermodynami~8, being a statistical law, deals 
with the behavior of aggrega.tes. Therefore it does not say 
anything at all about the single event and its structure. 
There is yet a third reason. Yon seem to count the 
amounts of energy in a rather dubious way. By discrimi
nating between free and botmd energy you are in position 
to borrow the amount of free energy required fronl the 
store of bound energy: and 80 to save the second law iIi 
any contingency. You will certainly proceed in this way 
if confronted with a system of decreasing entropy. But I 
let that pass since you feel that on this point you can do 
without old Aristotle. . 
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For these and other reasons I cannot agree that such 

a system can sustain Time's arrow. The second law makes 
assertions about 8yst~inB~ which are somehow derivative. 
Although that is not -saying they do not. reveal something 
of the utmost in tere.st. 

You mnst look for a.nother sort of system. When you 
refer the Earlier and Later Qf the observed conditions to 
the acts of :observation and thus put the observer himself 
into the system to be observed you are obliged to concede 
that at lenst this part of the system called the observer 
is himself a system, relative to which Earlier and Later 
ara di:fIerentiated in an absolute manner and are Don
interchangeable. ~ere Time has an arrow. The Earlier 
and Later of the observer's birth and denth aTe absolute. 
No observer can place death before hirth, birth behind 
death, unless he refers to the birth and death of different 
indi viduals. 

Thus we pass from the time of physics to the chrono
logical time of history, taking the first step toward con
crete time! the chronolo~cal time of history may be 
called the order of 'Couples of birth and death, ono birth 
conjoined with one death t the different couples overln.p
ping. Caesar'sbil"th is earlier than Caesar's death, later 
than Cicero ~s hirth, and so forth. This chronological time 
has all the features of the mathematical time-dimension, 
plus the arrow. This time is directed, is a. one-way passage 
from birth to death. Tliere is 110 returning. 

In $rQ~~~ogier:U timeJ however, we have not yet reached 
con~rete_ time. When you look only for the arrow you maYl 
contentyonrselves with ascribing birth and death to 
points in time and ordering them in couples. Such orde~ 
of couples ignores all other relations implicit in tha pe
culiar system of relations called' substance '. Do not for
get that the observer is himself such a systemJ and there
fore has to acknowledge these other relations too. 

The Now outs Time in two parts, Past and Future. 
This Now goes onward unremittingly. We _must perceive 
the absolute distinction between an ever increasing past 
and an ever decreasing future. For this march of time 
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there is only one foundation. Possibilities progress to 
\ actuality~ This is the primary movement, so Now. 
wanders apace. The past is the actualized part of possi
bilities, the future the part waiting. to be actualized~ The 
past ever increases, the future decreases. It is beyond 
your power to change the past, an absolute impotence; 
you may be unable to change the future, a relative 
weaJrness. 

You might consider Time's arrow to bo based upon the 
second law of thermodynamics, but never. the marching 
Now. Therefore I prefer .. to base the arrow of chrono
logical tinle npon the absolute , difference between birth 
and' death. Although birth and death are by no means the 
Whence and the Whither of that primary movement that 
actualizes p08sibilitiest they find their dofinitions in their 
respective relations to our possibilities and actualities. 
He:r.-e the arrow and the marching Now have their ' com· 
mon source. 

You can eliminate substance, if yon like. But if yon do', 
you deprive both Time's arrow and the marching Now of 
all supporting argument. And you cannot rid yourselves 
hf them, nor ca.n you enjoy letting both waver specterliko .' 
th.rough your number-world. You need subst.ance. Slowly 
we draw nearer the concreteness of Time~ So far we have 
provided the dimen'sion of time only with an arrow and a. 
marching Now. This time is still an abstraction. 
, 'rhe marching Now does not simply cut straight-line 
time into two parts. The parts remain connected. Future 
is the future of a past; Past tho past' of a future. Yoli 
cannot speak of one without implying the other; ignoring 
that means renouncing reality. 

In your own living Now three presences are spliced to .. 
gether : Ii the Present of the paBt~ memory, and the Pres~ 
ent of the future, expectation, beheld in the present 
Present. Yon still are your past, being already your 
future. Thus Now severs and unites. 

I doubt that the concrete fullness of memory or expec .. 
tancy can be described in ten;ns of the straight-line time 
of past, present, and future actualities. Memory does not 
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merely retain and "recall past actualities of former N ows. 
E:lpectation does not merely "anticipate future actualities 
of later N ows. In both a certain movement is concealed 
that connects not C?nly present with past and future actu
alities but also your potentiality with your actuality. In 
remembering you do not merely go baek to past actual
ities} You rememb~r what you were from the beginning, 
your potentiality, your inner nature with its secret rules 
and tendencies. The learning child remembers what he 
never knew. That is Plato's Anamnesis. Yon go back to 
the 'Whence' of your acting in every moment you are 
fully alive; when not1 you lose yourselves. 

You remember past actualities. In recalling them you 
select, modify, distort. A struggle goes on-unconscious, . 
conscioust or subconscious: past a.ctualities grip you; you 
endeavor to master J to retain, to fuse them in yourselves; 
you stri\Te" to remember and you are . compelled to forget, 
you try to forget and you are forced to remember. You 
can and must; you ougllt and you ought not to remember 
and forget. Without respite you are building up, pulling 
down, rebuilding, transforming your past in line with 

"""your changing actualities. In this continuous activity 
memory and expectation are inter~onnected---expecta-

" tion makes you remember~ memory makes you expect . 
• Just as the task of memory is not merely to recall actu
alities but also to hold you fast to your inner nature, the 
'Whence' of your acting, so expectation is by no means 
merely directed toward the actualities that will really 
come to pass. In e%pecting you relate the anticipated 
actualities to the wbole of your actuality, waiting to be 
actualized; i.e'J to the Whither of that primary move~ 
ro.ent, just as your. remembering relates past actualities 
to the Anamnesis that retains your Whence. You fear 
and hope. Expectation is suspended between fear and 
hope. In feat' and hope you relate future actualities to 
the motion carrying you from your Whence to your 
Wbither. By virtue of this relation you define and differ .. 
entiate fear and hope and their joy and pain. 

You will never be able to comprehend the concrete in .. 
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terplay of past and future by merely connecting past and 
future as parts of your straight-line time of actualities . 

. You must draw in-possibility. Then you transcend your 
concept of time as a line of N ~\V~points, to each of which 
belongs a given actuality. I leave it to you to clothe this 
sketch of memory and expectation in the colors of con~ 
crete life. Day by day you face all sorts of tension arising 
from these interlocking movements. 

The endeavor to grasp the concreteness of time loads 
us to the whole of momenta cemented in the notion of sub
stance. We must go beyond th:e time-dimension of th~ 
-order of the Many, But the time we so transcend is an 
abstraction. Concrete time is the time of substanoa. The 
skeleton of conoretenoss mnst be takeil as a whole; it 
allows no separation. Marching time stubbornly going its 
way is what it is only in union with your being directed 
toward a. Whither that is 'telos' but not future, or so to 

. say, with a timeless time in which 'suddenly' your soul 
begets the creative Now. They are consanguineous. 'fhe 
logos of substance uniting the creator and the creature, 
-natura ttaturans and natura naturata, is the logos of Be
ing-'-to be enjoyed and to be endured. The moment you 
borrow the arrow of your physical time fronl the observer 
you introduce substanoe and must accept it ~s a whole 
with all its momenta. 

There you have concrete time. Together and jnsepa
rable are the arrow and the marching Now, the divide be
tweon future and past, the unrelenting pace, rest, the 
timeless 'suddenly' of tho creator in YOUt the constraint 
of the created. In their tension concreteness is concrete. 
The reality of time is the reality of motion. -

From here you can go back again on the path of your 
abstractions to your time and to your motion: time stand
ing still as mere extension, a motion that does not move. 
On this wa.y ba.ck you get rid first of the whole realm of 
possibilities, and 80 of the interrelation of future and 
past, then of the marching Now, and finally of Time's ar
row. At every step of your abstraction you desiccate Sub
stanee, and with it Time. By so doing you dissolved t.he 
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logos .of Being. Now you stand holding dead limbs in life
less hands. 

A mere shade m~y be allowed to tell the Ii'Ving a bit 
about death. Death means the end of life in time. But 
there are two ends: the end of your life in the straight
line time of actualities, your last ·Now-Death. Mark the 
other end: the 'telos' of that primary movement from 
your potentiality to your actuality: your pure 'energeia', 
the acme of your existence. Both ends belong to you 
throughout your life, though you oft~n miss the one a~d 
forget the other. They belong to you as momenta of your 
very nature. They are conjoined, now in concord, now in 
discord. You enjoy your acme a.nd your fullest actuality 
as beings doomed to die. You die as beings striving· to
ward a telos, reaching or missing it. What death is, it is 
concretely by virtue of this 'Very urge: it is determined 
by this relation. Each of you must die your own death~ 
Some die too late, having outlived themselves as shadows 
of what they once were'; some die too soon, leaving their 
futures behind, cut off at the start of what they might 
have become and never will. Peath ends you before or 
after your end. Ending your acting and being acted on, 
death is at once cruel and tender . You must ourse and 
praise it; and whether it is curses or praises yon bestow 
depends on how the two ends are interwoven in your 
death. 

Life and death are born together, as are your growing 
and decaying, acting and suffering, having and not-hav
ing. Ona and the same logos has welded all nature in 
every breathing moment of every being. 

For me who am dead there is no death, and therefore 
no time. There is only the empty time of your physics, 
which is not time at all. There is no arrow, no marching 
Now, no past and future. Time is the time of the living, 

. stri'ring and faili.ng~ resting and moving. For me there is 
neither rest norrestlessnesB; only a mere extension with
out anything to be extended, stretched out in "death '8 

dateless night t ,. 
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IX 

THE ONE AND '.rHE MANY 

ALTHOUGH 1 have been speaking of Man and have en
deavored to captur~ the concreteness"of life I have re
frained from using any of the handy terms mind, soul, 
body, emotion, sensation, volition. Such ternls would, of 
course, have made it much ea.sier for me to describe Man '8 
acting and being acted on. But I am not concerned with 
Man itS a specific being among other beings. My aim is 
not a doctrine of Man. All those familiar terms are unde
fined. You may know vaguely what you mean by, say, 
emotion: something like feeling angry. If I were to carry 
over concepts so loosely defined to the entities of your 
physics and talk about the sensations, emotions, thoughts 
of atoms or electrons, you would be right to prosecute , 
me for anthropomorphism. 

In my search for concrete motion I have sought to use 
words and concepts that should be applicable both to the 
roality behind physics and to hmnan life. You may re .. 
proaeh me for proposing concepts that lack definiteness, 
tha.t flit about in a hazy dusk. I do not deny my shortcom
ings. I admit the deficiencies in my terms. But I am not 
sure you 'are entitled to such an objection. Your concepts 
are applicable only to the physical world of the anony
mOllS observer. They are not clear and distinct unless 
you remain within a mere number-space. They are ftc· 
curate only in an empty world. 

Take Matter. Try to lay hands on It. It will vanish and 
pretend to be something you call Field. '!'rack down 
Field. It turns out to be B. kind of space to the points of 
which you ascribe vectors standing for forces. Try to 
seize Space. It is vacant, waiting for fields to be engen
dered by Matter. Take Force. You find Law, as a geometri~ 
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~al qaality of space. I need not dwell on these di1Bcultie8~ 
You aCknowledge them yourselves when you speak of the 
mystery of matter ~l 

Let us see how these concepts respond to my way of 
looking at ;Nature., Space in general is a mere receptacle 
-8 field of possibilities waiting to be ordered by axioms, 
a mere nothing'waiting to become something. The nihil 
privativum not ttegativum. In this space oth~r spaces are 
generated; for instance, the general space of projective 
geometry. It too is a field of posBibilities. ' 

This apace of possibilities is not the actual space of 
your physics, nor is it e'V"en something like an actually 
empty space-if there be anything like that. In, the space 
of possibilities certain values are not yet determined. An 
aatually· empty space would be something different. It 
would be a. possible space qneerly actualized; it would 
be a sort of actualized zero. Such a space I do not believe 
exists; whereas the potentially empty space '~xists '-as 
a. mode of reality. . 

Now as to your nelds. Your fields of force arc actual 
fields. Your flux of fields is .a continuum of actual fields 
extended in time. But these actual fields are possible 
fields that have become actualized. They are related to 
an underlying real possibility from wbich they arise. Your 
biologists have just started to oommit themselves to· 
speaking of biologic fields. I do not know whether they 
conceive of these biologic fields AS having a particular 
structure or as being like t.he physical fields. 

If the top of a living fir tree is cut off, one of the near
est branches will turn upward, changing the bilateral 
order of its ramification into a radial one. Or observe a 
growing cabbage building up its head. I do not see how 
such a happening can be understood if the plant is con
ceived of as obeying an aetual physical field of force. I 
would rather conceive of the plant as a field of possi
bilities, endowed with somethmg like an urge to actualize 
a certain form and capable of doing so. in different ways. 
Maybe I an:t wrong. But I hope some .day or. other you 
will think it o~er. The conception of a" biologic field may 
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possibly induce yon to ' differentiate actual fields and 
fields of possibility, which are related to each other. Pet'
haps that would help physics too .and make it easier for 
you to deal with 'matter t

6 

Did you not recently, at your international symposium 
on cosmic rays in Chicago, speak of the mysterious 
jungle of atomic nuclei .snd of the "darkest Africa' of 
MatterH' Be sure, this A~rica will be darker the fur .. 
ther your anonymous ' o.bserver is able to penetrate it; 
the more facts the distorting mirror in his hand rogis
ters. It must. All your difficulties convorge on this im~ 
passe. 

And now, Matter. When you take hold of Matter-a bit 
of Matter here and now-it. becomes to you nothing but 
a physical field of force. Thinking about the physical field 
of force and its changes you feel you need something that 
produces and agitates such a field: Matter reappears as 
a 'dynrunic. agens'. So you endow MaUer with a kind of 
double nature. In that you are right. But note: this double' 
nature is not contradictory, nor is it something to get free 
from. The doubleness is unity, articulated within itself. 
The field of force is the present actuality of a field of pos-· 
sibilities which strive to actualize themselves. That is 
'matter'. 

Enough, on this point. All I wanted you to concede is 
this: yonr own concepts contain and conceal t.he distinc~ 
tion between actuality aDd possibility. You boast Qf the 
exactness of your science. But this exactness attaches . 
only to the numbers of your mea.surements, not to your " 
ideas of what you measure. The latter are far from ac
curate. 

You may wonder whether I really think that physics 
could gain something from this distinction between pos~ 

. sibility and aotuality. Physics as the science dealing with 
Nature certainly could; physics as you define it by your 
methods could not. Even your mathematics cannot as yet 
treat fields of possibilities as wholes which, ns such, have 
veotors. Perhaps your mathematicians, when facing Buell 
a task, might deVelop means to deal with Buch wholes;, 
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but to that end they would probably have , to go a little 
farther beyond your straight-line number-space. 

The main thing, however, is the correlation of possi
bilityand actuQ.lity in substance, not merely their distine
tion. Substance relates possibility and actuality as modes 
of Being. Only by means of substance will you be able to 
comprehend possibility and actuality, space and time, 
matter and field, as constituents of a Whole articula.ted in 
momenta. In your present view they are side by side. 
Nevertheless you define one by the other and some or you 
feel uneasy about your definitions which look so much 
like truisms. They are tautologies but not in a way that 
ought to worry yon. They say the same thing, certainly. 
MaUer talks about space, space about field, field about 

,"force, and force about matter. But all their talk referst 

though you are not aware of it, to subRtance. They are 
interconnected ill substance as mo:z;nenta of ono and the 
same logos. 

In what wa.y and sense should the concepts of your 
physics be related tO l one' another so that you might be 
happy ahout your conceptual schemef You are not wor
ried about circular definitions when' you define fathor by 
childJ child by father. Why not1 Because in this case YOll 

are suro of the tie that relates the one to the other and 
makes father the father of a child, and child the child of 
a father. Ob'riously t)lis , relatio:q.._ is prior to the relata. 
You actually do not define one oy means of the other but 
each by means of a whole that is al'tieulated within itself. 

In your physical concepts such a whole is lacking. There 
is reason for some uneasiness on your part. Such a feel
ing ,is rather helpful.lt gives us a lead, it calls to knowl
edge. You think, however, you can get along without such 
a tie. Yon measure velocity by your watch, weight by your 
scales, yon refer the pointer readings of each instrument 
to different perceptions, and that makes you 'certain that 
these definitions are mutually independent. But now an
other difficulty arises. Y ou ha~e the choice between two 
possibilities, neither of which is satisfactory. Either YOll 

mix YOM sense perceptions into the definitions of your 
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concepts or you content yourselves with taking them as 
mere measurable quantities; i.e., dimensions of your nllm~ 
bar-spa.ce. Dimensions are independent directions. But 
thel'e is no difference between them. You have only a set 
of characterless quantities. If you undertake to determ.ine 
their differences in quality you must refer to your sensa
tions or to the instruments by which you measure the 
qnantities. I understand .quite well that this situation 
bothers you occasionally, at least in moments of pausing 
between your merry calculations. 

"Why! Because your concepts or your dimensions are 
accidental How are they, how should they be related to 
one another Y As father and child. And so they would be 
related t were they the right concepts. Your space is not 
space .. to-time; your time is not time-to-spac.e. Your space
time is Dot an authe.ntic whole, articulated in four dimen
sions. The physieal contents you ascribe to the poin ts of 
your space .. time are an aggregate. They too are acci
dental. No one is implied in the others as father is in 
nbild. 

I shall do whatever is in my power to make perfectly 
clear what I maan. Take the three dimensional space of 
your Euclidean geometry. We can start with a multi
plicity of elements and order the relations between these 
elements in a set of axioms. Thus we build your space 
from elements which precede the whole. A point is a 
point, be it the point of a line or of a plane or of a solid. 
But obviously a point is nothing. We may also start from 
the whole. We may demand that the whole be prior to its 
parts, unfolding itself ill three dimensioDs. In the geom
etry of such a space there would be nothing but figures 

. of three dimensions. A line would have the length x, the 
breadth 0, and the height o. A point would be a sphere of 
the radius o. 

You say, that makes no difference in geometry. -Cer~ 
tainly not, because geometry takes no interest in the 
reality of its figures. There is no geometrical reason for 
treating just the three dimensional, not the two or one 
dimensional space as the unity to start from. But what, 
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if you 'Want :yom scheme to fit real things, or even the 
realness of these real things T 

I 8nppDse th&t for a complete description of a real 
point you need 16 numbers, 4 standing for space and 
time, and twic~ 6 for grayitational and eleetrodynamic 
quantities. You are not entit1~d to leave out any of these 
numbel's; you must retain even those with the value o. 
This 0, too, belongs to reality, just as in my example of 
space. There a plane is a three dimensional thing whic.h 
lacks the third dimension. That is privatiQ, not nega,tio. 
If you omit one or more of these zero quantities you deal 
with abstraction.s, no longer with physical things. And 
this is the case not only when you speak 'of geometrical 

-lines, planes, solids, without including time, or of a time" 
span without apace, but also if you deal with electrody
namics without includin~ gravitation. Even there you 
would have to carry with you symbols for the proporties 
whose value is ~4?ro, if what you talk about is · supposed 
to represent spmething that could be real. 

Yon may think that easy to concede but a silly demand. 
You do 'not comprehend the reason· for. the demand and 
sense no need of complying with it. Why not¥ Why do 
yon miss nothing when you leave out some of your num
bers' Because there is nothing to clinch your concepts. 
Concreteness is syngenetic. Your concepts also should bo 
connate. Each must be the ODO of the otherB-to-it~ just 8.8 

the father is father to a C'bild. But your ·space is not space
to-time, your space-time not space-time to your fields, let 
alone the contingency of gravitation to electrodynamics. 

It is perhaps just on this point that your own diffi
culties may ditect you to the general problem. You are 
working har~ to unite your physical world in one world 
geometry. You hope Einstein will solve the problem. But 
suppose he succeeds. ~l depends on whether his solution 
would merely mean tha.t aU your quanti ties and veotors 
had gathered in a common geometry, or that they are knit 

.' together in the unity of a. whole, in which each · member 
'is the one of the others-to-it. It is only such a logos that 
can concrete the concrete arid make reality real. You can 
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verify that in your moving and being moved, in your joy 
and your pain. . . 

I doubt that you will ever encounter this logos on your 
way, nO matter how much farther and farth~r you trave~ 
how many more and other astonishing things you dis
cover. Again and again just that jn which the realness of 
reality resides will elude you. It must. For a simple rea;:-_. 
Bon: you have surrendered to the anonymous observer . . 
He does not and cannot know anything about this logos. 
':rhe anonymous observer registers pointer reading·s. He 
diBcovers differential quotients whicb represent tbe re
lations botween the changes of. his numbers. But be has 
no conee·pt of the nnity in which all distinctions originate. 
He knows no suhstances, therefore no substantiality. He 
cannot. He was ev-en right in elimi~ating substance. STlb
stance .would be an alien within his methods. 

Here you are blocked, fenced in by your own procedure. 
You have enthroned your anonymous· observer. You are 
his slaves. He stands between your physics and your 
knowledge about yourselves. Nevertheless by no means 
would it be of any use to introduce into the conceptual 
scheme of the anonymous observer the distinctions and 
concepts I have ventured to propOBe. I am far from 
making such a suggestion. These distinctions, trans
planted from their native soil to your scheme of nature~ 
would lose their interconnection and correlation in the 
notion of substance. Separated from substance they be .. 
come separated from one another and can no longer say 
what they want to say-like single letters which have lost 
their word. 

Thus. an abyss gapes between the world of your physics 
and your own li'Ving reality. Yoti may be worried by it; 
you may desperately try to connect the two kinds of ex
perience or to look for a common system of basie con
cepts adequate to cover both. In vain. In passing from 
one kind of experience to the other you change the point 
of 'View. In passing from your physical world to the ex
perience of yourselves you abandon the anonymous ob
server. In passing from yonr life to ·physics you subject 
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yourselves to the anonymous observer. As you change 
your point of view a.ll your concepts change. their mean
ing. There is no such abyss in Nature herself. You are 
re,sponsible,. not Nature. 

, The ultimate goal of science is, so I say again, a frame 
of concepts that' will cover both the physical experience 

. of your anonymous observer and your inner concreteness. 
The Many are ordered in time and space. The One is 
folded within itself. If any concept claims to concern 
reality it ,must mean something in the otder of the Many 
as well as in. the structure of the One. There must be a 
principle of correspondence between the ,basis of that 
order and the momenta of this structli.re. You must look 
for this correspondence. The place to look is the problem 

.~ of motion. Once you understand Motion you will discover 
that the outward and inward infinity of Nature revea.l 
the same secret. It is but the anonymous observer's view 
which, in elimina.ting substance, disjoins the categories 
ordering the Many. If referred to substance these cate
gories " are forced to join; conjoined they must corre
spond to momenta which articulate substance. 

If you ever happen to succeed in working out a 'con
struct ~ in which your physical concepts are a whole, one 
implying all the others as fathel" implies child, I feel con .. 
"fident that these concepts would lead you to correspond
ing" ones that articulate the inward denseness, the Being 
of eu bstances. Then your physical and mental experiences 
would meet. 

May I dare an even bolder statement! The dualism of 
Matter and Mind is what most troubles your philosophers~ 
Indaed, their matter and their mind belong to different 
worlds. They start with a dualism of mental and physical 
experience and carry it over into their scheme of l"eality 
itself and separate a world of matter from a world of 
mind. 

But what is Mind and what does Matter meant I have 
intentionally avoided all such terms as body,. 8oul~ mind. 
They are misleading and have been abused fo1' hundreds 
of years. Maybe I myself am respo~sible ill part. Let me 
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try to ferret out the common root of matter and mind. l, 

Motion unites 8. 'Wb.enee and a. Whither. You must begin; 
with their unity. Turning to dynamics you utter the word 
'veotor'. But consider what this term implies. A directed 
quantity_ It enables you to deal with SOlDething you call 
'force '. A directed quantity combines numbers in a unity. " 
In this unity a Whence is referred to a vVhither, a 
Whither to a Whence. Let us disregard the mathemati.cal 
form and reconsider this unity. There is.no Whence with
out a Whither~ no Whither without a Whence. One is the 
one-to-the-other. One contains the other. It makes no 
difference whether you start from the one or from the 
other. Think of yourselves I In you a Whence and a 
Whither are united. By their UDity you are Substance. 
When in acting you mO'9"e from your Whence to your 
Whither it is equally correct to say that your Whence is 
pushing or that your Whither is pulling YOU. Neither has 
priority. 

Let us turn again to matter and mind. It is from Mo-' 
tion that you have to start. Matter and mind tell the same, 
tale. If you glanee at the Whence you may suy 'matter'; 
if at the Whither, you may say 'mind '. You have two 
aspects . of Motion to deal with, not two different things. 
In saying one you imply the other. 'llhere is no such thing 
as ma.tter without mind, mind without matter. ' 

You stumble over this unity oven on your OWlI path. 
Mind has never been introduced into your conceptual 
scheme, matter has nearly faded out. But sOlnething has 
remained: a mysterious 'dynamic agens' producing and 
inducing fields. Does not such a. definition of matter, if it 
is one, look very much like a definition of mind or of 
'spirit" Is not that just what spirit doesT Induce and en
gender fields, systems of norms and forces' So did Dante' 
and Homer and Plato, and the founder of your religion. 
Matter and mind tell different aspec.ts of the same story 
provided they happen to be 4efined instead of only being 
vaguely connected with perceptions in which their sepa
rateness is ,preconceived. 

If in reading my books you never lose sight of the con-
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eept of the unity of motion you will dlscover that in re
ferring to substance I speak of matter and' form; in 
referring to motion, of potentiality and ,actuality. But 
the ll1lity of substance is the unity of motion. The one 
impli~s tha other! 

,Now I haYiard'a; further step. You infuse the dichotomy 
of body and soul into your' dichotomy of matter and mind.' 
Thereby you cover up the unity in whi6h both yet remain 
united, despite their difference. But whereas the distinc~ 
tion between matter and mind resides in that twofold 
unity of Whence and 'Whither, in distinguishing body and 
soul yon would have to start from the unity of your act
ing and being ,acted on, saying soul when you speak of 
your moving yourselves, and saying body when you refer 
to your being moved_ Thus bodies would have the ability 
to move themselves 80 far as they 'are and have souls; 
souls would be c.a'pable of being moved 80 far 8S they are 
and have bodies'. But in any ease do not isolate either the 
one or the other. No self-constituent being moves without 
being moved;"or is moved without moving; no such being 
is a. body without soul or a soul , without body_ Neither 
would be substance. Your belief in dead matter is just as 

,:/mistaken as your belief in a life of souls in heaven and 
hell. Both are abatra,ctions. 

Y QU object' You bury the body of your friend who has 
died-this body is real. Surely, but not u.s a One in him
self, no long as a being who is himself to himself. The 
dead body is no longer your friend. It is only a One--ltQo~ 
ltUo -n-for something or somebody else; for instance, for 
the men who carry it aW,ay. Dea.th dissolves the unity and 
e~tinguishes this substance. Life does ~ot , end. This man 
dies. ,Being is immortal; all bei.J;lgs die. , 

I shall attempt another step, in the fQg -of inherited dis
tinctions. As human beings you want to be credited with 
having not only souls but something called spirit. Yon 
may even remind me that I myself differentiated soui and 
spi~i t. I did. But again you must go back to the starting 
point, that unity of mati on that unites 'Whence and 
Whither. All beings are direqted tow,ard 8 'Whither'. 
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Soul means the potentiality of moving one '8 self. Man, 
a being fti'V'UXov tJ.6"a, ).,6you-animate and endowed with 
'logos '-is capable of knowledge. Othel' beings may be 
blind; he can behold the end toward which he is directed. 
Thus -Spirit is Soul's eye. 

But ignore this chance digression in which I dealt am
biguously with ambiguous terms. You would do better not 
to use these tertns at all. It is latc. rrhank you for your 
patience. 
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X 

NATURE AND MAN 

As this is my last lecture it will be well to summarize Illy 
argument. I started by unfolding the manifest and the 
hidden difficulties of modern physics abou.t which some 
physicistst fascinated by their discoveries, are not 
troubled, while others begin to worry. Next I tried to 
justify my demand for another way of questioning the 
unknown. I made a distinction between Being and World. 
I put the . utmost stress upon Being, upon the inward 
density of concreteness. I wanted you to doubt the mean
ing of the littlest and the greatest word, 'is' ~ If I have not 
succeeded in this point at least in some degree you may 
forget these leotures altogether. They will ha.ve profited 
you nothing. 

I venture to say that Reality has both an outward 
breadth and an inward density. Countless phenomena · 
are spread out in time and space. 'They seem to be 
ordered by diiYeren t kinds of reintions. Let us call 
this aspect 'world', the ordol' of the Many. You trans
form th,ese phenomena into mea.suring numbers and 
refer them to the anonymous observer. The other as
pect is less familiar to you and foreign to your soience. 
Reality has an inward density: not the numbers but 
the beings like yourselv-es that are self-constituent. 
Your anonymous obaenrer ellininates such beings. 
They 'are't however. This a.spect of reality I call 
Being. 

The two are correlated. They must be seen together. 
The one must help you to decipher the other. Their rela
tion precedes the relata.. This secret is far beyond the 
power of my words. Sometime, perhaps, in a timelesB 
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moment, the gods will reveal it to you. Then be quick to 
seize it. They will surely cover it up again. 

You divide Science into different sciences, either by 
dividing the Many into groups, referring animals to 
zoology, plants to botany, or by detaching layers from 
reality·and making arithmetic, geometry, kinematics deal 
with things so far as they are countable, spacial t or mov
ing in space. The difference between the two procodures 
is obvious, although often disregarded. In your definition 
of physics you jumble the two. 

Zoology permits animals to be animals. It professes to 
be interested in the entire reality of substances, callod 
animals. So does physics with ita part of reality. But I 
doubt that physics deals with the entire concreteness of 
its entities. Its interest is restricted to a detached stratum 
corresponding to an axiomatic system wedded to instru- ' 
ment$ which transmute the phenomena into numbers. 

The two classes of science differ in their relation to 
Reality. The first class divides the world into parts. The 
world as the order of tho Ma.ny can he divided. One can 
speak concretely about animals without speaking about 
the stars. The second class cuts Being into layers. But 
Being cannot be cut. One oannot speak of space without 
speaking of time, of nu,mbers without entities to be 
counted; one cannot speak about · waves of probability 
without something that is probable, unless one renouncos 
concreteness. That means ~ the Many can be ordered in 
groups, each of which retains lhe entire substantiality of 
its substa.nces. Substantiality itself is a whole of inter
connected momenta which cannot be separated. 

I am convinced that this unity of Being is found in 
every one ~f the many 8ubstanees, provided they are true 
and real Ones~ Wherever we dig down to the bottOID of 
reality we shall meet the same Physis, N atllre'8 nature ... 
All beings are kin. Being itself is analogous in all beings~·t.J 
Things differ widely in their, may I say, knowability. But 
your scale for this quality is the inverse of mine. You 
start from the order of the Many and believe that the 
phenomena of the physical world lend themselves most 
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the mirror that might possibly distort the image. He may 
find not muoh more in the way of conclusions than the 
minimum oonditions of an abstract order. 

The physicist can go no farther. An immensity of 
diverse realities may respond to these conditions. But the 
anonymous observer is not allowed either to picture such 
realities or to prefer one to another. He cannot take the 
hurdle of the anonymous observer's shadow. l'he anony
mous observer deals with probability waves of undefiDe~ 
events. That is your cosmos. I think you are not -much 
pleased with this cosmos, though on the large scale the 
play of great numbers Ba.ttens the waves of probability 
to the straight line of the probability-value limes 1. Your 
cosmos is a void. Reality has evaporated into numbers. 

If I applied my way of thinking to your discoveries this 
cosmos would differ widely from the cosmos of my books, 
of course~ It would no longer bo, modeled on the stars as 
eter.nal · substances actualizing themselves in shining 
circles. It would. ho,vever, remain a cosmos of .Rubstancefl. 
It would-refer the phenomena to substances. In Sub- 
stance the building blocks of reality are mitered. But our 
knowledge of the inorganic world is not knowledge of 
Substance. We could at best assume that behind and be
neath tho speotaole of the inorganic world there move and 
are moved an immensity of substances of unknown na
ture, which produce in the anonymous observer's mirror 
both your classicallawB governin.g the behavior of com,... 
pounds in the way of your causality 81ld the quantum 
laws dealing with classes of events sud probability waves. 
In atoms and electrons, in stones and stars we may revere ' 
one and the same Nature which makes us kin to aU cl'eated 
. beings. But here once more we must resign. 

Another experienoe, however, .enables you to refer 
events to substance~~, Consider human history. History is _ 

-a part of Nature. It is, to Man, the image of the COSlnos. " 

Consider the play of births and deaths enacted before 
your eyes. Here Motion moves: Here you know what an 
Event is. From the boundlesB sea of possibilities actual
ities -emerge, change, and sink. Generations · of mortal 
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easily to arrangement in a lawful and transparent order. 
You ov-erlook the fact, however, that you Su.cceed only by 
transforming them mto numbers. I sta.rt with the inward 
density of Being. There Man is obviously the one of aU 
beings best known to Man, the one knowa.ble in relation 
to himself. In him the realness of Reality discloses itself. 
There is only one window through which we can look 
into the interior of Nature. This window is Man himself) 
though Man's eyes be weak, the window commonly dirty, 
cobwebbed with errors, inoluding mine. 

Now allow me to turn from ontology to cosmology and 
to glance at YOUT cosmos and mine. Your eoemos is rela
tive to the anonymous observer. In it there are 110 autoch
tllonou8 beings which are either something in themselves 
or something in relation to which other things are what 
they are. You insist on referring your pointer rea.dings to 
an observer whom you place outside the physical world. 
You supplant tile individual by the anonymous subject 
al1d so attain an intersubjectivity, Dot an objectivity, 
unless you nee this ambiguous word in a much limited 
sense. This intersubjectivity is still not Reality, as the 
word objectivity would suggest. Your physical world is 
an interaubjective phenomenon, connecting and ordering' 
in a marvelous way certain subjective phenomena of 
every possible observer. 

This number~world of yours is still not the cosmos. It 
is the message of a cosmos. It will reveal something if 
deciphered, but it needs deciphering. Your physics is not 
and cannot be concerned with deciphering. Physics re
signs itself to calculating undecipherable DUIllbers. 

Classical phyaicB belie'\1ed in absolute laws. In these 
laws at least the structure of a cosmos seemed to show. 
The modern physicist, however, if interested in a picture 
of the universe, mnst establish the minimum eonditions 
an' unknown order must fulfil to yield the kind of laws an 
anonymous observer observes. He would have to find 
them by a highly'mathematicized reasoning. He must try 
to draw an inference from the image in the mirror to the 
thing mirrored, taking into account all the qualities of 
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men thriva and wane-societies, races, tribes, cities, 
realms, empires, religions, and civilizations battling one· 
against the other. Worlds in the world grow and decay. 
The gentle breath of graciousness and the moans of sor
row, the shining deed and the dark misery, love ~e smile 
and the rattle ·of death-they rise together to the seats 
of the unmova.ble gods. The past curbs the future and 
releases it, begets it and strangles it; the bodies of un~ 
completed 'worlds half rise above the surface and dis
appeal". Others are choked before they can emerge; others 
again dry up and ossify. The debris covel· the bones; a 
few only remain visible in the pale light of memory and 
yet are but bones. 

Laws, habits, conventions, virtues, '\rices, and their 
ranks and '\"alues, the names and images of gods varying 
in space change in time. And yet Man, the ever new being, 
is what be always was and ever will be. An unendingly 
changing world weaves the same threads into ever new 
tissues. ~ 

Man is the substance of history. To him aU iB related. 
lIe acts and i~ acted upon, he moves and is moved. The 
space of history moves and is moved. Thus Man motTes 
in a moving, space. Man is the maker of history. History 
makes Man. Either aspect is true, either alone is false. 
Man is both the worker and the work. As creator he is 
creature, as creature creator. Pa.st is scar and treasure; 
it constrains and nourishes him. Future is hope and fear; 
success and failure. Out of a, timeless past he moves into 
a timeless future; and so acting is his own creator. But 
aoting he is acted on; leashed to the relentless pace of 
the ever marching Nows, wedged between the mov~ments 
of the others and their order ~ compelled to aeeept his past 
and future from other hands, as the creatum he is-the 
powerful 'powerless man. . 

So you know Being-the r,ealnes8, of reality. Try to 
grasp' . the iron logos welding together , th~ .inseparaple 
joints of this Being; you will flu4 it 'at ~b,6 bottom of 
whatever you choose to look intO! in Babylon and ~n Man· 
hattan, in the life of the individual man and in the fate of 
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the greatest empire; in primitive life as well as in your 
latest civilization; in the remotest past and in the farthest 
future~ not of your utopias, hu.t of the concrete aotualities 
that your dreams wh~ aetnalized would tUrD out to be.' 
A firm hold on this Being will save you from sliding 
off into the void of bodiless abstr~ctions. 

But Being 18 by far broader than Man. There are 
plants J animals, stones, and stars. To them all you are 
kin by the same Being. The realness of their reality is 
also yours. They are Man's brothers and" sisters. But they 
are not wha.t they seem to you. You do not know the 
'Ones', the substances to which their appearances have 
to be referred. Yon do not know the true entities. You 
know their appearances. Thus, looking at the heavenR 
you may dream of an immens~ struggle of the unknown 
entities of smallest worlds, emerging and sinking away ill 
a time-span none of your clocks can mea.sure, but which, 
nevertheless, could be as long as your life, if measured 
by their own scale. You muse over the movements of the 
stars or their inoandescence and cooling, tho speeding 
waves of all sorts of rays; in short, over all the mye- " 
terious laws of physics, and enviBage the ineluotable fa
tality, as which such struggle must present itself when 
viewed on so large a scale. If you could view those ap
pearances as yon view human history yon 'Would, perhaps, 
discover tha.t thoir spectacle is not ruled by your kiud of 
physical laws nor is it the pure actuality of the blessed 
beings I dreamt of; but that it is, like your history, a vast 
web of acting and being acted on where threads of joy 
are interwoven with strands of pain. . 

Whereas the a.nonymous observer of your physics is 
restricted to admiring in his laws the play of a sheer 
fatality governing the unknown existenco of unknowll 
entities, precluding any" analogy to human life, you are 
free to assume that the so-called organic part of lia ture 
is just where living entities grow into visible volumes. 
There is no real clea\Tage diViding Nature into an ino1'
ganic and an otganic part. In both N atnre is one and the 
same. Your eye only and its peculiar qualities and limita-
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tiona make the division. Organic nature only carries for
ward the life of inorganic nature. There the substances, 
the real Ones, nnrecogniza ble in inorganic nature, become 
manifest; there you cannot eliminate the notion of sub
'stance. You kill the plant when you dissever its llllity. 
Thus your biology, guided by your physics, flutters in its 
answers between the accuracy of chemical and electrical 
laws that never touch life and the vagueness of analogies 
to human acting and suffering that never touch accuracy. 
Yon can analyze a flower, but not being a. flower yourself 
you will never be able to relate what you observe to what 
it may be in the flower'8 life. Nevertheless, you are 
neither compelled nor entitled to draw the conclusion 
that there is no such relation. Look at the uncountable 
varieties of plants and animals on the earth and in the 
seas and revere thei~ secret. It is your own secret, the 
secret of Nature, revealed to Man in Man~ and spread out 
in the immeasurable profusion of human history. 

Gi ve yourselves to this mystery and stop sepa,rating 
Man from Nature. If you wish to elevate him above all 
living b~ings, do so without degrading Nature. I myself 
endowed Man with a particular distinction. All is ani
mate, but Man's soul alone has speech and though~. Man 
alone can know. 

This distinction harbors a danger. Maybe Man can rise 
above aU other beings if he liveB up to his distinction. 
When he fails to do so he sinks below the lowest animal. 
Concerning some of Man '8 aehlev-ementa you might say 
that in him Nature seems to culminate, but you will admit 
that in no plant or animal can Nature So completely run 
amuck RS in Man. Man can be the best and the 'Worst of all 
beings. 

Man aloneJ SO I said, is capable , of knowing. Knowing 
what' You know infinitely more than I. I must humbly 
confess that it is not your kind of knowledge I had in 
mind. Your knowledge is concerned with means. The 
knowledge I had in mind is concerned with en'ds, not with 
means.-In all your knowledge of means you seem unsure 
of your ends. Idolizing your means, you take them for 
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ends and rush along in a senseless race for ends that are 
merely means. Stones, perhaps, live in darkness, with 
neither error nor truth. We may assume that plants and 
animals live in the dusk of dmnb impulses and pressnres.2 

You boast of the high degree of your consciousness' 
But of what al'C you conscious f If there is distinction, if 
this distinction is knowledge, this 1m owledge is of another 
sort. It is knowledge of Being itself. It is in itself the end. 
Its perfection is Being's pure actuality, the mtimate 
Whither through which all ends are ends. Though per
fection is beyond Man, Mant in his highest moments may 
graze the edge of this knowledge--and there he reoog
nizes his end. 

The souls of men, when they draw near to the logos of 
Being, are like charcoal which glows and becomes trans~ 
parent when brought nca.r the fire and darkens again 
when withdrawn.' 

BefoI'e rejoining the shadows below I thank you again 
for having invited me. If my reasoning seems odd to you, 
do realize please how queer your concept of nature seems 
to me.· Maybe it is too soon to reopen my case against 
Galileo. My breath, however, is longer than yours. You 
may smile at my argument toda.y and forget it tomorrow. 
When rulers of another breed run the enormous machines 
of your states and use your discoveries as means for their 
ends, and everywhere thonght is banished into secret 
societies, you may one day be disposed to ask my question 
and ponder my answer. 
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NOTES 
LECTURE I 

1 Aristotle, Metaph. A 1. 
2 That is the meaning of the term q;.Um~ at the beginning of GrEek 

philosophy. 
3 Cf.Kepler, De HteUfI. Nove in Pede Set"p4ffltGrlit Op. II, 6\l3 «; Galileo, 

L"tttrre in'omo- aJl.8 Jlacchie Bolan: "Nee Butn ignat"UB, quam haec opinlo 
sit inimiD& philosophia.e Aristotelicae: secta.e tns.gis quam pTineipl est 
clivers&.. Da. mlbi redivivum Aristotelem .••• " 

LECTURE II 

If mathematicians object that math@matics doeR not resort to time to 
define tnotion, thils. Ari!totl& would turn this object;ion in his 1&Yor. Be 
'Wo'uld argue: Phytha.gorea.ns are right: d I'V ckl .'Ul,JlJIllnt-tbe One 
a.lways wa.lkB on. The transfer of one number to B.nother number involvp..6 
an operatioD, a. creative step. the acting tnll"t.hetnatieian. If numbers pTO' 
ceed, thoughts, not nmnbers, mo~e. If a ttlOderll achool of mdhematiclJ 
ba.l!le8 the series of Integer" on creatf..,e stepe, Dot only motion and time's 
arrow but number ittelf presupposes .C!tion • . 

2 Di~eu&8ed by Al'iijtotle~ Phys. 239 b, 1f. 
3 Aristotle, Phys. 226 b) 229 b. 

LECTURE III 
1 Ct. SchrOdil1ger in Die N (f.tur1l)~4en.3'Ohitften (1985, :No. "8·59). 
2 Heisenberg's 'prindple ot indeterminacy'. 
3 6.50 X 10.21 erg·.8eCQnda. 
" A. S. Eddington, PM NtJ.lfW6 of the Pkyncal Wo,.Jd (Ma.c;millan, 1930), 

p. 237, use!!! & similar exatnple for Ilnother purpose. . 
o Biologists ",ill di!lBgleEl, pointing to biologIcal concepts that do not depend 

on physics.. Aristotle. howev~r) could eaaily defe.nd himself by analyzing 
these concepts which either lack accuracy or presuppose the AristotalM.D 
'potentiality' • 

LECTURE V 

1 This book ailJl.B by no m8&DB a.t a. complete interpretation of Ari8totle!s 
views of Nature. It emphuizes on~ current. of thought impU~d. in the 
Arisooteleab ontology. The notes refer to Al.'istotle)s writings mainly jn 
order to support, by Aristotle's OWn words, this emph&.ais which is Un
fa.lIliliar to :QlOllt interpretel'lJ. Where there is no reference Aristotle 1a 
not h&ld re&pon8ible 10r the viewl!! adva.need. 
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2 SoerateB a.sks: Wh&t is this or that't This qUMtion iUlptiea the. question! 
What i8 the 'is''7 ~ !G'n 'ell 'em". The problem of determining thlll or that 

. presuppoees the task of determining determination. This is the problem 
ot Plato·. '"dialectica', All his diaJ.ogues ec,uverge on this queatlon. 

3 Thill A;rb,totle t'esorta not to hill phy1ri.c8 but to their very j\1Ddament in 
bi. "first phUo8()phy+ •. The scholastio scholar8 diir~renti&te -m.et&phYI!l:ica 
gener&Iis' froID.. 'D;letaphyslca specialis'. The. la.tter deals with theology, 
C(l6mology. anthropol('Jgy~ the former ueab ontology. Neither Pla..to nor 
Aristotle can be uuder&tood. unles8 the inner life 01 the ontologica.l prob
lem is reanime.ted. What iB Being qlla BeiDg! 

4 Aristotle tries to sugge8t a lDeaning of 'Being' tha.t permits 8peflking of 
l:more or less , hP.ing'. HQ emph&si.ze& the differentiation of two questions 
which lie otcasionally mix6b up ill his writings. But in hiB tima philOS
ophers w~re e.wa.re of both; now the one is forgotten and needs to be 
Itressed. \ 

o 'In oot~n' is Plaw'eI J&1I'f«~-6. Pla.to U&e8 the term 'When speaking of Soul's 
Life. Eros being in between wealth a.nd. poverty is both wealthy and poor. 
Bonl's wing1l are both light and heavy in betwoon an upward and down
ward drive. (In between' relatea two tenns to each other. 

6 Plato, ParmenidBs (XII 1f): the 'One' that pal'ticfpate8 in 'Being', 
"f~ h J4~"C'Clt9V ~OO{«;. if!l both in itself and in 80metlting else. Plato, in 
such statements, does not play with cOlltradictioi1s, all most interpreters 
88.sume, but tries to unfold the Itructure of Being. The gt'.nuine Benie Q£ 
his 'dialectics' ha.s been negleetedby the philos()phica.l tT.dition a.nd 
rather spoilt tban revived in Begel'~ tranaformation. 

7 The sch.ola.eltio 8cholarl~ ea.1I this presence 'modus deficiene'. The term of 
Al"iatotl& is o~6Q'l'I"~. When something that belongs to a system is lacking 
it is present as absent. 

S In .Ari!ltotelean terms: 1~1lJltCl ad~'IftJ~~ X\vfplJRlr:. 

9 ~~ Tlov6c:-~t~ -ct. 
10 lI(""(IIau;--l.,l~"814. 
11 dI~ \'pU~(G( b41~~ ~UY't8Voii'D oGcnt(. Plato, Menon 81 D. Aristotle speak~ 

of Pia to 8JJ of hiB InKs.ter and friend. DeBpite two thoulMllld yean of 
battle between Platonism &h.d .Af'istoteliBm, Idealism a.nd RealitJm, Plato 
and Aristotle might fairly be suppo~d to join in opposing the modern 
eOJ]<:p.pt of nature. 

12 Plato! 'lCotllmoAa., ~.fJ "M ltJlta. .. , emphMized in Parmenides, 
SOphi8teS. 

13 Aristotle strl:!BSea a point tha.t inOllt, interpT~ter8 miM. Metaphysics, III 
2, diBerantia~8 ~6, ... ~ fJ'()m WII:t&.~. 'rhe latter prepo~iti.on I&U~UDle& 
~imi1ar things under cla8B~tI; the f()rmer re1a~ one thing to another 
thing. The notions belonging to 'Being' are ft'{10l; ~~uv qJ"CfI.~1 they reler 
to one and tbQ aame nature, to a unity, which they articulate.. Poten
tia,lity and actuality, mat~r and fortn do not dhride the Many into 
elu8es-lW.'fd "f~~ ""l. d81f. There are 110 things that ate matter 'Without 
lol'lD., form 'Withont matter. All beings as far as. they 'are' Clontain the 
Ohe and th6 other and relate tllem to a unity ~ Therefore thelle notions . 
1L00000pany one another .a.o1~., AU"').4L~. In this unity of • logos &11 
being@! are ana.logouEI, 4",d. m ClAd" 14" ... 

14 The 'nothing l$t' attitude in modern thought; cf~ Wolfgang Koehler, 
Tb6 Pl~ of Valtfu m * WOf"ld 01 Facts (IAvertght, 1939)~ Ch. I. 

15 lIerakleitot. frBgm. B 123 (DiBla). 
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LECTURE VI 

1 Only 8UOh. beinga h&ve. fPh,.iia'. ct. concerning the link between physisl , 
motion, and 8ubata.ll~e, ..A.rie.totJe; Phye. B I, 192 b 13. 

2 Aristotle. Metaphys.) Z 3. 
3 Aristotle, Metaphya., Z 11, 1037 a 29, Z 3, 1029 It. 

4 Aristotle seems to giv@ three of his ten ca.tegories a higher dignity : 
o~la. x6.~, ~61O n. The first actualize! itself in the second and third, in 
a~ting a.nd being acted on and ID relation to other beings. Substance iii! 
"scmttaUy 191akd to others &8 a being alD.ong other beillgl'!. The Aris
tot~lean system of ca.tegories, however. iR far from clear (et. Metaphys., 
1089 b 20; Prantl, Logik, I, 19O). 

5 Plato, Panneni~s. 142 E; ct. AriBtotie, MetAphya., 1003 b 23 ff. 
6 Aristotle, PhYI!I. III, presupposes this correlation. 
7 Plato, Epist. VH, 341 D 

LECTURE VII 

1 Of. Aristotle, MBtaphYB., Z 1029 if. I dealing with tho q\\esti()D of the 
priority of I».Tt and £too •• 

2 Ot:. 'btd.~ S 8 1050 a.. 
3 Plato Timaeu&, 62 B! I/or-t' lIl~utOllCJla.c 6.J'r:.6v "oY~O'P19 ~~'Vl "citct' . 

LECTURE VIII 

1 Plat4J, :Pal'menid.,s, 156. 
Z Aristotle, Metaphys., -t. 1072 b 3. 
3 Pla.toJ Parmenides, 152 ff; cf. note 6 to Lecture V. 
4 ';Serlvi 1 .. quaUta. del tenpo, 6epa;rQu, daUa. :geQruetrjea)~, The 'Ate~ 

Works of Leo~o da Vinoi, ed. by Jean Pa.ul Richter (Ox.ford University 
Pres" 1939, II, 138 (911). 

I) A~atinu8J Confess. XI, 11 11'. . 

LECTU&E IX 

1 Cf. Eddington, op. (I~t., pp. 260 if. 

LECTURE X 

I This ia not the onalogirJ. entM of 'l'hOl1181!1 Aquinas. Thomas Aquiu&l!Ijo 
though starting from Aristotle'a Metaph,a. r 2, in:vel'ta the mearung: 
he repb,celil Subltanee by God and cha.ngea imll1r.nenee into tra~nd
ence; d. note 13 to Lecture V. 

2 "L'UODlO l. grande diecorso, del quale )a piu p.t~ e va.na e fa-lsar Ii 
animali l'anno pi~10, m.a ~ utile e veto, e meg-lio ~ 1a piccola certezza 
ohe 1a gra b\J8ia"· T1.e IAtenif'JI War," of Leottahlo da l'inot:, II, 246 
{11~4:) • 

3 A IMtt.phOT vf unknown orlgiu~ l"elatec1 by Sutus, Adt!et1'~ Mat"'., 
VII, 130, and pointSDg to either Ilerakleltos or Poaeidonio8. 
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